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Frontispiece
The Redwood Trail. The large dominants, Redwood and
Douglas Fir, stand at the left and right respectively.
Tan Oak, Western Azalea and Huckleberry make a dense
foliage cover that shades the ferns, mosses and
liverworts bordering Opal Creek.
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INTRODUCTION
Location
Big Basin Redwood State Park lies in the Santa Cruz Mountains
approximately 40 miles south of San Francisco, 15 miles north of Santa
Cruz and 10 miles east of the Pacific Ocean (see Map I in appendix).
The park is entirely within Santa Cruz County. It was set aside by the
State Legislature in 1902 as a Redwood Preserve. The original reser
vation was 1,000 acres of the finest Redwood stands. Historically
this was the first part of the coastal Redwood forest to be set aside
for preservation and as such it is the oldest unit of our present State
Park System. Since 1902 additional purchases have Increased the area
to 10,000 acres. The new acquisitions include more Redwood forest plus
adjacent portions of wooded and chaparral covered land that serve as a
watershed for the park water supply.
Physiographic Features
In general the park occupies the drainage basin of Waddell Creek
which divides into the west and east forks separated by the low Middle
Ridge, elevation 1300 to 1600 feet. The rim of the aBasin", much higher
than Middle Ridge, consists of China Grade, 2000 feet, to the North;
the divide between Waddell and Boulder Creeks, 1800 feet, to the Last;
the Chalks Ridge, 1600 feet, to the West; and the summits of MacAbee
Mountain and Pine Mountain, 2200 feet, to the South where the highest
elevation in the area Is to be found. The lowest elevation is 500 feet
where the west fork of the Waddell Creek crosses the southern boundary.

The eirtire area is well dissected by streams. The intervening
ridges are characterized by steep slopes and a multitude of small but
deep gullies. The Middle Ridge separates the well developed eastern
portion irora the lesser developed western area.

On the eastern side of

Middle Ridge are ten well developed trails, all the campgrounds, the
lodge, the store, and the park headquarters. On the western side of
the ridge there are only two well developed trails, and one secondary
trail ascending Chalks Ridge.

The Rock and Soil
The rock and soil structure of the park area is quite uniform.
All the underlying rocks are sandstones and shales of the Butano
formation, a part of the Franciscan Series. Marine fossils, fish
scales and other vertebrate remains, have placed the age of the Butano
Formation as Upper Eocene, kQ to 50 million years of age. The texture
of this formation varies from coarse grained sandstones with no fossil
remains to fin© bedded shales rich in Foraminifera.

Erosion has more

quickly removed the soft shales leaving ridges of coarse sandstone.
The soil mantle is quite thin, on most slopes having a depth of 4 to 6
inches up to a raiximum of 2 or 3 feet on the more gently sloping parts.
In the bottoms of the carjyons where the streams have made narrow flood
plains the deposition has been much greater.

At certain locations on

Opal ^reek a soil depth of 14 feet can be seen. Where the soil is
exposed to light and air it lias a characteristic light color. However,
in the Redwood forest the soil is deep brown or black due to excessive
humus.
Though fauxting is present in this formation it is not respon
sible for any prominent park features.

Occasionally along the streams
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there has been waterfall development due to adjacent rocks of varying
texture. The most outstanding of these is the Lower Berry Fails in the
western portion of the park. Here the stream makes a vertical drop of
more than 50 feet. Landslips in the thin soil mantle are common.
During the wet season the thin soil becomes saturated and the heavy
weight of combined water and vegetation will cause it to move slowlydown slope. Usually the movement is slow enough that the vegetation
is not destroyed, but merely disturbed. One such area is the Creeping
Forest near Campground "L" where a tongue of soil £ mile wide and 3/h
mile long shows a horizontal movement of 70 feet. An extreme case of
landslip is the Slippery Hock area where in many places the soil is
completely gone and the only vegetation is an occasional shrub,
rooted in the rock crevices.
The Weather
No accurate weather records have been made in the park itself.
The nearest weather station is at the State Division of Forestry Head
quarters at Felton. This is lh miles south of tue park in the broad
valley of the San Lorenzo River and 1000 feet lower in elevation.
Though they are geographically close, the atmospheric conditions of
the two places are quite different. However, several general obser
vations can be noted. The climate is typical of the California coast,
consisting of a mild winter with an excess of rain, HO to 100 inches,
with but little snow, and warm, dry summers with near maximum sun.
During the summer morning fog occurs along the coast but rarely pene
trates the "Basin" because of the intervening Chalks Ridge. On the
two or three times when a coastal fog does penetrate the park it pro
duces a fine drizzle or light rain as the moisture laden air condenses
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on the trees. Daring the summer months the open areas will have a day
time maximum of 85° F to 90° F and temperatures of 100° F are not un
common. Under the forest canopy the temperature seldom rises above
70° F to 80° F.

Plant Communities
The entire park area lies in the Californian Province as defined
by the zoologist Dice (19^3)• In an area of this type the Life Zones,
as defined by C. Hart Kerriam (1893), lose much of their value as they
show the usual inversion common to the California coast. The Humid
Transition Zone occupies the bottoms of the canyons and the lower
slopes while the Upper Sonoran Zone is found on the drier more exposed
slopes above. To describe the floral relationships in such an area it
is advisable to us© a more specific unit, the Plant Community. This
term has been used by Munz and Keck (19^9) in describing plant relation
ships throughout the state and is adequate for describing the flora of
this area. A plant community consists of many species of plants living
together. The species present are determined by environmental condi
tions such as soil, slope, exposure, rainfall, etc., and the effect of
one or more dominant species on the others below. Such a community may
contain a great variety of individual species but the general appearance
of the area is uniform. The plant communities take their name from the
dominant species or where several species share dominance a name descrip
tive of the appearance of the vegetation is used. Three such communities
are present in the Big Basin area; the Chaparral with hard sclerophyll
shrubs dominant; The Redwood Forest with Coast Redwood (Sequoia semoervirens (Lamb.) Endl.) sharing dominance with Douglas Fir (Fseudotsuga

taxlfolia fcritt•) j and between these two a transition area designated
as the Mixed Evergreen korest determined by several dominants including
both broad-leafed and conifer species (see Map II in Appendix),
The Redwood Forest
The original purpose in establishing the park was to preserve
virgin stands of the Coast Redwood, It is not surprising then that
Redwood covers most of the park area except that land on the ridges,
fire creaks and along the margins of the park where logging has allowed
a second growth of Mixed Evergreen Forest or Chaparral to develop. The
Redwood with the Douglas Fir produces a dense canopy permitting little
if any direct sun to reach the soil. Beneath the canopy there is found
a tree layer, a shrub layer, and an herb layer. The species composition
of these layers is somewhat different along the streams as would be
expected.
The most spectacular development of the Redwood Forest is seen
on the broad bottom-land of Opal Creek (Frontispiece). Here these
shallow rooted giants reach heights of 250 to 300 feet and diameters of
more than 10 feet are common. Ring counts on fallen Redwoods show an
average age of 500 to 700 years. Some of tn© larger standing trees have
estimated ages in excess of 2,000 years. Sharing dominance with the
Redwoods and rivaling them in size are the Douglas Firs. The age of the
Douglas Firs is much less than that of the Redwoods, averaging only 200
to 300 years for the largest. This is probably due to the fact that the
Redwoods have survived the fires that have destroyed the Douglas Firs.
Below the Redwood canopy is a layer of smaller shade tolerant
trees. The dominant species of this layer are the Tanbark Oak or Tan

Oak Uitfrocarpus densiflora Rahd.) and the Madrone (Arbutus mangiest!
Pursh., (iig. II).

fne fan Oak is by far the most common. It varies

in size from a shrub with a stem of 1 or 2 inches in diameter to a tree
with a trunk 2 feet or more in diameter and 150 feet tali. In some
areas a few Tan Oaks have crowns extending into the Redwood canopy
above. More commonly however, the neavy crown proves too much for the
weak stem and the slender tree arches back to the ground. In the pic
nicking areas and campgrounds the number of Tan Oaks is diminishing
rapidly as the result of vandalism on the part of visitors who cut them
for xirewood or carelessness on the part of visitors who allow their
children to climb on them breaking them down. These trees are not re
producing themselves as any seedling that starts is soon stepped on or
run over as the summer crowds fill the area. Scattered among the Tan
Oaks especially on the south and west facing slopes is the Madrone.
The contorted and often spiraied pattern of the branches is accented
by the thin red bark that peels off to reveal the smooth green bark
below. The heavily cuticled leaves occur in clusters at the tips of t
the branches and give the tree a shining appearance.
The shrub layer away from the streams is almost entirely Huck
leberry CVftccinjum ovabum. hirsh.) (Fig. 7). This 4 to 10 foot shrub is
found growing everywhere in the park from the deep shade of the Redwood
Forest to the brilliant sun of the Chaparral.

The flower and fruit set

is most abundant where the plant receives filtered lignt. In dense
shade the plants become very large but are devoid of fruit or flowers,
in open sun the plant develops a rigid compact appearance, is rarely
more than 4 feet tall and is so strikingly different that it appears
to be another species.

The herb layer of the forest floor is sparse due partly to the
dense shade of the three layers of vegetation above and, due partly to
the thick layer of fallen cones, twigs, and leaves that form a loose
mat k to 10 inches thick on the soil. Isolated plants of Fairy Bells
(Pisporum hookeri (Torr.) Britt.) and Solomon's Seal (Smllacina sps.)
are able to penetrate the thickest duff as are the occasional leafless
saprophytes Pjrola aphylla Sin. and Corallorrhiza maculata Raf. Where
the duff is thinner some grasses like Hierochloe macroohvlla Thurb.
and Bromus laevipes Shear or a small colony of Poly^ala califomica
Nutt. may be present. Springs and seepages are covered by mats of
Horsetails (^quisetum arvense L.) and if the areas are large enough
they will be bordered with Woodwardia chamissoi Brack, and have a ribbon
of Wild Ginger (Asarum caudaturn Lindl.) following the pattern of the
run-off. Thin spots in the canopy permit creeping mats of Salal (Gaultheria shallon Fursh.) to form along the streams or encourage occasional
shrubs of Hazel (Corylus rostrata Rose) on the slopes.

Redwood Sorrel

(Qxalis oregana Butt.) generally a characteristic herb of the Redwood
Forest is found here only in a few isolated spots.
It is along the margins of the streams that greater variety is
found in the shrub and tree layers and the herbs become more abundant.
Wostern Azalea (Rhododendron occidentale (T. &0.) Gray) is the dominant
shrub. In some cases it becomes a small tree 20 to kO feet tall. Here
too is seen the Wax Myrtle (Hyrica californica Cham.) with its deep green
leaves offering a sharp contrast to its dull white bark. Often its roots
and branches separate and rejoin in natural grafts forming a woody lace
like growth. The deep banks of soil along the streams are thickly cov
ered with mosses and liverworts and support large clumps of ferns such
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as Lady Fern (Athyrlura filix-femina (L.) Roth) or Doer Fern (Struthopteris micrantha Dougl.) and Sugar Scoops (Bo.yklnla elata (Nutt.) Greene)
are common on these mossy banks. A few sheltered spots on the sandystream margins support clumps of Tiger Lilies (Lilium oardalinum Kail.)
though these are becoming quite rare (Fig. 2). Some reduction in
numbers is due to park visitors but more often it is due to the increased
number of deer which browse them heavily. In the headquarters and camp
ing areas the stream sides are subject to such a heavy human population
that this natural cover has been greatly reduced and in some places is
entirely absent. This results in the exposed mineral soil rapidly
eroding and destroying the natural overhanging banks that form most of
the stream margins.
When the summer mists enter the Redwood Forest the scene is
altered. The fine droplets of water condense on the leaves and twigs
above, then fail as a slow rain to the duff below. The effect of this
increase in moisture and humidity is easily seen in the mosses.

Over

night what was a twisted grey fuzz on a tree trunk or rock becomes an
erect and active plant 4 to 6 inches tall. Banana Slugs and Salamanders
emerge from the humus and move about on the newly moist surface. In on©
or two days however the warm dry sunny atmosphere returns and the mosses
again become dormant as they dry back into their obscure positions. The
moisture loving animals burrow back into the ever damp humus to emerge
only in the morning or after the evening dew has fallen. Even though
light wind may stir the canopy and trees above it, the general summer
aspect.-is one of quiet on the forest floor. The only disturbance is the
light rain-like sound of falling leaves and bud scales that contribute
to the ever deepening humus.
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The Chaparral
The Chaparral offers a light colored contrast to the deep green
of the forests below (Figs. 9 and 10). This community occupies the crests
of the ridges above 1600 feet and extends down the slopes to merge with
the Mixed Evergreen Forest or in some cases directly with the Redwood
Forest below. It is an area of low growth, brilliant sun, exposure to
wind and high summer temperatures. In general the plant cover consists
of a single layer of shrubs much branched and usually rigid, bearing
small heavily cuticled simple leaves. Beneath the 5 "to 15 foot thick
layer of broad leaf sclerophyll shrubs is a very thin soil or in some
cases exposed rock. This soil and rock surface is covered, with a thin
duff of fallen leaves and fruits and has little if any herb cover.
Though most of the shrubs have the same general appearance there is a
great variety in the species present. Though the Manaanitas (Arctostachvlos) and Wild Lilac (Ceanothus) are most abundant neither of
them approaches dominance. In some cases individual species like
tomentosa((Purah.) Lindl. with bright green leaves and smooth red
berries and A. andersonii Gray with gray leaves and sticky salmon col
ored fruit are easily identified. More often however, lack of flower
ing material during the summer months makes accurate Identification by
means of conventional keys difficult if not impossible for many species.
Furthermore the presence of intergrades in Arctostaohylos and Auercus
add to the difficulty in those genera.
In spite of the similarity of general appearance identification
of many of these shrubs is made easier by the presence of on© or more
strongly contrasting characters. Sane of these characters that are most

easily demonstrated during the summer months occur on the following shrubs.
Bright magenta blossoms make Chaparral Pea (•Ick.rlnsi. montana Nutt.)
easy to distinguish from the vegetative!/ similar Buckbrush (Ceanothus
guneatuj; (hook.) Nutt.). The smooth leaves of C. thrvaiflnma F,„h
separate it from sticky leafed C. pgpillosus though in size and inflores
cence they are quite similar. Though both Toyon (Photinia arbutlfolia
Lindl.) and Chamise (MenosdS* fasciculate K. & A.) bear large panicles
M easily shattered white flowers identification is easy because of the
broad serrate margined leaf of the Toyon and the fascicles of short needle
like leaves of the Chamise. The slender whip-iike stems of Bush Poppy
(tiSlldromessn rigida Benth.) supporting the single yellow blossom narks it
from us 'lore rigidly stemmed neighbors.

Orange-yellow blossoms separate

the sticky hush monkey Flower (amulug aurantlacus Curt.) from the purple
or white flowered but equally sticky ierba Santa (^^iyon californium
(H. & A.) Greene).
This uniform shrub cover is occasionally overtopped by small trees.
In steep banked gullies or other spots protected from too direct exposure
to wind are found Chaparral Oak (^uergus wisllzenl A. DC.) and Buckeye
(Aespulus califarnica (Spach.) Nutt.). In some areas even the uniform
shrub cover of the slopes and ridges supports a few widely scattered
Knobcone i L,ieo (i inus a tter.uata hemmon). the thin cover afforded by this
small pine has little if any effect on the vegetation below. However, in
some Places because of heavy natural reseeding after fire it forms an im
penetrable thicket of small trees 10 to 18 inches apart and 20 to 30 feet
tail that eliminates ail other species (Fig, 6).
Natural clearings in the Chaparral are rare. Where they do occur
as on Slippery Hock (Fig. 8) o
r the east slopes of Chalks Ridge they are
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usually barren. The more stable soil of such areas may support early
spring herbs and grasses but these have usually dried up by the first
of June.

One exception to this is Irichostema lanceolatum Benth.

This small blue flowered member of the Mint Family blooms abundantly
in the dry heat of late August or September.

Out banks, roadsides

and firebreaks are works of man that form artificial clearings in the
Chaparral and present a little different appearance as tne larger forms
are kept from growing.

Of all the artificial clearings the cut banks

best show the natural return of an area to Chaparral cover as no con
scious effort is made to keep them clear of vegetation. In addition
to grasses and herbs fresh cut banks show seedling plants of most of
the adjacent shrubs though Bush Monkey Flower, Chaparral Pea, and
Yerba Santa seem to be the predominant pioneers. Only after the soil
has been exposed for some time and some surface weathering has taken
place do the Manzanitas and Ceanothi become more successful. In areas
like roadsides, where regular maintenance prevents the growth of any
large plants, annuals like Godetia amoena (Lehm.) G. Don. and low
growing perennials such as India Paint Brush (Pastille.1a foliolosa H, &
A.) and Mexican Balsam (lauschneria californica Presl.) are found on the
better drained areas. Where standing water was common during the winter
and spring colonies of Rushes (Juncus sps.) and Sedges (Carex sps.) line
the roads. The constant grading and reworking of firebreaks has reduced
the vegetation there to only those plants that reproduce rapidly from
damaged roots or rhizomes (Fig. 5)»

Along these fire breaks Bracken

(Pteridium aquilinum L. var. lanuginosa (Bory) Hook.) and Calamagrostis
rubescens Buckl. are most common though plants of Yerba Santa and Chap
arral Pea are not infrequent. The bright sun seems to bring out a
characteristic odor of the Chaparral. This is most noticeable when
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entering the area from another region. Glandular tissue of various
Ceanothi seems to be the prim© factor though the diminutive Skunkweed
(jayarretia squamosa (Each.) H. &A.) sometimes adds more *fragrance*
than is welcome.
Mixed Evergreen Forest
Between the Chaparral above and the Redwood Forest below is a
transition area that exhibits characteristics of both communities. In
this mixed community of plants of the Chaparral and of the Redwood
Forest grow together as neighbors as in the case of Bracken of the
Chaparral growing beneath a Douglas Fir, one of the dominants of tne
Redwood Forest. The low Chaparral Manzanitas grade into their larger
cousin, The Madron©, common in the Redwood Forest. The short oaks of
the Chaparral, ^uercus dumoaa Kutt. and g* garrvana Dougl. give way to
the larger forms of £. chrvsoleois Liebm. and g, agrlfolia Nee. In
spite of the mixing of species this area does have characteristics of
its own. The most noticeable of these is the presence of grasses. In
the Redwood Forest dense shade eliminates nearly all the herb cover, in
the Chaparral the thin soil and lack of humus limit the grasses to those
species that flower quickly in the spring and then either die or become
dormant. In this area deep humus affords a rich water supply and the
filtered shade encourages a luxuriant growth of perennial Ryes, Fescues
and Dromes that afford shelter to Wild Strawberry (Fra^aria californica
C. <ft S.), Though no one plant is dominant this community does have a
tree canopy composed of a single layer of evergreen species. Both hard
woods, Oaks and Madrones, and conifers, Douglas Fir with a few small
Redwoods and some Knobcone Fines, are present. It is this characteristic
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single layered mixture of conifers and broadleaved trees that gives this
community the name Mixed Evergreen Forest (Fig. 7).
The width of this transitional Mixed Evergreen Forest is quite
variable. On the headwaters of Union and Sempervirens Greeks where the
slopes are usually gentle and uniform this community extends from south
of Sky Meadow to well past the eastern park boundary, a distance of 3
miles.

On the Berry Falls Trail the steep canyon walls ciiange abruptly

from Redwood Forest below to Chaparral above. In sane places the change
is so abrupt that Mixed Evergreen Forest is absent entirely.

On the

north entrance road the area of Mixed Evergreen Forest lies consistently
between the 1200 and 1400 foot contours, a width of about •§• mile. In
addition to the controlling factors of slope and elevation the effect of
fire on the Mixed Evergreen Forest must be considered. On recently
burned areas much of the canopy is removed allowing more sun to reach
the soil. This encourages a dense herb and grass cover and accelerates
the growth of Tan Oaks already present (Fig. R). This gives the land the
appearance of a single layer forest with a dense herb cover on the ground,
both typical characteristics of Mixed Evergreen Forest. This appearance
gradually gives way as new branches and foliage grow on the Redwood Fire
Columns (Fig. 3) and Douglas Firs grow rapidly upward to join the Redwoods in the canopy. Two areas of this type are present in the park, one
on the lower slopes of Pine Mountain that burned in 19^9 and another that
shows more recovery along the Shadowbrook Trail that burned over in 1906.
These three communities then, the Redwood Forest, the Chaparral,
and the transitional area of Mixed Evergreen Forest are the Plant Com
munities of Big Basin. This paper is written to better enable the public,
the naturalists, and the staff of Big Basin Redwood State Park to understand
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the plants of this area and their relationships to one another.

Xn the

individual plant descriptions often the effects of man on the plant are
included. This is a necessity as during the past fifty years man has
made himself as much a factor in the environment as fire, precipitation,
or dominant canopy.
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Figure 1.

Lower Berry Creek Falls

This waterfall has a vertical drop of more than sixty feet
down a coarse sandstone cliff. The area is at the base of
a steep walled canyon shaded by dense Redwood Forest. The
exposure to sunlight as seen in the picture only occurs at
noon on those days free from fog. The cliff itself is
covered with Adiantun pedatum L. and a dense xaat of mosses.
The left xaargin of the picture shows Torreya californica
Arn. above and Euomrmous occidentalis Nutt. below extending
from the steep canyon wall that is also covered by a low xaat
of Asarum caudaturn, Lindl.

1?

Figure 2.

Berry Greek

A failing Redwood free crushed several specimens of
Lithocarpus densifiora (H. &A.) Rend, and young Red
woods exposing the otherwtsed shaded canyon to sunlight.
This allowed a g(X)d exposure of the leaf and bark char
acteristics of pithocarpus densifiora (H. &A.) Eehd.,
the most common woody species in the Big Basin area.
The blossom is that of Lillum oard-llnnm Keil.
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Figure 3.

Fire Damage in Redwood Forest

Natural resistance to fir© in mature Sequoia gempervirens Endl.
is well illustrated in these two trees. The tree on the left
was not as severely damaged. Tnis picture taken along the Pin©
Mountain trail in 1955 shows how quickly recovery takes place.
The dead sticks in the foreground are young Redwoods that did
not survive.
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Figure

Fire Damage in Mixed Evergreen Forest
This area burned in 19^9 lie3 cm the north slope of Pine
Mountain, China Grade on the opposite side of the "Big
Basin" marks the far horizon. Prior to the fire the forest
was Pseudotsuga taxifolia Britt., Arbutus menziesii Pursh.
and Pinus attenuata Lemmon. In 1955 the area was covered
with various Chaparral shrubs of which Ceanothus thrysiflorus Esch. is dominant. The presence of young trees
below the Ceanothus indicates the regrowth of Mixed Ever
green Forest in the area.
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Figure 5*

Fire Break in Mixed Evergreen Forest

Fire breaks form artificial clearings along all ridges in the
Mixed Evergreen Forest and Chaparral communities. The exposed
mineral soil Is quickly covered with rteridium aquilinum Underw.»
Lotus .lunceus Greene and young plants of Pickeringia montana
Mutt, and Criodictyon califomicum Greene. In the background
a normal forest of Arbutus msnaieali Mutt,, Llthocarpus densiflom (H. &A.) Rehd. and Pseudotsuaa taxifolia Britt. is
present. The dense tree in the foreground is an exceptionally
large Castanoosls chrysophylla (Dougl.) A,
spared during firebreak construction.

1X3.

which was
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Figure 6-

Fire Break in Knobcone Pin©

The need for fire breaks is vividly shown in this area near
Ocean View Summit, formally this dense stand of Pinus at
tenuate Lemmon is continuous over many acres and the accu
mulation of dead dried twigs under a cover of resinous needles
makes a severe fire hazard. Where the Pines have been removed
Briodictvon califomicum Greene and Pickeringia montana Mutt,
are quickly established along with seedling Pines.
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Figure 7.

Artificial Clearing in Mixed Evergreen Forest

Tii© or igin of this clearing on the Warden Dool© Trail is not
known though it was prior to 1904 when the area became a
park. The encroaching plants are seen in the following
sequence from foreground to undisturbed forest in the
background; grasses with occasional Madia madioldes (Nutt.)
Greene and Aster radulinus Gray; Vacclnlum ovatum Pursh.;
the shrub; young Lithocarous densiflorayf (H. & A.) Rehd.;
Arbutus menziesil Nutt.; and finally young Sequoia sempervlrens Endl. along with Pseudotsuga taxlfolla Britt.
which is dominant in this area.
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Figure 8.

Natural clearing in the Mixed Evergreen Forest

Slippery Rock is an area of thin unstable soil over a hard
sandstone formation that is resistant to erosion. Where
thin soil is present it supports grasses and dwarfed forms
of Lithocarpus densifloro? (H. & A.) Rehd. and Ceanothus
cuneatus (Hook) Nutt. seen at the left. The taller shrub,
on the right is Ceanothus thrvsiflorus Esch. and it is
found on deeper more stable portions. Exposed rock shows
in the left foreground on which occurs a small clump of
soil held by dried mosses that support Trichosteiaa lanceoiatum Benth. in late summer. Background is normal Mixed
Evergreen Forest.

2k

9.

The Chaparral, Taller Form

Along this portion of the North Escape Road the taller form of
Chaparral common on steep well protected slopes in deep canyons
is easily seen. In the upper left are scattered trees of Pinus
attenuate Lemmon below which is a continuous cover of Ceanothus
thvrsiflorus Esch., Ceanothus oapillosus T. &G. and Arctostaohvlog species. The left foreground shows Eriodictyon
californicum Benth. growing on the exposed soil of the road
side. The arborescent form on the right is Fremontia californlca Torr. which forms a protective canopy over Rhus diverslloba
T. & G.
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Figure 10.

The Chaparral, Lower Form

The lower form of Chaparral is more common on the tops of the
higher ridges and the south facing slopes adjacent to them.
Where ever horth facing or East facing slopes occur Mixed
Evergreen Forest invades the area as can be seen in the back
ground. The most common plants are Eriodictvon califomicum
Benth., foreground; Adenostoma fasciculatum (H. & A.) beside
ranger; and Baccharis pjlularis DC•; densely rounded shrub
on far right. As the area is subject to frequent fires this
plant formation is crisscrossed by many firebreaks and access
roads for fire equipment.
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Figure II.

Dense liedwood Forest

The dense nature of this plant community makes it difficult
to photograph. This picture represents the same area as
seen in the Frontispiece but the view is upward. The tall
columns are all Sequoia gempervirens EnoOL. Which forms a
canopy well above the Arbutus menaiesii Pursh. with the
brilliantly reflecting leaves in the center and the Lithocarpus densiflora (H. & A.) Kehd. seen at the far right
margin. Below this layer but not seen is the low shrub
layer of Vacclnlum ovatum Pursh. and the deep mat of needles
and twigs that form the thick water holding layer of humus
on top of the stable sandy soil.
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KEX TO THE Pi^ANT FAMILIES OF BIG BASIN REDWOOD STATE PARK
This key has been designed to function primarily on vegetative
characters. The dense shade of the Redwood Forest allows great vege
tative development bat at the same time it inhibits floral development
in many species thus making the usual plant key ineffective.

Another

common problem in plant keys is that cnaracters chosen as a basis of
identification may represent different seasons in the plants s growth.
As far as is possible this key is constructed to eliminate these two
undesirable features. It is intended for use during the months of
June to September, the months of greatest park attendance, therefor©
the characters chosen are those available during this period. It has
been the policy in constructing the key to choose characters in the
following order; Leaves, stems, twigs, flowers, fruit. In some cases
where the us® of fruit or flower characters has been unavoidable it
will be necessary to follow both of the alternative choices until one
is finally eliminated by the presence of characters that do not describe
the species in hand. Because of the varied nature of certain plant
families they will be keyed out in several different places in the key.
The page number after a family name refers to the page where another
key is found to determine the species within the family. Though this
is a family key it is intended only to identify those members of the
family present in this area and will not necessarily serve for family
identification elsewhere in the state.
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Division I PTBiUDOPHrThS
Plants with spores; no flowers;
herbaceous; never more titan 10
feet tail.
la Leaves reduced to whorle of scales on green jointed stem; spores
borne in small black cone-like fruiting bodies on some species#
louisetaceae pg 36
lb Leaves conspicuously compound from underground stems; spores mostly
borne on backs of leaves (Struthopteris bears spores on much
modified stem-like branch)#
Polypodiacaae pg 37
Division IX SFfehHATOPiiYT^
plants with seeds produced in cones
or flowers; tissue herbaceous or
woody.
Group I uymffpepas,
Leaves needles; evergreen trees
or shrubs; seeds in cones or
fleshy fruits.
la

Bark fibrous with vertical grooves, red strings formed by shredding
with fingers#
Tsxodlaceae pg. 42

lb Bark crusty or In platelets with grooves in all directions# will
not shred easily in fingers.
2a Cones present; needles round In cross-section, in clusters of
3 or one at a place# clusters evenly distributed around
twig.
IInaceae pg*41
2b Cones absent# fruit a fleshy drupe (rarefy seen); needles flat,
one at a place# In two opposite horizontal ranks along
twig.
Taxaceae pg 40
Group XI
Leaves other than needles; plants
trees shrubs or herbs; flowers
usually present though not always
showy.
Sub-Class x tpaocamjaxais
Leaves parallel veined# petiole
absent; axillary buds not easily
seen.
la Flower parts brown or green becoming dry in fruit, not snowy; fruits
small, less than i inch long, usually occurring in groups or
clusters.
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2a Leaves round and stem-like,

Juncaceae pg 48

Lb Leaves flat and narrow though often folded forming a blade with
a midrib,
3a Plant 6-10 ft, tall with long strap-like leaves. Usually
marginal to water.
Tvohaceae pg 42
3b riant less than 3 feet tall, (Except in Elvmus in Gramineae)
ka Stem triangular; leaves spreading from base, Croeraceae pg 47
Lb Stem round; leaves either cauline or ba3al.
5a Flower with perianth of 6 brown minute tooth-like
scales; styles 3 and twisted, stamens 6 or
sometimes 3«
Juncaceae pg 48

5b Flowers enclosed or subtended by 2 glumes, green or

brown; styles 2 and plumose, stamens 3*
Gramineae pg 43

lb Flower parts usually showy with perianth petaloid; fruit a capsule
or berry,
|
to 3 inches long.
2a Flower parts irregular, lower petal forming a protruding lip
enclosing pistil and stamens.
Orchidaceae pg 56
2b Flower parts regular, sepals and petals forming equal groups
of 31 or at least equally distributed on the receptacle.
3a Ovary below flower as a swelling in the peduncle; leaves
long, narrow and drooping,
Iridaceae pg 55
3b Ovary in flower, above petals; leaves variable. Llliaceae pg 50
Sub-Glass II DlQQTXLbmm
Leaves with netted veins or veins
obscure; petiole usually present;
bud present in leaf axils.
A-l PETALS HOME
(Calyx or involucre sometimes
petaloid)
8-1 Fiant A Tree Or Shrub
la Fruit an acorn. (Nut in a scaly cup)
lb Fruit not an acorn.

iaaaceae pg 58
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"'~'a

long and narrow, at least 5 times own width.
3® Leaf margin entire; strong aroma present when leaf
is crushed.
JLauraceae pg 64
3b Leaf margin widely toothed; strong aroma absent when
leaf is crushed.
rivricaceae pg 57

2d i^eaf never more tnan 3 times own width.
3a Leaf margin lobed, undulate or entire; never serrate.
^ 4a Leaves alternate, 3 lobe; calyx brilliant yellow if
present.
Stercuilaceae pg 78
4b Leaves opposite, margins undulate; calyx inconspicuous.
3b .Leaf margin serrate.
4a Leaves glabrous or slightly glandular; plant a tree
with single trunk.
Betulacaceae pg 57
4b Leaves covered with soft tomentum; plant a much branched
shrub.
Corvlaceae pg 58
B-II

Plant An Herb

la Leaves with stinging hairs; plant 4-8 ft. tail.

Urticaceae pg 61

lb Leaves without stinging hairs; less than 3 feet tall.
2a Stem white, prostrate in moist seepages; leaves deeply cordate,
fleshy.
Aristolochiaceae pg 61
2b Stem green or red, erect on dry soil; leaves linear or divided.
Polygonaceae pg 62
A-II FLTALS PAESENT
B-I Petals separate, not joined even at base.
la Plant a woody tree, shrub or suffrutescent perennial.
2a Leaves simple, only one blade above the bud.
3a Leaves pinnately veined.
4a Flowers solitary at end of long slender peduncle.
Papaveraceae pg 64
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4b Flowers in clusters, panicles or spikes.
5a hteras thin and wire-Like; plant a dense suffrutescent
perennial, 1 fto 2 feet tall.
Clstaceae pg ?8
5b ->tem firm and woody; plant a shrub or small tree,
4-20 ft. tall.
Hhamnaceae pg 76
jb Leaves palmately veined.
4a Plant a tree; leaves opposite. Petioles red.
Aceraceae pg 75
4b Plant a scrubby shrub or vine; leaves alternate.
5a Leaves 3-6 (soatetimes 10) incnes wide, hosaceae pg 67
5b Leaves never more than 2 inches wide.
Saxifragaoeae pg 65
2b Leaves compound, more than one blade above the bud, or needle
like occurring in fascicles.
3a Leaves palmate, trifoliate or in fascicles.
4a Leaves trifoliate; flowers yellow or red.

Leguminosae pg 70

4b Leaves with 5-7 leaflets or occurring in fascicles; flowers
white.
5a Leaves in fascicles of needle-like foliage f to 3/4
inch long; evergreen.
Kosaceae pg 67
5b Leaves occurring singly with 5-7 leaflets each 1 f
to 5 inches long; deciduous. Hippocastanaceae pg 75
3b Leaves pinnate.
Rosaceae pg 67

4a Stem with spiny prickles.
4b Stem Lacking spiny prickles.
5a Leaflets 3*

Anacardiaceae pg 74

5b Leaflets more than 3*

BerberIdaceae pg 63

lb Plant an herb or trailing vine.
2a Leaves simple. (May appear compound in Cruciferae)
3a Leaves pinnately veined.
4a Plant perennial from heavy rootstock.

Onaaraceae pg 79
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Lb Plant annual, no heavy rootstock present#
>a flowers rose or red; petiole absent or much reduced;
plants of dry open slopes#
Ona^raceae pg 79
3b flowers white; leaves petioled; plants of shade or
moist habitat#
6a Basal leaves in rosettes; plants rooted in soil.
j ortulacaceae pg 62
6b Basal leaves deciduous; plant rooted in mud or
water, (leaf blade occasionally deeply
divided or appearing compound) Gruciferae pg 6L
3b Leaves palmately veined, (usually palmately lobed)
La Leaf blade gently rounded or heart shape, blade not
deeply divided or lobed.
Violaceae pg 78
Lb Leaf blade palmately lobed and margin usually sharply
toothed.
5a Stems and petioles with short stiff hairs.
Saxifragaceae pg 65
5b Stem and petioles lacking short stiff hairs.
6a Flowers in spikes.

Kanunculaceae pg 63

6b Flowers in umbels.

Umbeiliferae pg SO

2b Leaves compound.
3a Leaves pinnate.
La Leaflet margin smooth or entire.

Leguminosae pg 70

Lb Leaflet margin toothed or serrate.
5a Leaves L to 6 in. long; robust plant of streamsides.
Araliaceae pg SO
5b Leaves less than L in. long; small prostrate plant
of shaded woodland.
hosaceae pg 6?
3b Leaves palmate•
La. Leaflets 3*
5a i etiole smooth, leaflet entire.

Qx&lid&ceae pg.7"}
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5b Petiole covered with short hairs, leaflet
serrate.
Roaaceae pg 67
4b Leaflets 4 or more. Stem and petiole covered
with minute clinging hooks.
Kubiaceae pg 97
B-II Petals joined togetner, at least at tne base, forming a tube.
la Plant a parasite or saprophyte, no green coloring present.
2a riant attached to leaves or stem of host. Twining stem
yellow and thread-like.
Convolvulaceae pg 86
2b Plant attached to roots of host.
3a Ltera thick, succulent, more than f in. in diameter,
prostrate or erect; flowers densely crowded.
Orobanchaceae pg 96
3b Stem slender, less than i in. in diameter, always
erect; flowers evenly spaced in spike.
4a Flowers nodding, petals equal.

Ericaceae pg 81

4b Flowers not nodding, petals irregular, one
forming a lip enclosing pistil and
stamens (Monocot.)
Qrchldaceae pg 56
lb Plant not a parasite or saprophyte, green tissue present.
2a Trees, shrubs or vines, ie. some part of the plant with
woody tissue,
3a Leaves opposite.
4a Foliage strongly scented when crushed.

Labiateae pg 89

4b Foliage not strongly scented when crushed.
5a Leaf and stem sticky to touch.
5b Le&f and stem not sticky to touch.

Scroohulariaceae pg 92
Ca rifoliaceae pg 98

3b Leaves alternate.
4a Flowers small and in dense heads subtended by bracts;
leaves often finely divided.
Compositae pg 100
4b Flowers occurring singly on pedicels in an open
inflorescence; leaves with simple undivided blade.

162436
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5a stem prostrate or rising only at tip, or forming
a trailing vine,
6a Flowers white, plant a trailing vine.
Convoivulaceae pg 86
6b Flowers red; plant a decumbent perennial,
stems rising only at tip.
Qnaaraceae pg 79
5b oterns erect, shrubs or small tress.
6a, Leaf margin serrate; veins well marked on
lower surface.
hydroohvllaceae pg 88
6b Leaf margin smooth and entire; veins not
prominent.
Lricaceae pg 81
2b Herbs, no woody tissue in stem.
3a Leaves palmately compound.

Oxalidaceae pg 73

3b Leaves simple.
4a Leaves opposite or whorled.
5a Leaves whorled, unequal in size; flowers usually
solitary or in few flowered umbels if present.
Primuiaceae pg 86
5b Leaves opposite; flowers in dense clusters
or spikes.
6a Flowers regular; leaf margin deeply notched
often becoming spiny as plant dries.
Polemonlaceae pg 8?
6b Flowers irregular; leaf margin variable
but never spiny.
?a Herbage strongly scented when crushed*
^biateae pg 39
7b Herbage not strongly scented when crashed.
8a Stem erect or only prostrate at base,
flowers yellow, axillary on
long pedicels.
Scronhulariaceae r>e 92
8b Stem prostrate or rising only at tip,
bearing dense floral spike of
blue flowers.
Verbenaceae pg 88
4b Leaves alternate.
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5a i'j.owers in small dense heads subtended by bracts.
Compositae pg 100
5b Flowers on separate peduncles (obscurely so
in Folemoniaceae)•
6a Flowers irregular, often strongly 2 lipped.
Sorophulariaceae pg 92
6b Flowers regular.
7a Leaf with slight serrate margin; pinnately
reined.
Gampanulaceae pg 99
?b Leaf margin deeply incised or divided;
palmately veined.
8a Leaf 3/^ to 1 in. long, margin
becoming spiny as plant matures.
Xerophytic.
Lolemonlaceae pg 87
8b Leaf 2 to 8 in. long, margin never
spiny; aquatic.
Compositae pg 100
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THE FLORA

Family EQUISETACEAE Horsetail Family
la Stem erect, 1 - 8 ft. tall, more|
than
in. in diameter.
2a Stem simple with few side branches.
2b Stem with whorls of fine side branches.

2. Eauisetum hymenals
3. Eauisetum telmateia

2a Stem prostrate, rising only at tip, less than i in. in diameter.
Branchiets present but irregular.
1. Eauisetum arvens®
Eauisetum arvense L. Common Horsetail
This grows on the sandy stream beds in tne deeply shaded canyons of the
Redwood Forest. Ho otner plants are found on this loose sand though the
adjacent rocks are covered with Liverworts and Mosses. The most acces
sible area in which this species is found is the bottom of Waddell Creek
below its junction with Opal Creek and just east of the sever plant. All
of the filiform stems are sterile and the plant shows no indication of
fruiting material. Because of the lack of fertile material and the irreg
ular growth of the vegetative this identification is only tentative.
2. Eauisetum hvraenaie L. Giant Scouring Rush
Only one station for this species is known in the park. It is in dense
Redwood Forest on the east facing slope of Opal Creek 1/8 mile north of
Haddocks Cabin site on the trail to 100 Acre Woods. The colony covers a
large spring area on the steep canyon wall extending from the trail above
to the stream about 100 feet below. The stems are h to 8 feet tall with
infrequent small branchiets near the tips some of which bear immature or
sterile strobili. Host of the reproduction seems to be by division of
the rootstocks. The nam® dcouring Rush comes from the presence of small
siliceous tubercuies along the stem which made it valuable to early set
tlers for cleaning pots.
3. Remiseturn telmateia Ehrh., var. Braunii Milde. Giant Horsetail
Though this coirmion horsetail Is found in all three plant communities it
is encountered most frequently in the Redwood Forest where it grows on
the deep soil of stream borders. It is most abundant In the 100 Acre
Woods Area where it covers much of the flood plain of Opal Creek. Here
dense stands 30 to 50 feet long and as many feet wide form solid green
thickets. In such areas some stems attain a height of five feet though
stems two to three feet are more common. In the Mixed Evergreen forest
and Chaparral the plant is usually found in small clumps occupying the
damper locations where springs and seepages are present or standing water
has been present along roads.
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Family POLYPQDIACEAE Fern Family
la Leaf stalks black, shining, wire-like, not chaffy.
2© Ventral surface of leaf golden or yellow; leaves triangular,
curling into dry balls when dead, 5* Pityrogramma triangularis
2b Ventral surface of leaf green; leaves other than triangular.
3a Ultimate leaflet triangular, leaf stalk continuous bearing
leaflets along axes.
1. Adlantum emarglnatum
3b Ultimate leaflet 2 to 3 times as long as broad, leaf stalk
forked at summit, each fork bearing several pinnae.
2. Adiantum pedatum
lb Leaf stalk green or brown, never wire-like, sometimes chaffy.
2a Plant producing a single leaf. If to 3 sometimes 8 feet tall;
leaf never prostrate on soil unless stem is broken.
8. Ptertdium aqullinum
var. pubescens.
2b Plant producing a cluster of leaves. (Sometimes a single
prostrate leaf in Lryopteris ar&uta)
3a Leaf once pinnate.
La Leaflet margins entire and recurved; sporangia on central
stem-like fruiting stalk only. 9. Struthooteris soicant
Lb Leaflet margins serrate; sporangia in round sori on
backs of leaves.
7. Polvstichum munitum
3b Leaf twice to many times pinnate. (May be only once pinnate at tip.)
La Plant large, 2f to 8 ft., tall; usually located in or
marginal to seepages or streams.
5a Individual leaflets joining one another along midrib;
sori linear in chain-like pattern.
10. Woodwardia chamissoi
5b Individual leaflets separate from one another, may be
joined at tip of leaf; sori round or broadly oblong and
scattered on leaflet.
3- Athrvrlum filix-foemina
Lb Plant small to medium, 6 inches to 2 feet tall; usually
located on shaded or well drained slopes.
5a Stalk green bearing thin flake-like scales; foliage
deep olive green.
L. Lryopteris arguta
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5b -talk nearly white densely covered with chaffy scales;
foliage grey-green or nearly white.
6. Polystichum dudlevi
Adiantum emarginatum Hook. California Maidenhair
Iher© are two recognized locations for this fern in tne park, both of
wnicn are clearings on west facing slopes in Redwood Forest with small
seepages present. One is on Berry Falls Trail}mile west of kiddle
-aidge wnere it is associated with Stacnvs bullata and hioromeria chammxsonia (lerba Buena). The other is along the cliffs of Berry Creek
just below golden Falls where it is found intermingled with Rhus diversiloba (.oison Oak;. The plant fonas a low mat 2 to 3 inches above the
soil and is usually covered by the other plants of the area.
2* Adiantum pedatum L, var aleuticum Rupr. Five Finger Fern
In the Redwood Forest this is the common fern of moist dripping places
near waterfalls and on green mossy banks where there is some seepage.
Perhaps the best display is on the eastern bank of Berry Creek at Silver
Falls where the graceful drooping fronds cloak a vertical wall more than
40 feet tall. Closer to park headquarters they can be seen at Sempervirens Falls and on the southern bank of Waddell Creek along the Wood
wardia Trail. Their green color usually appears brilliant beside the
dull mosses that are generally found with it. As the drooping fronds
have no strength of their own they are not taken by park visitors for
flower arrangements, and the places where they grow are inaccessible to
the deer. These two factors plus the fact that they may be poisonous
to some species of animals have done much to preserve this fern.
3« Athyrium filix-foemina (L.) Roth

Lady Fern

The overhanging banks of perennial streams in the deeply shaded Redwood
Forest are the only places where this fern is found, often so close to
the stream that its lower fronds trail in the water. They are most abun
dant along Berry Creek between Silver Falls and Lower Berry Falls where
they form large round masses of green lace 3 to 5 feet in diameter. Those
that grow closer to the eamping area will soon fall victim to our human
population. Along Opal Creek and Sempervirens Creek near the headquarters
area it has been eliminated entirely by streamside hiking and fishing. A
few small isolated clumps remain in tne 100 Acre Woods area and a single
plant, is still to be found on Union Creek § mile north of Campground B.
Cryopteris areata (Kaulf.) Watt. Wood Fern
This is one of the less conaaon ferns of the park. It occurs in the Red
wood forest on the well drained slopes and in the more densely shaded
parts of the Mixed Evergreen Forest. It is closely associated with
f^rkysfrAchum munitum (Sword Fern), and often overlooked because of the
presence of this xargsr species* it is most abundant along the Berry
*rail near tne Kelly Creek junction where it occurs as one or more
fronds 6 to 18 inches long lying flat on the deep duff that covers the
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soil, A few scattered plants are found on the Meteor Trail 4 mile below
its junction with Middle Ridge. In this location it is rare to find one
with more than one frond,
5. Pityroeranima triangularis (Kaulf.) Maxon Gold Back Fern
This small fern is a resident of both the Mixed Evergreen Forest and the
Chaparral. Where a forest or high shrub cover is present it forms col
onies among the grasses as can be seen along the Pin© Mountain Trail just
above the burn line of the 19^8 fire. In the more exposed and sunny loca
tions the usual habitat is under the north side of rock where it Is limited
to the small amount of shade tne rock affords. The only station known for
it in the dense Redwood Forest is on the Meteor Trail l/8 mile below Middle
Ridge where a small colony of very large vegetative plants occurs among
Qxaiis ore^ana. The dark green dorsal surface offers a sharp contrast to
the golden yellow ventral surface. The curled black or brown remains of
last year's growth can usually be found still attached to the rhizome.
6. Polvstichum dudlevi Maxon

Bristle Fern

Dens® Redwood Forest deeply carpeted with duff is the only habitat in
which this fern is found. It is quite rare in this area, only having
been seen in the 100 Acre Woods area where the Meteor Trail meets the
North Escape Road. The fine silk-like covering of the leaflets and the
dense chaffy scaled rachis completely hide the green of this plant
giving a dry or withered appearance. Though no doubt more common than
this account would indicate it is very difficult to see as it so nearly
resembles the dry forest floor on which it grows.
7. Polv3tichum munitum (Kaulf.) Presi. Sword Fern
The cooler north facing slopes of Redwood Forest and Mixed Evergreen
Forest supply the habitat favored by this fern. Along the moist shaded
ravines it is associated with Woodwardia chamissoi and Rosa gyianocarna
as can be seen in the deeply shaded gorge of Onion Creek. Where it ex
tends into the more exposed areas it is associated with Pteridium aqullinum var. pubescens (Bracken) and various grasses as around the borders
of Sky Meadow. At one place on the Pine Mountain Trail it occurs with
clumps of Iris and Rhus diversiloba (Poison Oak) where a particularly
steep slope affords more shade than the surrounding area. In exposed
places the fern has a rigid appearance and the ventral surfaces of the
fronds are densely covered with round sori. In the shaded areas where
it is more common the fronds arch gracefully and few, if any sori are
present.
8» Pteridium aauliinum var. oubescens Underw. Bracken
Bracken is common in the warm sunny areas of the Mixed Evergreen Forest
and Chaparral. It can easily be seen anywhere on the China Grade Road
where it forms dense masses 2 to 3 feet tall. Any exposed mineral soil
surface is soon covered by this fern as can be seen along the bull-dozed
fire breaks. Its single rachis rising from the soil displays its leaf
lets in a step-like pattern. The largest bracken are found in the more
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snad6d im« as on Union Creek Trail just below Sky Meadow. Here these
b®co^ae ^e than 8 feet tail, so tail in fact that their own weight
breaks their stems and they fall back to the ground, Much of this par
ticular patch of ferns was growing on very soft soil and as a result was
destroyed by slides during the winter floods of 1955.
9. gtruthooteyls soicant (L.) Weis Deer Fern
This fern is restricted to the moist moss covered banks of perennial
streams in tae deeply shaded Redwood Forest. In such places it forms
extensive mats the width of the narrow flood plains and extending 20 to
30 feet along stream. Scattered through this green bank are plants of
Bp,yklrda elafyi (Coast Boykinia), Heuchera micrantha (Alum Hoot), and the
less common Tjare^la unifoliata (Sugar Scoops). Though rooted in the
water the large leaves of retasites palraata (Coltsfoot) also invade the
mat. The bright green waxy-like fronds are all sterile. As the weather
becomes warmer toward the end of June or July wire-like fertile fronds
grow from the center of the rosette usually extending 1 or 2 feet higher
than the sterile fronds. The fern is common on all shaded streams ex
cept those in the camping and picnicking areas where they have been re
moved by several generations of visitors.
10. Woodwardia chamissoi Back. Chain Fern
This is the largest fern of the deeply shaded Redwood Forest. It is
distributed in interrupted colonies along streams and seepages. Isolated
plants are rarely seen. Along trie trail from the Haddocks Cabin Site to
the 100 Acre Woods the arching fronds of this fern are often higher than
a man's head. Where the soil is very wet they are surrounded by Asarum
caudaturn (Wild Ginger) and Equisetum. where conditions are drier Polyfftichum munitum (Sword Fern) is abundant. In spite of the proper habi
tat this fern is seldom found in the camping and picnicking areas which
were robbed for private gardens before the present stringent plant pro
tection laws were adopted. The Woodwardia Trail takes its name from
this species for at one time the banks of Waddell Creek below Woodwardia
Falls were covered with this fern. However, recent lumbering operations
have not only removed the fern but the small falls as well.

Family

TAXACEAE lew Family

1. Torreva californica Torr. California Nutmeg or Stinking lew
This species seems to be limited to the narrow band where the Redwood
Forest meets either trie Mixe d Evergreen Forest or Chaparral. Two large
colonies are known in the park, each in a different habitat. On tne
Sunset Trail
mile east of Golden Falls it occurs with Rhamnus crocea.
Ceajnothus papiilosus. Arctostaohylos tomentosa and other Chaparral shrubs
on a west facing slope. On Pin© Mountain Trail another large colony is
found among Lithpgarpus densiflora and Douglas Fir on a north facing
slope. At the foot of lower Berry Fails it is found growing with Woodwardia
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Fern and Kuonymous occidentals (Burning Bush) in the dens© shad® of
;iedwood Forest. The plant is a small tree or a large bush depending
on its location and how recently it has been burned, the smaller forms
being found in the drier locations. At first glance it seems to resemble
Redwood but the spine tipped needles and smooth white bark separate the
two species easily.

Family PINACEAE Pine Family
la Needles less than ljr inches long, set singly on twig; cones are
deciduous annually.
1, Pseudotsu-a taxlfolia
lb Needles 3 to 5 inches long in clusters of 3» cones closed, remaining
on stem several seasons.
2. Flnus attenuata
1. Pseudotsuga taxlfolia (Lamb.) Britt. Douglas Fir
This large member of the Pin® Family together with the Redwood makes up
the bulk of the Redwood Forest. The trees are most commonly found in the
deeper canyons where protection from the wind allows them to gain a
height of 200 to 300 feet supported by a girth of 4 to 6 feet. As they
extend upward into the Mixed Evergreen Forest they become progressively
smaller. Though they are not considered fire resistant trees, several
do show fire scars. One specimen on the Fine Mountain Trail has had all
the lower branches pruned by fire while the upper branches still seem to
be quite wealthy. Large fallen Douglas Firs are rare as the damp moist
ground encourages quick decay and the wood has none of the lasting quali
ties that make fallen Redwoods so commonplace. In the early days of the
park only tne Redwood was protected so many of the finest Douglas firs
were cut to be used as firewood. A sample of this early desecration can
be seen in the 100 Acre Woods. In some of the recently burned areas sam
ples of this tree's abundant seedling reproduction can be seen. Here
dense thickets of Douglas Fir occupy an area where the cover was burned
to ashes after severe fires. The finest remaining stand of Douglas Fir
is on the warden Doole Trail between its junction with Sunset Trail and
the Gazos Creek Road. In this area their development surpasses that of
many of their Redwood neighbors.
2. Flnus attenuata Lemmon

Knobcone Pine

Knobcone Pines either occur as single isolated trees or as dense thickets
in the Chaparral. The largest trees are found at the North Park entrance
where a few well spaced trees attain a height of 50 feet. The thin can
opy they form offers little shade to the dense shrub cover below them.
The trees hold their cones for many seasons as shown on older trees where
cones in excess of 30 years old have weathered to the same dusty gray as
the bark that partially surrounds them. Where they form thickets they ex
clude all other vegetation as they grow only 1 to 3 feet apart and are
from 20 to 40 feet tall. As the lower limbs die due to shade from above
an impenetrable mass of dry brush is formed. This resin filled mat of
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tiri&n 1 inch in diameter, is very
same fire that destroys the tree however creates
, 5 causes the cones to open and cover tne soil and ash with a thick
seeds that germinate as soon as moisture is available to form a .
n
ff®® carPs"t. This natural reforestation is much in evidence along
txe xne mountain Trail where it trasses through the 1948 burn#
none o£ which is iUOre
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Family

TAXODXACEAE Bald Cypress Family

it Bequqia seropervireny (Lamb.) Ln&U

Coast Redwood

Theee massive trees dominate the forest that covers the bottoms of the
canyons and the lower slopes of the Big Basin area. The Redwood has its
largest development on the deep soil bordering perennial streams and bewO-,;es progressively smaller as it extends up slope where tne soil mantle
becomes thinner, and less water and less protection from wind slows its
growth and makes it mere susceptible to damage. The largest Redwoods in
tne park are found on the banks of Opal Creek in the vicinity of Park
asadquarters. i4any of these trees bear traditional names like the
" lother Tree", tallsfc in the park with a height of 329 feet, and the "Santa
Clara Tree", largest in balk containing an estimated 210,000 board feet
cf lumber, hot only is the latter the largest tree in the park but as
far as is known is only exceeded in size by the "Big Tree" in the Bull
Creek Flat area of the Humbolt Redwood State Park. These trees can best
be identified by the soft vertical grained bark, deep red itself but often
covered by a thin pale green or blue lichen which gives thera the appear
ance of being lightly painted. The weaves are flat needles f to 1 inch
long on most branches, however on the younger branches near the tops of
the older trees they form green scales that cover the twigs as in Sequoia
gl^antea (Big Tree).

Family TXPHACEAE Cat Tall Family
la Flower spike 3/8 to j/k- inch in diameter; male flowers above
and female flowers below separated by a short smooth section
of stem.
1. Tvcha angustifolia
lb Flower spike 1 to if- inches in diameter; male flowers above
and female flowers below not separated by naked stem.
2. Typha latifolia
1*

'Typha an^ustifolia L. Narrow Leafed Cat Tail
2- Typha latifolia L. Broad Leafed Cat Tail
These two species form a thin band marginal to Sempervirens Reservoir at
both the east and west ends of the earth fill dam. They stand 3 to 8
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feet tail in the shallow water with the two species completely inter
mixed. They can easily be identified by the flowering spike that ex
tends a foot or so above the leaves and which matures into the well
known Cat Tail. In spite of the efforts of park maintenance personnel
t<o remove them tne colonies seem to be spreading from the disturbed
soil marginal to water to the undisturbed soil along the waterline.

Family GRAMINEAE Grass Family
la Plant in shaded forest, either dense woods or with filtered sunlight.
2a Blade less than i inch wide, often curled with edges
rolling toward midrib.
3a Leaves prostrate forming loose mat on ground, total
height of plant never more than 6 inches; spikelet
with single flower, floret lacking hairs at base.
1. Aaxostis oaiustris
3b Leaves erect in tufts, may be drooping at tip, total
height of plant 12 to 20 inches; spikelets 4 to 6
flowered.
8. Festuca rubra
2b Blade more than i inch wide, usually flat.
3a Flowering stem 3 to 6 feet tall.
4a Flowers in narrow spike, never drooping; glumes
equal, almost as long as spikelet.
7. Elymua alaucus
4b Flowers in panicle, tip usually drooping; glumes
unequal not enclosing ail the florets.
4. Bromus carinatus
3b Flowering stem less than 3 feet tall or absent.
4a Blade less than jinch wide; inflorescence nodding;
spikelet many flowered, glumes unequal.
5. Bromus laevipes
4b Blades, at least basal ones, more than •§ inc h wide;
inflorescence erect if present; spikelet with
one fertile flower, glumes equal.
10. Hierochloe macrophylla
lb Plant in sunny location:- Ghaparral, fire-break, roadside, etc.
2a Blade flat, may be slightly roiled at tip.
3a Blade less than 4 inches long.
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4a Plant 6 to 14 Inches tall; flowers in dense tufted
panicle; spikeiet with single flower.
9. Gastridium ventrlcoaum
4b Plant less than 4 inches tall; flowers in lax
panicles; spikeiet with 3 to 6 florets. 12. Poa annua
3b Blade more than 5 inches long.
4a Inflorescence a narrow panicle appearing spikedlike; flowers red to purple; spikeiet single
flowered, rachilla disarticulating above the
glumes.
6. Galama^rostls rubescena
4b Inflorescence a widespread panicle; flowers white;
spikeiet with 2 perfect flowers, pedicel
disarticulating below the glumes. 11. nolcus lan&tus
2b Blade folded or roiled inward toward midrib full length
appearing tubular.
3a Plant annual occurring as isolated plant or in small
colonies; panicle open.
2. Aire danthonioides
3b Plant perennial forming dense clumps l| to 4inches
in diameter; panicle narrow elongate.
3« Aira elongata
1. A^rostis palustris huds. Bent Grass
This low growing grass of the dense Redwood Forest is usually found
intertwined with mosses about the base of Bquisetum telms.tela in semibog conditions. It prefers the heavy soil where there has been some
removal of duff. As flowers are seldom present in these deeply shaded
locations accurate identification is difficult and further study when
possible may show this to be Agrostis maritlma Lam. If so this would
be one of the few recorded locations for the species south of Sonoma
County. The largest patch in the park is along the west margin of the
North Escape Road where it passes through the 100 Acre Woods.
2. Aira danthonioides

Trin. Annual Hair Grass

Annual Hair Grass is commonly found along firebreaks, recently scraped
roadsides, and on exposed soil in the Chaparral. It is slightly tufted
at the base but the entire plant can be easily pulled from tne dry soil.
The flowering stem is rarely over 10 inches tall. The mature inflor
escence is laore wide-spreading than that of Aira elongata though in the
juvenile condition it is quite narrow. Though widespread throughout the
park this species is not as common as A. elomsata.
3- Aira elon^ata

hook. Perennial hair Grass

This is the most common roadside grass of the park. It can be found on
any firebreak, roadside, landslide or soil disturbance of any kind in
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any of the three plant communities. One of the places it is best seen is
on the road connecting Sky Meadow with the Upper Residence Area in the
Mixed Evergreen Forest. Here on the exposed roadsides it occurs as fre
quently as Juncus patens. It is a heavily tufted grass forming small
mats lj to 4 inches in diameter with narrow flowering stems rising from
this mat 12 to 24 inches. The narrow inflorescence often appears dead
because of its light green to brown color.
Bromus carlnatus

Hook, and Arn. California Brome Grass

A s emi-meadow condition under filtered sha.de as is commonly found in the
Mixed Evergreen Forest is the most favored spot for this large grass.
It has not been collected In the park though it has been observed along
the Trail from Sky Meadow to the Upper Residence Area. Here this tall
grass, 4 to 6 feet, grows above Sa.ture.1a douglasil. Fra,iaria californlca
an<* Sonicera hispiduia. The specimens collected appeared to be annual
though some manuals say it can be perennial. The large wide-spread
drooping panicle easily separates it from Ejymus glaucus with its narrow
upright spike.
5. Bromus laevlpes Shear.
The deeply shaded areas of the Redwood Forest are not favorable to
flowering grasses so Bromus laevlpes is one of the few species found
in this plant community. It usually appears as a deep green tuft of
leaves close to the soil supporting one or two flowering stems If to
2f feet tall. The soft appearing panicle droops back on itself giving
the inflorescence a wilted appearance. This inflorescence is often
covered with dusty spiderweb especially along roadsides. The south
facing shaded cut banks of the Hihn-Hammond Road near the sewer plant
show an abundance of this grass.
6. Calamagrostis rubescans Buckl. Pine Grass
Pine Grass is a most fitting common name for this species as it is
usually found in the same dry Chaparral and Mixed Evergreen Forest
regions that support Pinus attenuata. The largest single occurrence
of this grass is along the cleared firebreak on Fiiddle Ridge just
south of Ocean View Summit where it occurs with Pteridlum aauilinum
and various immature Chaparral shrubs. In full sun the grass has a
spinescent appearance, all the leaves are upright with no reflexing and
the flower stems do not extend much above the leaves. In the more
shaded areas the leaves bend back normally near the tip and the flower
stems extend 6 to 12 inches above them. The best single identifying
character is the red color of the mature flowers.

7*

Elymus glaucus Buckl. Western Rye

Open woods with dry soil in the Mixed Evergreen Forest is the best sort
of area in which to find Elvmus nlaucus. This is the tallest member
of the Grass Family found in the vicinity of Big Bssin. Though manuals
list this 6 to 8 foot grass as perennial it is difficult to determine
this from the root which is quite small. The wide leaves evenly spaced
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along the stem and the tall narrow spike are the best identifying char»*
acters of this species. The grass is commonly found on the dry road
sides that receive partial snade. Just out of the park on the Boulder
Creek Road it is ©specially abundant. The largest occurrence within the
park is at the new shop location on the upper part of Union Creek.
8. Pcstuca rubra

L. Red Fescue

In the deeply shaded Redwood Forest this is one of the most common
grasses, it is easily recognized by its fine leaves resembling light
green threads above a base of tangled dead brown thread—like leaves.
At first glance the flower stem may appear to be absent but close ob
servation will usually reveal a very thin stem and a small panicle
rising If to 3 feet above the matted leaves below. Often it is associ
ated with the brilliant green sedges that also grow on the spots of
moisture. One of the better places to see the grass is along the Se
quoia Trail near Park Headquarters where it grows on the raised soil
about the bases of the larger trees.
9* Castridium ventricosum (Gouan) Schniz & Theil

Nit Grass

More flowers than grass is the best description that can be given for
this common grass of the Chaparral. Small decumbent stems and short
semi-stiff leaves above a miniature root system fully describes the
easily seen vegetative parts of the plant. The most obvious part is
the erect 6 to 15 inch tall flowering stem bearing a dens© wooly ap
pearing spike of flowers. Though most common in the Chaparral it is
found on ail roadsides exposed to full sun. It is usually associated
with rteridium aqullinum and the less pleasant Navarretia souarrosa
(Skunk Weed).
10* Hierochloe macrophvlla

Thurb. Vanilla Grass

This is the largest grass found in the Redwood Forest. It is past Its
blooming season by June so the flowers are not seen during the summer
months. Occasionally a blooming stem that has been well protected is
found but the small flowers will have been long shattered. During the
summer it is seen as a small group of Qide, 3/8 to 3/h inch, blades
lying loose on the duff under the Redwoods. Though not common it is
widespread throughout the wooded regions of the park. It is seen in
the canyon of Sempervirens Creek being most abundant on the east slope.
H• Holcug lanatus L. Velvet Grass
velvet Grass is not common in the Big Basin area. It has been col
lected and identified at only one location, in the Chaparral at the
China Grade entrance to the park. As this area at one time had a
residence and garden it is highly likely that it is an introduced
grass having been brought in on the roots of another plant. It is
covered with a thin pubescence that gives it a light green or gray
color and a soft velvet-like surface. The grass grows from 10 to 30
inches tall with an inflorescence so covered with thin dry flower
parts that it appears white.
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12. Poa annua

L. Annual Bluegrass

This has bean Pound on the new Pill covering the old swimming pool
area. It is in Pull sun on very heavy clay-like soil. The individual
plants are spaced 3 to 12 inches apart and evenly distributed with
Juncus buPonius and some oP the smaller Caryophyllaceae• Because oP
the exposed character oP this location and the total lack oP protecting
cover much oP the Plora has developed past identiPication by June.
Annual Bluegrass also occurs commonly as roadside weed where there is
enough moisture to support it.
Many other grasses are present in the park but have not been
identified. Under trie shade op the Redwoods and closely associated
with Festuca rubra is a wide leaped perennial grass that rarely has a
blooming stem, those stems that are occasionally seen are snattered by
June, external appearance indicates Galamaarostis but without Plower
parts even this identiPication is only tentative. In addition to the
unidentified native grasses there have been many commercial and acci
dental introductions. In the Upper Residence area and at Sky Meadow
lawns oP commercial grass have been planted. Along all the roadsides
there is a constant occurrence of various commercial and wild grasses.
On the lower face of Seropervirens Bam an attempt has been made to sta
bilize the soil with Cynodon dactylon but as yet it has not been very
successful.

Family CIPEHACEAB Sedge Family
la Flowers in widespread panicle, 3 to 10 inches; leaves
i inch or more in width.
3. Scirpas microcarpus
lb Flowers in narrow spikes; leaves less than j inch in width.
2a Flower spikes less than 1 inch long; spikes sessile
on flower stem.
1, Garex leotopoda
2b-Flower spikes more than l| in
ch long (upper male spikes
may be shorter); lower spikes on short peduncle.
2. Garex sitchensis
1. Garex leptoooda

Mackenzie Short Scaled Sedge

Short Scaled Sedge has the widest distribution of the three identified
sedges in the park. It is found below the water lines of all the major
streams, along damp roadsides, at some places on the forest floor beneath
the Redwood canopy and even extending into the Mixed Evergreen Forest in
a few locations. This latter habit will often cause it to be mistaken
for a grass especially when the inconspicuous flower stem is withered or
absent. The most reliable character that differentiates it from the
grasses is the three sided stem. This Sedge is easily found along the
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banks of Waddell Creek near the sewer plant and can be seen in the drier
areas along the Sequoia Trail where it leaves the Headquarters area. It
appears as a tuft of brilliant green leaves {spreading in a rosette and
not underlain by last season's dead material. The flower stem Is narrow
tall and bears a small cluster of soft green spikes near the tip. It
rarely exceeds 2 feet in height though the clumps may be as much as 3
feet in diameter. One of the most striking habits of this plant is posi
tioning itself atop a sandstone boulder completely surrounded by flowing
water.
Garex sitchensis

li-escott Sitka Sedge or Black Heads

The small fenced meadow in front of the administration building is the
best place to find this large sedge. Though this meadow also has
grasses and rushes this brilliant green sedge is dominant. Its success
in this spot is no doubt due to its impalatibility for the deer. Other
more tempting species are kept well browsed while the Sedge is allowed
to attain its maturity. It is also found in much smaller concentrations
in moist poorly drained areas. The flower stems are short, often not
exceeding the leaves in length. The flowers are arranged with 3 to 5
spikes of pistillate flowers below the smaller chaffy brown spikes of
staminate flowers at the tip. In old age the pistillate flowers be
come dark "brown or black and nodding.
3» bclrpus microcarbus Presl. Panieled Bulrush
This is the largest member of the Sedge Family found in the Park. It
is composed of leaves 2 to b feet long and up to 1 inch in width spread
ing three ways from the heavy white triangular stem. The leaf is deep
ly channeled with each of the lower points and sides bearing a very
sharp edge. On occasions careless hikers have been known to swing
their hands into the leaves and receive minor cuts along with many
scratches. The flower stem rises above the leaves and bears a wide
spread, 6 to 15 Inches, panicle of small flowers. The plant is found
along stream margins and in seepages where water is abundant. Along
the banks of Opal Greek in the 100 Acre Woods area where it is asso
ciated with Aralia californica and hoodwardia chamissoi It commonly
attains a height of 4 to 7 feet.

Family JUNCACEAE Hush Family
la Leaf blades flattened; inflorescence terminal or nearly so.
2a Flat leaf blade rising frora center or round portion
of stem; plant 2 to b Inches tail.
1. Juncus bufonius
2b Fiat leaf blade rising from densely tufted much branched
base appearing like grass; plant 6 to 10 inches
tall.
b. Luzula campestris
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2a Color brilliant green with light yellow aspectinflorescence dense and close to stem'.
2. Juncus ej
2b Color dull green with shades of blue often appearing dusty;
inflorescence loose and widely spreading at maturity.
3* Juncus pa tens
1. Juncus bufonius

L. Toad Rush
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Juncus effusus L. Bog Hush
Bog Rush occurs throughout the park on areas of poor drainage in heavy
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M©y. Common Hush
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LlJuIACfiAE

Li 1 y Family

la btea hard, wire-like, often channeled or grooved, usually araygreen or brown.
2a Otem branched to form 2 or more rows of leaves; flowers, if
present, occur singly or in 2 to 3 flowered umbels at tip
Ox So0Bl#
3s Leaves cordate at base, finely pubescent; flower green.
5» Llsporum hookeri
3b Leaves rounded at base or slightly cordate, blade
with little pubescence; flower greenish white.
-• •
6. Disporma ^tmithll
2b btera unbranched forming a single row of leaves; flowers if
present in terminal clusters.
3& Leaves shining green, not gray or dusty, blade not deeply
ribbed; inflorescence a terminal raceme.
10. omiiacina sesslfolla
3b Leaves a dusty gray-green, blade deeply ribbed; inflorescence
a terminal panicle•
9« Mmilacina amplexlcaulis
lb Stem soft herbaceous, usually green or white.
2a heaves in one or more whorls on erect stem.
3a Leaves in 2 or more whorls of 7 or more leaves.
7* LiHum pardalinum
3b Leave3 in one whorl of 3.
La Leaves 3 to 5 inches long, deep green, veins pronounaed.
11• Trillium chioropetalum
2b Loaves mostly basal.

3a Leaves 10 to 2o times as long as broad or even appearing
stem-like.
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4a Blade rolled inward on midrib appearing stem-like;
flowers in umbels.
l. Brodlaea laxa
4b Blade fiat or channeled.
5a Leaves 14 to 20 inches long, blade conspicuously
channeled; carpels of pod separating into 3
tubes when mature.
13, Zygadenus fremontil
5b Leaves 6 to 12 inches long, blade flat; carpels
of pod not separating when mature.
6a rod tip pointed; flower stem 12 to 24 inches
Calochortus albus
6b Fod tip rounded; flower stem 2 to 4 inches
3* Calochortus umbellatus
3b Leaves not more than 4 times as long as broad.
4a woior of leaf surface uniform, not blotched; flower stem
erect; leaf blade not ridged.
4, Clintonia andrewsiana
4b Color of leaf mottled green to blue-gray; flower stem
prostrate; leaf blade ridged.
Scolioous bigelovii
!• Brodiaea Jyixa (Benth) toats.

Grass Nut or Triplet Lily

A wide spread umbel of 5 to 12 rose-purple bell shaped blossoms l| to
2 mcnes long is ail that is usually seen of this plant. The stem and
leaves are inconspicuous in the grassy cover below the blossoms. The
1lowers are common through the summer months lasting into September in
some locations. This plant of the Mixed Evergreen Forest favors the
more open meadow-like areas where it grows among the abundant grasses,
in© small meadow j wile west of Middle Hidge on the Berry Falls Trail
has several of these epodiaea growing above grass intermixed with Adian~ §Marginatum. Also each of the grassy ridges along the Sunset Trail
nas a scattering of the showy flowers.
2. Calochortus albus (Benth) Dougl. Globe Lily or Fairy Lantern
The species of Q&IO££OJ&^ are very difficult to differentiate during
the summer months because of the lack of flowering material. Both are
laund throughout the Mixed Evergreen Forest and occasionally into the
weii shaded Chaparral. They favor open soil and occur in isolated
clumps usually well apart from apy other plant. In some locations, as
on the i-ine Mountain trail near trie lower margin of the 1948 fire scar,
they are round intermixed with fjperia elegans. After blooming tnis
plant can usually be separated from C. umbailatus by tne pointed tip
present on the pod as compared with the more rounded pod of C. umbellatus.
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3. Calochortus umbellatus Wood Star Tulip
These widely distributed flowers of the Mixed Evergreen Forest are very
similar to C. albus. In general this plant seems to prefer the drier
locations and is more prevalent in the Ciiaparral than is C. albus. In
certain sections such as the Upper Residence area and along the Ridge
lire Irail it could almost be considered an established member of the
chaparral• The mature plants can sometimes be separated from C. albus
by the presence of short flower stems, rarely over R inches long, and
the rounded tip of its seed pod.
Clintonia andrewsiana

Torr. Red Clintonia

Aside from the Tiger Lily this is the most spectacular lily of the deep
Redwood Forest. In the late spring, May and June, a tufted umbel of
small red flowers occurs on a tall stem 12 to 2h inches above the deep
green glossy leaves. If not eaten by the deer these flowers develop
sky blue berries that mature by the end of July. The plants form deep
mats of glossy green leaves along the banks of perennial streams where
they are closely associated with mosses, ferns, and the shade loving
baxifrMes. The finest display of
is along Waddell Creek just
east of its junction with Berry Creek on the Berry Fails Trail. Closer
to park headquarters small patches of ClintQpi^ can be found on the
southern bank of Rodgers Creek along the Meteor Trail and beside the
Union Creek Trail just before it rises to Sky Meadow.
5. Disporum hooker! (Torr.) Britt

Fairy Bells

This is one of the few herbs found in the dense siiade of the Redwoods.
The stem stands erect from the ground k to 6 inches then divides into
two or three branches supporting sessile cordate leaves. The leaf sur
face is rough to the touch and the veins are prominent. Blossoms seem
to be entirely absent during the summer months even in the most shel
tered locations. It is usually found in deep shade on soil that is
covered with a thick layer of duff of Redwood leaves and twigs and Tan
Oak leaves. In a few locations it is associated with Qxalls oregana
but this is not common. Scattered plants can be found along a shaded
trail but the east bank of Union Creek and the more deeply shaded loca
tions on the Meteor Trail are places where it seems to be most abundant.
6. Disoorum smithii (Hook.) Piper

Fairy Bells

D* smithii differs from D. hookeri only in appearance. They are found
growing intermixed in the same locations being restricted to the soft
deep layer of duff common under the Redwood canopy. D. smithii is a
more vivid green than its larger cousin and the smaller leaves do not
have the veins as well marked. Also the leaves are less cordate at the
base and seem to be thinner. The only definite character that serves to
separate the two species is flower color, D. Hookeri is white and D.
smithii is green, but as flowers are absent in the summer months the only
accurate method of species determination is by direct comparison.
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7* Llliiim pardalinum &ell. Tiger Lily or Leopard Lily
This is the most spectacular wild flower found native in the park. It
occurs as a tall stem, 3 to 8 feet, covered with whorls of 7 to 18 leaves,
each whorl a little smaller than the one below. On young plants some
leaves may not be included in the whorls. At the top of the plant arise
several flower stems 10 to 20 inches long bearing a large drooping bud
that opens into a blossom with orange and black perianth turned back to
expose the long stamens and loose-hanging red anthers. The plant is re
stricted to streamside locations where it extends above the Aralia californica and Rubus parviflorus mats. It was once much more common in the
park than at present. Both humans and increased deer populations have
taken their toil. Being streamside plants many of them have been crushed
by fishermen and the large succulent buds extend far enough above the suprounding vegetation to make them excellent browse for deer. Eye-witness
accounts by people who visited the park between 1910 and 1930 tell of
masses of these Lilies along Opal Creek in the vicinity of park Readquarters, where now there are none. One small clump can still be seen
in the 100 Acre Woods area and they become quite common along Opal Creek
north of the 100 Acre Woods where there are no trails. The largest group
of Tiger Lilies near a trail is on the small point of land that separates
Berry Creek from the West Fork of the Waddell.
8. Scoliopus bigelovli Torr. Adders Tongue
One or two, rarely three, broad mottled greenish gray leaves with deep
grooves lying fiat upon the soil is the usual appearance of this plant.
The dark mottling gives the plant a look of partial decay quite in keep
ing with its location on the damp soil in the deeply shaded Redwood Forest.
The plant is best seen along the southern bank of Waddell Creek between
Keiiy Creek and Berry Creek where it is intermixed with Clintonia andrewsiana. Struthooteris soicant and mosses.
9. Smilacina amplexicaulis

Nutt. Fat Solomon or Solomons Seal

Leaves alternate and sessile along a zig-zag stem usually means the
plant is Smilacina. S. amplexicaulis can be differentiated from 3.
sessifolia by its gray color and the heavy parallel veins in the blade.
Usually it is larger than S. sessifolia occasionally being as long as
20 inches. The blossoms are gone by the summer months but the larger
plants bear a panicle of 5 to 20 salmon colored berries with red spots.
Though the plant is well distributed through the more moist parts of the
Redwood Forest it is not common. It is most abundant along the Barry
Falls Trail where it parallels West Wade11 Creek. Her© it occurs sporad
ically among the dense stand of Struthooteris spieant. Clintonia andrewsiana and Aralia californica.
10. Smilacina sessillfolla (Baker) Nutt Slim Solomon
Slim Solomon is the Smilacina of the drier areas. Restricted to deep
shade it is usually found with its single stem rising from the deep mat
of humus composed of needles, twigs and leaves on the well drained parts
of the forest floor. Though the plants are usually isolated from other
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species it does occasionally occur among Piperia elevens and Polvgala
calixomic^, or small patcnes of Qxalis oregana. Tne individual leaves
are deep green and somewhat pubescent but not deeply veined. Though
le blo oming season is over by the summer months usually the floral
raceme remains but only rarely will be found any of the deep blue-black
oeri ies. Though nowhere abundant it can be readily seen on the Sunset
rail where it crosses Timmea Greek and along the southern bank of
iiogers Creek where it parallels the Meteor Trail.
11•

Trillium chlorooetalum (Torr.) Howell Trillium or Wake-Robin

LCillium appears as a single erect stem bearing a whorl of 3 leaves at
the top. On some plants a flower stem with a large pod is present but
more often this has been removed by the deer who browse heavily on the
ilowers. The individual leaves are from L to 6 inches long. The deep
green blades are mottled by deeper green to purple patches. The flowers
v»ry from yellow or white to a deep maroon, the latter color phase being
the most common in this area. Thougn Trillium is common throughout the
forested areas T. chloropetaium seems to prefer the more moist habitats.
The largest group in the park occur on Union Greek Trail f mile south of
";ky Meadow. Here ten to fifteen plants are found in close association
^^ru^i°pteri3_ spicant. Rosa sempervirens and Rhododendron occidental®.
12

•Trillium ovaturo Pursh. Western Wake-Robin or Trillium

Like all Trilliums this plant appears as a single erect stem bearing a
whorl of three leaves. Very rarely a flower stem or pod that has not been
taken by animals can be found above this whorl. Tne individual leaves
are an even light green in color, If to 3 inches long and not deeply
veined. Though a member of the Redwood Forest it is often found in the
more deeply shaded portions of the Mixed Evergreen Forest as well. It is
quite common along the trails, one of the easiest places to see it being
along the Meteor Trail where with Trientalls iatifolia. Qxalis oregana
£nd i>ryopteris ar&uta it forms green mats or miniature meadows near the
junction of Opal and Rogers Greeks. More often however the plants occur
singly.
T3. £y*:adenus fremontil Torr. Star Lily
btar Lily is found in the drier parts of the Mixed Evergreen Forest such
as well drained ridges and rocky outcrops and even extends into some of
tr*e more protected parts of the Chaparral. It is closely associated
with ';t,epidium
grasses, y,uerc,ug, dumosa and small Arbutus menzjesii. The largest known colony of Star Lily in the park is found on
the west face of the small peak near Sky Meadow that supports the water
tanks for the residences below. They can be more easily seen however
along the Pine Mountain Trail in the vicinity of the 19^8 burn where
their long undulate margined leaves show up easily against the background
of more uniform foliage.
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Family IRIDACEAE Iris Family

la Leaves 3/8 to 1 inch wide; flower stem round} capsule 1 to
2£ inches long; flowers if present with sepals and
petals dissimilar.
2a Leaves
|
to 1 inch wide; pod 2 to 2j times
as long as broad.
1, Iris douglaslana
2. Iris ionaipetaia
2b Leaves less than} inch wide; pod often as wide
as long or round.
3. Iris californica
£rls macrosiohon
lb Leaves l/8 to l/L inch wide, grass-like; flower stem flat;
capsule 1/8 to l/L inch long; flowers if present with
sepals and petals equal.
5. Lisvrinchium bellum
1. Iris dou^lasiana
2* Iris longjpetala

Herbert Mountain Iris
Herbert Coast Iris

In vegetative condition these two species are quite similar. Both
occur as single plants or small clumps in the shaded Redwood Forest
and as widespread mats on the bluffs along the open coast. Each has
broad leaves, usually 3/^ inch or more, that are quite long and
drooping at the tip. Though none of the mat like colonies are found
in the park area there are many of the isolated plants growing through
out the wooded area. The largest occurrence is found on the Sunset
Trail just east of Golden Falls where deep Redwood shade and open
Chaparral are quite close. Here the plants are closely associated with
Ceanothus thyrsiflorus. Rhamnus californica and several species of Arctostachvlos and surrounded by an abundant grass cover.
3. Iris californica Leient. California Iris
I^is macroslphon Torr. Ground Iris
These are the most common Iris plants of the Big Basin area being well
distributed in the Mixed Evergreen Forest and in protected Chaparral
areas. Only rarely do they extend into the denser shade of the Redwood
Forest. So similar are these plants that Jepson's Manual treats them
as a single species, I. macrosiphon. The low growing, narrow leafed
plants are found closely associated with Lithocarous denslflora and
Arbutus menziesii. Though found on all trails they are most abundant
along the Ridge Fire Trail where they occur on the steep well drained
slope along with Rubus ursinus. Pteridium aquilinum and many grasses.
.>s.
5. Sisvrinchium bellum S. Mats. Blue Eyed Grass
This grass-like member of the Iris Family is restricted to the few
meadows found in the warmer areas of the park. It has very thin deep
green leaves, often reflexed near the tip and bears small capsules
not much larger than a grass spikelet. As a result it is very diffi
cult to distinguish from the Brome type grasses with which it is freely
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summer months the deep blue flowers make it easily
^iie Girl Scout Camp and around the Upper Residence

Family

ORCHIDACSAE

Orchid Family

.a-a wea ves absent or reduced to bract-like scales; herbage deep red
or purple; flowers red.
1. Corallorrhlza. rnaculata
lb Leaves present, usually one or two with deep glossy green color;
flower white or tinged with green.
2. ijperia elegans
!• Corallorrhlza rnaculata Raf. Spotted Coral Root
Coral Root is the common spotted saprophyte of the shaded woods. It
occurs as a clomp of slender reddish stems bearing a raceme of dull red
lowers covered with brown or purple spots. There are no leaves though
so.r,e sma ll scales may be present on the stem. The irregular shape of
the flower serves to separate it from Pirola aphylla the only other saprophyte in the area, it is common in the Redwood Forest though nowhere
abundant. It is not closely associated with any other plant." There
seems to be no definite pattern in where it grows as in some places it
x& i^anu penetrating the deepest duff and in other places it emerges
from the margin of the oiled dirt along the roadsides. The plant is
perennial in nature for in successive seasons plants are found in almost
identical locations. Small clumps are common along all shaded trails
but nowhere is it as abundant as Pirola.
2. Fjperia elegans (Lindl.) Rydb. Rein-Orchis
Single green glossy leaves lying on the duff with no apparent attachment
to anything describes the summer appearance of Rein-Orchis. The plant
is found in both Redwood and Mixed Evergreen Forest but only in the
latter is there much evidence of flower formation. In the more exposed
areas an occasional plant has a single erect flower stem 12 to 15 inches
tall rising from the withering leaves at its base to support a narrow
inflorescence of whit© or green flowers. In the deeply shaded areas
where flowers are absent it is found with Pisoorurn species and Trillium
species while in the lighter areas where flowers are found it is commonly
associated with Hieracium albiflorum and Vaccinium ovatum.

Family SALICACEAE Willow Family
!• Salix sp. Willow
pillows have not been collected within the actual boundaries of the park.
Ihese water loving plants occur as trees or shrubs along the margins of
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streams receiving; abundant sunlight. Willows are found scattered along
the banks of the Waddeli Creek below the sewer plant in close associa
tion with Alnus jgapgiftk snd Rhododendron occidentals and also on the
artificial bottom land of the old pond at Blooms Mill Site.

Family
1.

oaxlfomica

KXRIC&CEAE Bayberxy Family

Cham. A boh. California Wax Kyrtle

Wax %rtle occurs in in® park as a small tree or arborescent shrub in
deeply shaded Redwood Forest# usually on rather level soil such as the
broad flood plains that border Opal Creek. It is closely associated
*****
pgc,jdental« and bithocaraus dertslflorsu Its deep
green lanceolate leaves vary from deeply dentate to almost entire. The
soft green leaf tissue Is so often host to leaf miners, which remove
the palisade tissue leaving only the thin brown upper epidermis over
the lighter colored spongy layer below, that this type leaf might almost
be considered characteristic of the tree. The stem growth is very
crooked, often forming natural grafts. During the summer months the
clusters of green berry-like nutlets form at the tips of the branches
at the bsse of the year old leaves. A® the summer lengthens the fruits
gradually change to a deep purple and are covered with a heavy wax layer
that gives toe species it® common name. Though these trees are scattered
along ail the shaded trails they are most abundant along the Blooms Creek
Trail and along the Redwood Trail in the vicinity of the Chimney Tree.

Family
1. Ainu® oregana

B&TQUCSAK

Birch Family

Rutt. Red Alder

This Alnua can be found in the Park only marginal to perennial streams
in cool shaded canyons. Usually they are found where the streams flow
through deep Redwood forest but at Blooms Mill Site they are surrounded
by typical Mixed evergreen Forest. These tall straight stemmed trees
with their ring® of short branches are always associated with LJLthoearous
.
itpcacxipr^p SSStimMSL- The younger tree® nave a pyra
mid shape with the long branches below grading into the shorter branches
above bat toe nature tree loses this shape usually being a tall single
stem with side branches seldom more than eight feet long and well scat
tered on the stem. A typical group of young Alders is found at the sewer
plant where the soil has been recently disturbed. Mature trees are found
scattered along at! the streams but do not occur in clusters. The finest
specimens are found along the West Fork of the Waddeli where It joins
Berry Creek though large tr«?e® are not uncommon along Opal, Blooms and
SemperviroiMi Creek® in the camp area.
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Family

CORXLACEAE Hazel Family

!•» Corvlus californlca (A.DC.) Rose

California Hazel

This h to 10 foot shrub is usually found on the shaded but well drained
ridges, generally associated with Pseudotsuga taxlfolla. Arbutus menziasii and occasionally a few small Redwoods, bithocarous denslflora is
not as common in the area as they are where there is no Corvlus californlca. The very slender stems and velvet pubescent leaves are its
best identifying characteristics. It is often confused with Holodiscus
discolor which is also found in this dry shaded area. However the
presence of large diffuse panieles on the Holodiscus readily separates
it from the Corvlus californica with its single nut enclosed in green
sepals. Corvlus californica is abundant on Trail Beautiful
|
mile below
the Saratoga Road crossing. It also occurs in abundance along the east
ern side of Sempervirens Reservoir where it forms a diffuse ground cover
along with Symphoricarous rivularis.

Family

FAGACEAE

Oak Family

la Plant a shrub or small tree, 4 to JO ft.,tali; located in
dry sunny areas such as open Mixed Evergreen Forest or
Chaparral.
2a Leaf margin entire; leaf folded at 90° angle along midrib.
1. Castanoosis chrvsonhylla
2b Leaf margin toothed or spiny; blade plane or -undulating#
3a Margin of leaf with short needle-like spines; leaves
3/b to if inches long.
5« kuercus dumosa
3b Margin of leaf evenly toothed, not spiny; leaves
2 to 5 inches long.
2. Lithocaroua denslflora
lb Plant a tree, ho to 150 ft. tall; located in shaded Mixed
Evergreen Forest or dense Redwood Forest.
2a Leaf margin toothed or notched; leaf 2-f to 5 inches long.
2. Lithocarpus densiflora
2b Leaf margin with short sharp spines or entire; leaf j/k
to 2 inches long.
3a Ventral leaf surface covered with dull yellow-green
pubescence.
h. Quercus chrysolepj;
3b Ventral leaf surface shiny, lower surface lighter
green than upper.
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La Leaf blade broadly ovate or round, upper
aide convex.
3. <uercus a^rifolla
Lb Leaf blade 2 to 3 times as long as broad, sur
face plane or slightly folded along raidrib.
6. 'iuercus wislizenl
1. Gastanopsis chrysophylla (Dougl.) A. DC. var. minor Benth.
Golden Chinquapin
The leaf is the outstanding characteristic of this member of the Mixed
Evergreen Forest. It is deep green above and golden yellow or orange
below. The smooth leaf margin and the deep fold along the midrib have
little resemblance to leaves of other plants in the vicinity. The re
lationship to oaks can be seen only in the fruit that consists of a nut
set deep in a cup that is not only covered with scales but also ehsrp
spines. This cup often encloses the nut completely and gives it the
appearance of a Chestnut. In the general area of Big Basin it occurs
most often as a shrub L to 10 feet tall. Along the Pine fountain Trail
just below the summit it grows in close association with Huckleberry,
Manzanita and iuercus dumosa. A different growth habit can be seen
along the xiidge Fire Trail just north of Ocean View Summit where several
have matured into small densely formed cone-shaped trees along with
Lithocarpus densiflora and Arbutus menziesil. Because of their symmetry
these small trees were spared when all other woody vegetation was re
moved in fire break construction.
2. oithocarpus densiflora. (H. &A.) Redh. Tan Oak or Tan Bark Oak
This is the most widespread woody plant in Big Basin Redwood State Park.
If forms a large part of the Chaparral, extends throughout the Mixed
Evergreen forest and is found among tne Redwoods as the most common
Broad-leafed tree of this deeply shaded plant community. Its form is
exceedingly variable being a low matted shrub in the Chaparral, a tree
with dense foliage in the Mixed evergreen Forest and anything from a
thin stemmed trailing shrub to a 200 foot broad-crowned tree in the
Redwood forest. Its common nasi® is taken from its thick sooty bark
which is extensively harvested for its rich supply jf tannin. Before
the area was preserved as a park it was the primary commercial tree
of tne region. To this day only juvenile Tan Oaks can be found in the
100 Acre Woods area, testimony to the extensive harvest prior to 1902.
Tne tree itself bears little resemblance to the true Oaks except for
its well formed acorn. The trunk is quite tnin, many young trees lack
ing the strength to support the crown which droops back to the soil.
The leaf is flat, pinnately veined, with an evenly toothed margin much
like the leaf of Chestnut. It grows readily from the acorn even in the
densest shade. Often it is the only seedling plant that can be found
growing from the deep duff under tne dense Redwood canopy.
3• Iuercus akrifolla

Nee

California Live Oak

The Mixed Evergreen Forest is the usual location for this tree though
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it is not uncommon in the Redwood Forest as can be seen along the Red
wood Trail in the vicinity of Park Headquarters. Its beat recognition
character is the deep black bark with an evenly checked pattern of one
to two inch squares and a small shining leaf. Though it varies great
ly in height it rarely occurs as a shrub. The largest stand of duercus
a^rifolift is found along the ridge separating West Fork of the Waddell
from Timas Creek. Here they occur in abundance with Douglas Fir and
Hadrone.
^uercus chrysolepis Liebm. Canyon Oak or Maul Oak
This is a most variable species. In the Chaparral it occurs as a dense
shrub 5 to 15 feet tall, in the Redwood Forest it is a large tree and in
the Mixed Evergreen Forest its form is unpredictable. The bark is usually
black like that of
a^rifolia but it often has lighter tones and in some
of the Chaparral areas it appears white. Though the leaf margins are
usually serrate they will vary from deeply dentate to entire on the same
tree. Its only consistent character is in the coloring of the leaf, it is
a deep green, often appearing sooty above and a dull yellow or greenishagriTolia or
gold below. The leaf surfaces are never shining as in
£• wislizeni. £. chrysolepis is most often found in the open meadow areas
of the Mixed Evergreen Forest or in the drier areas where this forest
merges with the Chaparral. One of the largest trees of this species is
seen at the entrance to the Sky Meadow Girl Scout Camp and many smaller
ones extend northward along the same slopes to the area of the park shops.
5. Quercns durnosa

Nutt. Scrub Oak

Scrub Oak is limited to the Chaparral areas of the park. This small Oak
has the usual growth habit of all Chaparral shrubs being very compact
with small sclerophyll leaves. These small leaves are deeply notched
with spinescent margins and are supported on very stiff twigs. The
dense interior of the shrub is impenetrable to large animals so it serves
as a nesting place for birds and a refuge for many small mammals. The
shrub occurs intermixed with Arctostaohylos sps., Vaccinium ovaturn and
Ceanothus cuneatus. A typical Chaparral occurrence of this shrub is on
the Pine Mountain Trail Just below the summit where in addition to the
usual Chaparral forms it is also found with Eriodictyon and Oastanoosis.
6. Cuercus wislizeni A. DC. Chaparral Oak
The marginal areas between the Mixed Evergreen Forest and the Chaparral
seem to be the most hospitable to this species. In these areas it is
closely associated with Madrone, Ceanothus thvrsiflorus and Lithocarpus
densiflora. It occurs beside
chrysolepis and in some areas is even
more abundant than this larger tree. The two are easily separated by
leaf characters though a casual observer might consider them identical.
On steep hilly country they seem to be restricted to the ridges and
draws and only rarely is one found on the slope. Within the park they
are most common along the ridge separating Opal Creek from Sempervirens
Creek and can be seen easily by travelling the north entrance road.
Oak Hybrids.

No discussion of the Oaks would be complete without a
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mention of the many hybrids they produce. Many such hybrids are found
in the Big Basin area especially on the marginal areas of the Mixed
Evergreen Forest and the Chaparral. One such hybrid has been collected
on the China Grade Road where it was found with Arctostaohyios andersonii.
i ickeringia montana and Briodictvon califomicum. The latter two plants
were heavily infested with Dodder. The only identified Oak in the area
was the small Quercus dumosa. This hybrid was a small tree approximately
30 feet tall. At the branch tips were leaves resembling those of Quercus
garrvana with the exception of spine tipped margins like those of quercus
keiiogli. No fruits were seen in the area. Many other occurrences of
nard-to-identify Oaks will no doubt be seen and, as in this case, undoubt
edly they represent Hybrids.

Family
Crtica holosericia

URTICACEAE

Mettle Family

Mutt. Stinging Nettie

The tall perennial herbs of Stinging Nettle grow throughout the park in
areas of poor drainage. Individual plants are four to eight feet tall
consisting of a single stem bearing two ranks of ojiposite leaves. At
the top of the stem and in the upper leaf axils are drooping grey-green
catkin-like inflorescences. The square stout stem, the deeply veined
gray-green leaves and the flowers are all covered with fine stinging
hairs. When these hairs enter the skin they break allowing a mild but
irritating poison to enter. Though irritation and burning are the
usual results of an encounter with the plant some people suffer swelling
and become acutely ill. Normally the symptoms are gone in twenty to
forty minutes. Unfortunately for many park visitors one of the largest
stands of this Nettle is found along the Redwood Trail just south of the
Park Headquarters. Here large clumps 15 to 20 feet in diameter occur
along the trail somewhat interspersed with Rhododendron occidentals
whose blossoms attract the visitor into the clumps.

Family
Asarum caudatum

AR1ST0L0CHIACEAE Birthwort Family

Lindl. Wild Ginger

Wild Ginger is restricted to marshy seepages in the deep Redwood Forest.
The succulent, deep-green, heart-shaped leaves are held erect from the
wet soil on fleshy petioles 3 to 6 inches long that rise from a heavy
white rootstock partially burled in the mud. The general form of the
plant is a trailing mat that follows the pattern of the seepage. It is
usually found closely associated with Woodwardia Fern and Horsetails.
The closest occurrence to park headquarters is the seepage between
Haddock Cabin Site and the 100 Acre Woods. A much larger patch is found
along the Berry Fails Trail at the foot of the Lower Falls. Flowers are
not seen during the summer months.
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Family

POLXGONACEAE Buckwheat Family

1. Chorizantne staticoides

Benth. Turks Rug

This small annual occurs only in the most exposed places in the Chaparral
Usually it is found on the thin soil over solid rock where it forms small
aspects of a deep red color. It has an erect nearly leafless stem two to
six inches tall bearing a flat-topped inflorescence of minute red flowers
It is associated with the various lichens on the exposed rock and with
Sticky Monkey Flower and various sun-loving grasses on the adjacent
deeper soils. Slippery Rock area west of Sempervirens Creek is a typical
location for this species.

Family

FORXULACACEAE Purslane Family

la Cauline leaves as small bracts or absent; plant perennial.
1. Montia oarviflora
lb Cauline leaves perfoliate; plant an annual.

2. Montia perfoliate

1. Montia parviflora (Hoc.) Greene Small leaf Montia
Though this small plant is found throughout the park it is rarely seen
during the summer months. It is usually found along mossy streamsides
that are exposed to the sun in areas that are well dried during the
summer. The stout perennial root is topped by a basal cluster of leaves
1 to 1§ inches long from which rises a flower stem h to 10 inches tall
bearing a raceme of 5 to 10 white or pink flowers. The plant has been
collected along the east bank of East Viaddell Creek just below the sewer
plant.
2. Montia perfoliata (Donn.) Howell Miners Lettuce
Miners Lettuce is found where there is moist ground that receives a
limited amount of direct sunlight regardless of the plant community.
It occurs early in the season in the exposed sunny areas around Sky
Meadow, being especially abundant in the vicinity of the Girl Scout
Camp. As the spring progresses into summer it reaches maturity in the
more shaded locations such as the meadow at Blooms Mill Site where
because of the cool air and extremely moist ground it is found well
into the summer months along with Sature.ia douglasii and Fragaria
californica. The plant has a cluster of somewhat succulent basal
leaves with a reddish cast. From this arise the erect stems, 2 to 10
inches tall, bearing minute clusters of white flowers subtended by a
large perfoliate leaf. This part was highly prized as a salad vege
table by the first settlers of the area.
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Family

RANQNCULAC&AE Buttercup Family

1. Delphinium nudicaul®

Torr. & G
ray

Red Larkspur

There has been only one record of this plant being collected during the
summer months. It was collected on a south facing slope covered with
low growing Chaparral shrubs just south of the China Grade Road. It was
associated with Mimulus auranticus. Castilieia foliolosa and Lotus scooarius. The plant consisted of a single stem about 3 feet tall with well
distributed palmate leaves supporting 5 to 10 bright red spurred flowers.

Family

BERBERIDACEAE Barberry Family

la Plant a shrub; leaf margin spiny.

1. Mahonia nervosa

lb Plant an herb; leaf margin undulate, not spiny.
2. Vancouveria planioetala
1. Hahcnia nervosa (Pursh.) Nutt. Oregon Grape
Tnis low, 1 to 3 feet tall, shrub is rare in the Big Basin area. It was
collected on the southern bank of East "Waddell Creek just out of the
park proper. Though the area would b© considered in the Redwood Forest
the creek bank approaches a cliff at this point and is exposed to full
sun. here a single bush is found associated with Polystichum munitum
and some Poison Oak rooted in cracks in the rock above the high water
mark. It is possible that this single bush represents an escape from
cultivation. Its most outstanding characteristic is the long pinnate
leaf bearing 15 or more nearly equal leaflets each with a sharp spiny
margin. The deep green leaf becomes yellow or orange and finally a
deep red late in the fall.
2. Vancouveria planipetala

Gallon! Inside-out Flower

Well drained soil, thick humus, and the deep shade of the Redwood Forest
mark the location of the Inside-out Flower. This low growing perennial
is recognized by its once to many times compound leaf spreading wide
over the forest floor. The small brittle leaflets supported by brown
wire-like stems have the appearance of Maidenhair Fern. Though the
flowers are usually gone by the summer months a few can sometimes be
seen where it grows in deeply shaded north facing ravines. Xt occurs
in abundance along the Shadowbrook Trail i mile west of the old Mill
Site. In this location it occurs on the upraised root pans of Redwood
Trees with no herb associated with it at all. It is also abundant along
the Berry Falls Trail in the vicinity of the Lower Falls. In this loca
tion it is usually completely intermixed with Dryopteris arauta and
Orally oregana.
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Family UUEiGEAE Laurel Family

Umbellularia ealiforniea (Hook. & Am.) Nutt. California laurel
strangely this well-known and widespread tree of the west coast has only
been found in one location in the Big Basin area. It occurs along the
upper portion of Berry Creek where a small finger of Redwood Forest
follows the perennial stream into the Chaparral covered hills. Here on
the east bank of the creek it occurs as a dense shrub almost covered by
Ceanotnus thyrsjflorus. Holodlscus discolor and Torreya. The 3 to 5 inch
long lanceolate leaf with the spice-like aroma is the best identifying
character for this species. It is a deeper green than most of its
associates and the two surfaces of the leaf are identical. The bark is
smooth except in old age when seme vertical grooving may appear. The
plant is well supplied with common names. In Oregon it is the famous
Myrtle, in the northern Redwood Region it is called Pepperwood, cooks
and many herb lovers prefer Bay and the name California laurel appears
In many plant manuals.

Family PAPAYEftACME Poppy Family
1. cendromecon ri&ida

Benth. Bush Poppy

This erect 4 to 8 foot shrub is well distributed throughout the Chaparral
©specially in those portions predominantly covered with Adenostoma fasciculatum. Pickeringia montana and other low forms. It is usually recog
nized by its tall straight appearance in contrast with the more twisted
look of its associates. The stems are covered with a thin white bark
that peels off from long vertical cracks. The linear 2 to 4 inch leaf
resembles a light gray-green Willow leaf. From the erect stem rise thin
whip-like peduncles 15 to 20 inches long bearing single yellow blossoms
with petals spread wide. These flowers often extend well above the other
members of the Chaparral. The fruit is a thin pod that resembles a small
side branch until it splits from the base to scatter seed. They are most
abundant along the Pine Mountain Trail about f mile below the summit.
Here they occur coming up through the burned trunks of the Knobcone Pine
Forest that once covered the area.

Family

GRUCIFEBAB Mustard Family

1. ftorinoa nasturtium-aquaticum (L.) Schnia. & Theil. Water Cress
Though common throughout the slow moving streams of California, WaterCress has only been located at two places within the park. In both cases
there is shallow water, sandy bottom, and exposure to full sun during
part of the day at least. The two areas are the pond in Blooms Creek at
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the old Mill Site and the pond just above the bridge where the Sky
Meadow Road crosses Sempervirens Creek at the foot of Slippery Rock,
During bridge construction in 1955 the latter patch was nearly de
stroyed. The plant occurs as a mat of soft green succulent pinnate
leaves floating on the water and anchored to the bottom by heavy white
stems bearing many fine roots. The individual leaflets are nearly
round and well separated from each other along the midrib. Often the
terminal leaflet is 2 or 3 times the size of the laterals. Small in
florescences of tiny white flowers extend above the water supported
mat. It usually is isolated in the water but along the banks are found
Sature.ia douglasii. Bqulsetum arvense and often Urtica holosericia.

Family SAXIFRAGACEAK Saxifrage Family
la Plant a low woody shrub; thorns present.

2. Grossularia senilis

lb Plant an herbaceous perennial; thorns absent.
2a Leaves f to 1 inch long, not strongly palmately
lobed; veins usually obscure; plant a trail
ing vine or small herb; habitat dry woods.
5- Bhipolea modesta
2b Leaves 1 to 5 inches long, palmately lobed; veins
prominent; plant with basal leaf clusters
supporting erect inflorescence, not a vine;
habitat moss covered banks of perennial streams.
3a Leaf margin of rounded teeth supporting small hairs
at the tips of the teeth; petiole densely cov
ered with short fine hairs.
La Pod with both upper and lower carpels of ovary the
same or nearly equal.
3* Heuchera micrantha
Lb Pod with lower carpel 2 times length of upper
carpel,
L. Tiarella unifoliata
3b Leaf margin deeply serrate, no hairs present on
tips of teeth; petiole sparsely covered with
fine appressed hairs.
1. Boykinia elata
Bo/kinia elata (Mutt.) Greene

Coast Boykinia

A fairly large, 1 to 3 foot, cluster of basal leaves shining green,
with sharp serrate margins is the most outstanding characteristic of
this streamside perennial in the deep Redwood Forest. This base sup
ports a widely branched panicle bearing inconspicuous small white
flowers. The flowers are arranged in rows along the panicle branches
each supported by a short pedicel usually less than i inch long. It
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is usually found on the moss covered banks that overhang slow moving
water where it is associated with Athvrium fell x-foemina. Heuchera
micrantha and Rhododendron occidentale. Several large patches of
Boykinla can be seen at the lower bridge on the Redwood Trail where
the steepness of the bank has prevented its destruction by hikers and
fishermen.
2• Grossularxa senilis Coville Santa Cruz Gooseberry
The only recorded location for this plant in our vicinity lies just
out of the park on the Bast Fork of Waddell Creek about £ mile below
the sewer plant. Here it grows on a sunny west facing slope surrounded
by Redwood Forest. This small clearing with Adiantum emareinatum. Juncus
sps. and Dry grasses was formed where the steep rock banks cannot hold
sufficient soil to support the Firs and Redwoods of the Forest. It forms
a small low-growing but very dense shrub not more than 3 feet tall. The
stiff branches support palmate-lobed leaves with deeply indented margins*
each leaf about one inch long on the tip of a one inch petiole margined
by leaf-like palmately iobed stipules. The white, somewhat hairy twigs
are armed at the nodes with 2 or 3 spines varying from 1/8 to i inch long.
The fruits are lightly covered with short spinescent hairs.
3. Heuchera micrantha

Dougl. Alum Root

This plant along with Sugar Scoops and Coast Boykinia, forms the most
common herb cover along perennial streams in the deeply shaded Redwood
Forest. It is usually found on the steep moss covered bank with its stem
rising from the deeply buried rootstock. In addition to other members of
the Saxifrage Family it is closely associated with Struthopteris soicant
an£* Athvrium fillx-foemina. The plant occurs as a single stem or some
times several stems rising from the rootstock, each stem bearing a basal
cluster of leaves. Usually one stem is much more developed than the others
and it is the only one bearing an inflorescence. Some cauline leaves do
occur on the flower stem but these rarely exceed 1 inch in length. The
flower stem rises one to two feet above the basal leaves bearing a narrow
panicle of minute white flowers. This panicle is so narrow that it appears
spike-like or at best a raceme, but close observation shows the secondary
branching. This narrow panicle is the best character to use in separating
this plant from its close neighbor and relative, Sugar Scoops, before the
fruit develops. The plant is common in any densely shaded canyon along
perennial streams. Waddell Greek, Berry Creek and Opal Creek are all typ
ical locations for this common shade loving perennial.
Tiareila unifoliata

Hook. Sugar Scoops

In vegetative character and location this plant is impossible to differ
entiate from its geographically and genetically close neighbor, Heuchera
micrantha. Its only differences lie in flower and fruit. Rather than a
single stem supporting the entire panicle it has several major branches
of the inflorescence above the leaf-like bract on the flower stem. This
division forms 3 to 5 parallel branches in the panicle. When the fruit
develops th© upper carpel of the ovary is usually only half the length
of the lower giving the individual fruits the appearance of old-fashioned
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sugar scoops, hence the common name. The plant has been collected along
Op&l Creek in the 100 Acre Woods area where in addition to other k&xifEsU&sjg it is closely associated with Petasites oalmata and Baulsetum
telmatia.
5. Whipplea modesta

Torr. Modesty

Modesty is a most apt name for this inconspicuous member of the Redwood
and Mixed Evergreen Forests. It occurs as a trailing herb either fiat
on the soil and duff or climbing over fallen logs often rooted in the
soil clinging to the upturned stump. Though usually isolated from other
herbs it is occasionally found with Pirola apay11a or Poly£ala californlca. The plant forms small patches usually 5 to 10 incnes in diameter
and rarely rises more than 2 to b inches above the ground. The small
white flowers occur in short withered-appearing panicles at the tips of
the semi-erect stems. In the more shaded locations flowers are usually
absent. These inconspicuous characters cause it to be often overlooked
in favor of more spectacular species such as Calochortua. The largest
colony of Modesty in the park is found on the upturned roots of a Red
wood tree near the sewer plant where it forms a dense mat nearly 7 fe®t
in diameter that hangs almost to the soil.

Family RG5ACEAE Rose Family
la leaves needle-like in clusters, easily deciduous when
disturbed; blade and venation obscure.
1. Adenestoma fasciculate
lb Leaves not needle-like, occurring singly and firmly attached
to stem; blade and venation easily recognized.
2a Leaves palmately compound.
3a Leaves compound, leaflets 3; plant a low growing herb
rarely more than 10 inches tall. 2. Praaaria califarnica
3b i^eaves simple, blades 3 to 10 inches wide; plant
an erect slender stemmed shrub.
7* kubus narviflorus
2b Leaves pinnately, veined, lobed or pinnately compound.
3a Leaves simple; flowers in clusters at tip of stem;
plant a large shrub or small tree; prickles absent.
ha Leaves 3 to 5 times as long as wide; leaf surface
smooth and shining; a plant of the Chaparral.
h. Photinifi, arbutlfolfa
hb Leaves never more than 2 times as long as wide;
surface covered with soft tomentum; plant
of the shaded forest.
3» Holodlscus discolor
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3b Leaves compound; flowers not occurring in dense
clusters; plant a small shrub or vine;
prickles present.
4a Plant a trailing vine; leaflets 3; leaf veins
prominent.
8. Kubus ursinus
4b Plant an erect shrub; leaflets 5 or more; veins
in leaf obscure.
5a Plant in shaded locations; fruit if present
without prickles on ovary.
5» ftosa gymnocarpq
5b Plant in sunny locations; fruit with short
prickles on ovary.
6. Rosa soithamefi,
1. Adenostoma fasciculeturn H. & A. Ghamise
Chamise is on© of the most common members of the dry Chaparral, it
grows as a low shrub 2 to 8 feet tali. The usually erect branches are
covered with small clusters of 4 to 8 needle-like easily-deciduous
leaves rarely more than 2 inch long. The plant blooms from the end o
June through July and extends into the early part of August. At this
time the tips of the branches are covered with dense panicles of minute
sessile whit© flowers even more easily brushed from the plant than the
leaves. "When the plant is touched or disturbed in any way it delivers
a cascade of leaves, flowers, insects and small spiders, ibis creates
a deep duff under the bush which prevents the germination of any seed
lings". Chamise is found in all the Chaparral areas of the park out no
where does it form the pure stands that are common elsewhere in t^e
Coast Ranges. It is associated with various species of wgantfttiaft an
Arctostaphylos where it contributes a portion, but not the dominant
portion, of the scierophyii cover.
2. Fra&aria californica Cham.

St Sch.

Strawberry

These plants are often found as a low-growing ground cover beneath the
Douglas Firs in the Mixed Evergreen Forest. The tri-foliate leaves
usually extend one to two inches above the cover of deep duff that
buries the brown stem and roots. Because of the snaded nature of trie
habitat flowers are rare. Occasionally in the sunnier locations such
as the meadow that occurs at Blooms Mill Site the 5 pstalled white
flowers can be seen. These are followed by a small £ to 3/8 inch red
strawberry fruit. Though the plant occurs throughout the park at no
one olace is it abundant. In addition to Blooms Mill Site it is found
in the region around Sky Meadow and around the margins of the exposed
rock surfaces at the base of Slippery Rock. It is always associated
with grasses and often with Satureja douglasi^,.
3* Holodiscus discolor (Pursh.) Maxim

Cream Bush

Where there are grassy swales surrounded by Mixed Evergreen Forest there
are Cream bushes. These semi-erect woody shrubs attain a height of 4 to
15 feet and become quite widespread in the full sun. They usually occur
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in close association with Ceanothua thyrslflorus on soil that has been
relatively recently disturbed. The grassy swales on which these plants
are usually found are formed by landslips on the side3 of the steeper
ridges where the soil is unable to support larger trees. The soil it
self is generally covered with grasses, annual flowers and often Adianbhm emarglnatum. Two locations where these shrubs are common are: one,
the natural clearing on Berry Falls Trail £ mile west of the Ridge Fire
Trail and two, the artificial clearing on the Warden Doole Trail t mile
west of the Ridge Fire Trail above the Creeping Forest.
4. rhotinia arbutifolia

Lindl. Toyon

or Christmas Berry

Without a doubt this is one of the most beautiful of the Chaparral
plants. It differs from other shrubs of the area by having large 2 to
5 inch long leaves and the woody stems lack the spinescent character so
often found on other members of this broad leaf sclerophyll elfin forest.
During the months of June and July the branch tips support large inflow
reseences of minute white flowers. These flat or rounded flower clusters
vary from h to 10 inches in diameter and are alive with insect life.
The individual blossoms are easily deciduous as are those of Adenostama.
These flower clusters are followed in the winter months by the clusters
of red berries so popular for Christmas decorations. This latter use has
had a direct influence on the range of the plant within the area. Though
the plant occurs in all chaparral areas, it is only rarely found near a
roadside because of the annual narvest of red berries taken from them.
Those not affected by man seem to favor the swales and gullies and avoid
tne exposed ridges. It is usually associated more closely with Rhamnus
califarnica and driodictvon californicum than with such plants as Adenos
toma fasclculatum and Quercus dumosa. It is easily found in abundance
along the China Grade Road west of the Park entrance where it is little
travelled and along the upper portion of the Pine Mountain Trail.
5- Rosa a.vmnocarpa

Nutt. Wood Rose

Wood Rose can be found in either the Redwood Forest or the Mixed Ever
green Forest in areas where the shade is sufficiently dense and the soil
is permanently damp. These two limitations make it occur most often
marginal to perennial streams though it is mttuncommon to find it on
fairly steep slopes that have abundant water and shade. The bush is
stiffly erect supported by very thin well armed stems. The compound
leaves are 2 to h inches long and all have the leaflets arranged in a
nearly perfect horizontal plane. Flowers, which are found only rarely
during the summer months, are white or pink and vary from 3/** bo If inch
in diameter. These lace-like shrubs are often overlooked because so
many deeper green plants with broader leaves are found in the same loca
tion. Common among those plants that make the Wood Rose inconspicuous
are Fuonvmous occidentalis. Rhododendron occidentale and Rubus oarviflorus.
6. Rosa Swithamea 'Wats. Ground Rose
To date only one plant has been collected that has been identified as
Rosa ssithamea. This was found on the Ridge Fire Trail about •§ mile
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south of Ocean View Summit. The area is borderline between tall Chap
arral and dry fairly open Mixed Evergreen Forest. The plant itself
occurred on soil recently bull-dozed in fire break construction and
was partially shaded by Arbutus menziesii and Lithocarpus densiflora.
The plant was much smaller than the Wood rtose being only 18 inches tall.
The stem and leaves were slightly glandular and the sticky surfaces were
heavily covered with dust. The best identifying characteristic was the
floral receptacle which was covered with minute hair-like prickles.
7. Rubus oarviflorus

Nutt. Thimbleberry

Cool semi-shaded stream banks either in the Redwood forest or Mixed
Evergreen Forest will support Thimbleberry. The plant occurs as a
semi-erect or climbing soft stemmed vine. The plant has a very large
palmate leaf varying from 3 to 10 inches wide with a notched or deeply
serrate margin on the finely pubescent blade. The flowers, 3/h to 1
inch in diameter, are rarely found during the summer months. Occasionsally the small red raspberry fruit is seen but it is usually absent be
cause its pleasant flavor and bright color make it so attractive to any
form of animal life that might see it. The weak-stemmed canes are often
supported by the stronger branches of Aralia caiifomica. and the firm
fronds of Woodwardia chamiseoi with which it is associated. The plant
is most abundant in the 100 Acre Woods area but is also found along
Union Creek, Berry Creek and portions of the East Fork of the Waddell.
hubus ursinus

C. &S. California Blackberry

California Blackberry is restricted to the well drained ridges in the
Mixed Evergreen Forest and especially those ridges covered with young
forest. These ridges are seen where fire has occurred within the past
fifty years and the new forest growth is sufficient to create partial
shade but not dense enough to prohibit the growth of grasses and other
spring blooming annuals. In areas of this type the plant forms dense
mats 10 to 30 feet in diameter. These mats are often supported by fallen
trees, stumps or Ceanothus shrubs that ere either killed or very nearly
killed by the blackberry.. The leaf shapes vary from simple to compound
but can always be identified by the presence of prickles on the veins.
The plant is past its blooming season by June and only rarely during the
summer are fruits or flowers seen. In addition to being restricted to
young forest it is usually associated with Vicia &i&antea. Gordylanthus
filifolius and many grasses that form the usual ground cover of this area.

Family

JU^UMIRQSAE Pea Family

la Stem with woody tissue; either a woody shrub or a bushy
suffrutescent perennial.
2a Stem strongly angled; flowers bright yellow with no red.
1. Oytisus scooarius
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2b Stem round, not strongly angled; flowers red or yellow
with red markings,
3a Plant a thick stemmed spinescent shrub; flower brilliant
rose purple with no trace of yellow.
7* *ickerinaia montana
3b Plant either a thin stemmed shrub or suffrutescent
perennial; flowers yellow with red markings on
banner.
La Vertical stem brown from a suffrutescent base;
plant If to 3 leet tail.
L. Lotus .iunceus
Lb Stem green from a suffrutescent base or short
woody trunk; plant L to 12 feet tall.
6. Lotus scoparius
lb Stem lacking woody tissue; an annual herb or perennial vine.
2a Tendrils present; plant a perennial trailing vine.
3a Plant of shaded streamsides and moist soil; flowers red or
rose, banner forming a sharp fold over the keel.
3. Vicla glgantea
3b Plant of dry well drained slopes or ridges; flowers
blue or white with blue markings, banner erect
not sharply folded.
2. Lathvrus vestita
2b Tendrils absent; plant an annual herb.
3a Stem prostrate; plant never more than 3 inches tall.
5. Lotus micranthus
3b Stem erect; plant 6 to 12 inches tall.

3« Lotus americanus

1. Cytlsus scoparius (L.) Link Scotch Broom
This intruder from cultivation is beginning to enter the Chaparral areas
of Big Basin at the north entrance where the road from Saratoga and San
Francisco enters the park. North of Big Basin along the roads of San
Mateo County it is now abundant. Though no heavy stand yet is found in
the park it has increased since it was first noticed shortly after 19^5•
It is at present restricted to the few shaded draws that run through the
Chaparral slopes on the south side of the China Grade. It is associated
with Photinia arbutifolia. Ceanothus papiliosus and Lotus scoparius. At
present no effort is being made to stop the spread of this invader from
the European Maqui.
2. Lathvrus vestitus

Butt. Wild Pea

A tendrilled vine along any well drained ridge in the Mixed Evergreen
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Forest is sure to be Lathyrus vestltus. It is occasionally confused
with the Perennial Peat, lathyrus latifoltus. which commonly escapes
from cultivation in this area. However the more moist and generally
roadside habitat of the latter is usually sufficient to separate the
two. Also Lathyrus vestitus has pale white flowers with tints toward
blue while L. latlfolius has a definitely red flower. L. vestltus is
closely associated with Douglas Fir, Tan Oak and Madrone on recently
burned ridges. Often it is found competing with Rubus ursinus on the
same support. Though scattered along ridges throughout the Mixed Ever
green Forest it is most abundant on the Middle Ridge in the area between
Ocean View Summit and the upper end of the Meteor Trail in the area that
was burned in 1936.
3« Lotus araericanus (Nutt.) Bisch. Spanish Clover
Spanish Clover or Annual Spanish Clover as it is termed in sorae manuals,
is found in the open sunny areas of the park regardless of the adjacent
plant community. These areas are usually artificial clearings such as
fire breaks and bull-dosed access roads. Natural clearings such as Sky
Meadow and the small meadow on the west slope of Middle Ridge are the
result of excess moisture in the soil and as such do not support this
annual Legume of the dry soil. The plant itself occurs as 25 to 50
erect thin stems 6 to IB inches tall spreading from the top of a single
taproot. It is most abundant on the south facing slope above Waddell
Creek just south of the sewer plant where recent logging operations
have exposed the entire area to full sun and the soil is extremely
soft with a minimum of plant cover.
L. Lotus iunceus (Benth.) Greene Rush Lotus
Though this erect stemmed Lotus is found throughout the park in any area
exposed to the sun It favors the thin sandy soil on the more exposed
slopes in the Chaparral. It is most abundant near the summit of Fine
Mountain in the areas burned in 19L9» Here it forms a continuous ground
cover between the small shrubs of luercus dumosa. Huckleberry and young
Knobcone Pines.
5« Lotus mlcranthus Benth.
This small annual is found in the Chaparral areas where shallow soil with
a shady surface is exposed to more or less full sun. Its prostrate
branches form mats on the soil 6 to IS inches in diameter in those areas
that are clear of brush and other herbs. In addition to being a regular
member of the Chaparral it is also found in the areas of Mixed Evergreen
Forest that have been artificially cleared such as roadsides and fire
breaks. In these areas it is usually associated with Oalamasrostis rubescens. young plants of Lriodictvon californicum and Pteridium aauilinum.
Such areas are common along all the drier fire breaks and any roadside
in tne Chaparral. The plant is especially common along the dirt road
leading to the water tanks above Sky Meadow.
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Eotus seoparius (Nutt.) Qttley Deerweed
Tail whip-like stems with little or no brancning and nearly sessile
minute green leaves are tne outstanding characteristics of these Chap
arral shrubs. Because of this vegetative habit it appears quite dif
ferent from its more woody associates. The individual Deerweed shrubs
usually have a heavy woody trunk that is quite short and often prostrate
on the soil. It is from this hidden woody trunk that the slender stems
bearing leaves and flowers arise. In the Big Basin area Deerweed is so
closely associated with lriodictvon californicum that often the small
yeHow flowers of the Deerweed seem to be growing on it. Often a mat
of Dodder acts as a binder tying the two species together. Deerweed is
found abundantly in the Chaparral areas just north of Sky Meadow and
along the China Grade Road especially just east of the park entrance.
7* Dickering!* montana

Hutt. Chaparral Pea

Brilliant rose-purple or Magenta flowers with the character!stic banner•
wing and keel growing on a shrub resembling Ceanothus cuneatus is the
best description that can be given for this Chaparral shrub. It occurs
all through this community though it seems to favor south facing slopes
and mature plants are rarely found in ravines or on sharp ridges. Where
there has been recent soil disturbance such as in road construction or
bulldozing of fire breaks it, along with hriodictvon and rteridium aquilinum, is one of the first plants to be established. A good illustration
of this occurs on the east slope of Pine Mountain where a heavy stand of
Chaparral Pea is now present as a result of the 19^9 fire• The largest
plants in the park are found along the Morth Escape Road about
mile
west of the main highway. Here, along with Ceanothus thyrsiflorus and
Fremontla californlca. they attain a height of 8 to 15 feet.
8. Viola ^i^antea

Hook. Giant Vetch

This large tendriiled vine has one of the most restricted habitats in
the park as it is only found in the cool moist semi-sxiaded canyons of
the Redwood and Mixed Evergreen Forests. Host of the streams with per
ennial water are so shaded by Redwood Forest or Mixed Evergreen Forest
that only the most shade-tolerant plants can survive. Any stream bed in
the Mixed Evergreen Forest that is exposed to the summer sun soon becomes
dry. In a few instances such as those occurring along Berry Creek below
Golden Falls and along Blooms Creek just above the area of Blooms Mill
such moist partially sunny areas are found. The iargest such area is
along Opal Creek in the 100 Acre Woods. Here this vine spreads many
feet draping itself over other streamside plants such as Araiia. -yiils®r
turn, and various species of ferns.

Family
Oxalis oregana Nutt•

OXALIDACLAE

Redwood Sorrel

Gxalis Family
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Qxalls is not as common in the Redwood Forest of Big Basin as it is in
the Redwoods Forests farther north. In this section it is restricted
to mats of deep duff on relative!/ level areas located at or near the
base of north facing slopes. As the primary drainage pattern in the
Park is north and south there are very few east and west ridges with
flat soil at the base. In some meadow areas a situation similar to the
above is formed on the north side of logs that have fallen on an east
and west line. Where this habitat is found Oxalis is found and it is
usually associated with Irientalls latHolla and Dlsoorum. The flowers,
only rarely seen in summer, are white and usually much closer to the dry
duff than the succulent leaves. The plants can be seen best along the
Meteor Trail about § mile east of the Ridge Fire Trail. Occasionally
some are found in the meadow across the W&ddeil Creek from the sewer
plant but they are not noticed here every summer. At one time they were
abundant in the camping area now occupied by camps B and portions of G
but the development of roads, campsites and general population pressure
have eliminated them in this area.

Family
Polvzala californlca

POLIGAhACEAE Polygala Family
Nutt. Milkwort

Though never abundant in any one location this small herb is one of the
most evenly distributed species occurring in Big Basin. In the Redwood
Forest it is found along the sides of the trails usually under the over
hanging branches of Huckleberry• Here the plants are from 8 to 10 inches
tail and the flowers are rare. Rhen they do bloom the flower is a deep
violet. In the mixed Evergreen Forest the plant is found on open soil
away from any dense vegetation cover but still restricted to areas of
partial shading. In the Chaparral as in the Redwoods it is found in the
shade of overhanging Huckleberry or Bcrub Oak. In these warmer locations
the plant is generally smaller, rarely over 5 inches tall, and the flowers
are pale blue or even white.

Family

AKACARD1ACEAE Sumac Family

Rhus diversiloba T. & G. Poison Oak
Variation in form and adaptability to environment are characteristics of
this species. In the Redwood Forest it occurs as a climbing vine often
attaining a height of 100 feet or more where it is supported by Redwoods
and Douglas Fir. The growth of foliage and nature of the trunk is such
that it does not injur© the tree it uses for support. In the Chaparral
it forms dense thickets of stiff upright stems with closely crowded leaves.
It is often associated with Iris and Salvia mellifera. In the Mixed Ever
green Forest it is not common though occasional plants are seen ©specially
in the areas bordering Chaparral. The vine form is very well developed in
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Redwoods along the Sunset Trail about one mile west of Middle Ridge
where the trail passes through an area that was burned about 1936.
Most of the i oison Oak in the Chaparral areas was removed by the CCC
around 1939 but now much of it is coming back. The heaviest occur
rences are found along the Pine Mountain Trail where it leaves the
Mixed Evergreen Forest.

Family
Euonviaus Occidentalis

GELASTRACEAE Burning-Bush Family
Mutt. Western Burning-Bush

Western Burning-Bush is restricted to the Redwood Forest and even her©
it is found only in few places. It is always located above permanent
water on v©ry steep to vertical banks that never receive direct sun.
Such places are always cold and the humidity is always high. It is
most closely associated with Adiantum pedatum and the many mosses that
grow on these dripping banks. The largest group of these plants grows
from the western slope of Berry Creek Canyon just below the lower Falls.
Here in addition to 4* pedatum and mosses it is associated with Aserum
caudaturn. Other places in the Park where a few isolated plants can be
seen are the vertical cliffs around Bempervirens Falls and the northfacing steep bank of Waddeil Creek i mile east of the sewer plant.

Family

ACIRACBAE Maple Family

Acer macrophyllun Furah. Big Leaf Maple
This well-known tree of the western ranges is not at all common in the
Big Basin Park though along water courses in both Santa Cruz county and
San Mateo county it is common. There seems to be no good explanation for
its apparent rarity in the park itself. Pictures taken thirty and forty
years ago along Opal Greek and some plant lists from that date include
the species though they are very rare today. One group of three or four
trees does occur where the Sunset Trail crosses the last Fork of the Waddell about three miles west of the present Park center.

Family

HIPPOCASTAMACEAE Horse-Che3tnut Family

Aesculus californlca (Spach.) Mutt. California Buckeye
Buckeye can be either considered as a member of the drier portions of
the Mixed Evergreen Forest or as a member of the more moist portions of
the Chaparral. It occurs along slopes that have Mixed Evergreen Forest
below Chaparral. In these areas it extends up the slopes into the
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Chaparral proper usually favoring areas with more moisture or in some
cases areas exposed to cooler winds than the rest of the slope. The
plant has various associations depending on its location. In the Mixed
Evergreen Forest it occurs with Llthocarous densiflora and Arbutus menaiesii which gradually give way to Ceanothus thvrslflorus and Cuercus
wisllaenli and finally in areas of Chaparral it occurs with I ickerin&ia
montana and Ceanothus cuneatus. This variation in association is easily
seen along the north entrance road where Buckeye occurs intermittently
from the Slippery Rock area all the way to the North Park Entrance.

Family RHAMNACEAE Buckthorn Family
la Branchlets stiff and spinose; stems white.

1. Ceanothus cuneatus

lb Branchlets thin and flexible not spinose; stems green
or brown.
2a Leaf blade strongly reVolute; leaf with single well
defined midrib.
3a Papillae present on upper leaf surface producing
glandular surface; flowers in terminal panicles.
2. Ceanothus papillosus
3b Papillae absent, upper leaf surface glabrous;
flowers in small, axillary panicles.
h-. Rhamnus callfornlca
2b Leaf blade not revolute; leaf with 3 maLn veins well
defined on ventral surface.
3* Ceanothus thyrslflorus
Ceanothus cuneatus (Hook.) Nutt. Buekbrush
Ceanothus cuneatus is found in the Chaparral usually rather close to
Knobcone Pine and Chaparral Pea. It is not as common in the Big Basin
area as the other Chaparral shrubs such as Chamise and Manaanita. Where
it does occur the slop© is very steep and the exposure is such that the
area is not exposed to full sun the entire day. It is much smaller and
more compact than the other Ceanothi of the area. In one particular
section just above Sky Meadow on the road to the shop area it is found
on recently disturbed soil in close association with Miiaulus aurantiacus
Cature.la douglasli. More commonly however it occurs as isolated
shrubs among taller forms of Arctostaohylos species, Cuercus dumosa
and Pinus attenuata.
2. Ceanothus DaoiXlosus T. &G. Sticky Blue Blossom
Where the Mixed Evergreen Forest borders on tall Chaparral occur the
most dense stands of Ceanothus saoillosus. the Pplant forms either a
widespread tall shrub or in some cases a small bushy tree. It is usually
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family STERCULIAOEAE Sterculia Family
Premontia californica

Torr. Flannel Bush

This is the rarest shrub in the Park having been located only in one
area. It is found along the north side of the North Escape Road ap
proximately one mile west of Slippery Kock. It is surrounded by tall
Chaparral with various species of Qeanothus being predominant. The
soil is relatively flat for the area and though rock outcrops are abun
dant the plant seems to be restricted to the sections of deeper soil.
It occurs as a spreading clump of shrubs rarely exceeding 10 feet in
height and 30 to h-0 feet wide. Its thick broad widely spaced leaves
on very thin stems easily separate it from its neighbors during the
summer months. During the spring months its apetalous flowers with
the bright yellow calyx discs 1§ to 3 inches in diameter make it even
more unmistakable.

Family
Heiianthemum scooarlum

CXCTACEAE Rock Rose Family
Nutt. Rush Rose

Rocky wastes with little or no soil in the most exposed sections of
the Chaparral mark the habitat of this short scrubby perennial. It
occurs as a mat of fin© twigs rising broom-like from a heavy woody
stem. These nearly leafless twigs have about their tips a scattering
of yellow flowers each about £ to £ inch in diameter. Usually the
plants are well isolated on nearly barren soil though occasionally
small specimens of Vaccinium ovatum and Castanopsis chrysophvlla may
be nearby. It is most easily seen along the Pine Mountain Trail in
the windswept saddle that separates lookout Point from the summit it
self•

Family

VIOLACEAE Violet Family

la Flowers yellow; leaf tip rounded.

2. Viola sempervirens

lb Flowers white or pais lavender striped with deep lavender;
leaf tips pointed.
1. Viola ocellata
!• ^iola ocellata

T. &G#

Western Hearts Ease

In the more open sections of the Redwood Forest and along the trails in
the Mixed Evergreen Forest this is one of the most common low herbs.
The leaves appear somewhat triangular and the individual petioles are
semi-erect though the stems themselves are usually prostrate on the soil.
The plant forms small patches usually favoring the soft duff along the
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2- iifila semperv^ens Greene Redwood Violet
liioagn not restricted to the Redwood Forest this Redwood Violet is
apt y
d for it is one of the few small herbs that is able to bloaa
* + of S h
°l th# For#8t*
itself occurs as a small
mat ot bright green heafct-shaped leaves lying close upon the deep duff
or occasionally on the packed soil alongside the trails. The lndividual flowers are a bright yellow and appear even brighter in contrast
to their dark surroundings. The plant rarely occurs with any other
though occasionally a root parasite such as Mrola achy11a may penetrate
the mass by coincidence. At one area about midway between the Ridge Fire
Irail and tue 100 Acre Woods on the Meteor Trail there is quite a large
mat of them growing around an area filled with o*«n« and ivi
i \« but
such groups of blooming herbs in the Redwood Forest are very rare.

Family

GNAGRACJSAE Evening-Primrose Family

la Stem fine or filiform rarely more than l/8 inch in
diameter; plant an annual.
2. Godetla amoena
lb Stem firm l/8 to \ inch in diameter* woody tissue present;
plant a perennial.
2a Plant grows erect from the soil; calyx tube shorter
than corolla; flower pale lavender. 1. Spjloblum watsonll
2b Plant prostrate forming mat with only tips of stems
and flowers erect from soil; calyx tube equals
corolla; calyx and corolla scarlet.
3- fo\i?chnerjfl californlca
!• Fsiloblum watsonii Barbey var. franciscanoM (Barbey) Jspa.
Though most plant manuals list this species as being found in low moist
coastal areas it has been collected in Big Basin along roeds and fire
breaks in both the Chaparral and Mixed Evergreen Forests up to elevations
of 1500 feet. In these areas however it is found rooted in soil that has
been covered for some time with standing water. Such areas are also ex
posed to full sun. It is usually associated with Juncus patens.
2. Godetla amoena (Lehm.) G. Don. Summers Darling
These annuals are found in the drier areas of the park, regardless of
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plant community, wherever there is a steep slope, sandy soil and some
recent disturbance. Such areas are usually roadcuts though some natural
landslides also provide the proper habitat for the species. The fine
stem and narrow leaf are quite inconspicuous when compared with the
fairly large lavender blossom. They are especially abundant along the
road between Sky liesdaw and the Upper Residence area where they grow
among Mimulus auranticus. Sature.ia douglasli and Lotus scpparlug..
3. Zauschneria califomica Presl. California Fuchsia
Along the sandy margins of Chaparral roads and occasionally scattered
among widely placed shrubs are patcnes of Zauschnerla califomica. In
contrast to jfoilobium watsonii it avoids those areas that have been
subject to considerable standing water. It forms rather loose mats
usually 1 to 3 feet in diameter composed of several decumbent stems
supporting scarlet flowers l| to 3inches long that are supported on
stems usually not more than 3 inches tall. It is the most showy roa side perennial in the Chaparral area. It is usually associated with
Lotus*lunceus tnough the latter does extend into the more moist areas.
Where it occurs between shrubs they are usually low forms of Piakerin,c;ia mo ntana. Ceanothus cuneatus and occasionally Baccharis pixulftns..

Family

ARAOACEAE

Aralia Family

Aralia califomica S. Wats. Llk Clover
This large leafed perennial is found along the margins of streams in the
Redwood Forest where the flow Is slow and the area receives some filtered
sunlight. The plant is restricted to those places where the soil is
quite deeo and the stream surface is well below tne general level of tie
flat bottom land. Here the stream banks are often overhanging be mg raai tained by the vegetation on them. The Elk Clover itself grows tc be b to
10 feet tall usually overtopping the other adjacent stream side perennials.
The most outstanding characteristic of the plant is the •La^g® ccmpou
pinnate leaves. Some of the basal leaves reach a length of h to 6 feet
with the individual leaflets often more than 8 to 10 inches Long. T e
plant is usually associated with other water loving plants such asfe
oarvlflorus. and Sjdrpus mlcroc--rPus in the areas that
of full sun as in the 100 Acre Woods, and with A&ffiEiam iUiS-Ssaffljaa.
and CUntonla andrewslana in the more shaded areas as along erry ..roe

Family

UUBKLLIFERAS Parsley Family

y.anicula nrasslcaulis Poepp. Pacific Sanicle or Snake Root
Koist shaded canyons in the Kixkd Evergreen Forest providetheproper
habitat for this rather restricted perennial. Thougn m the vicinity
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of the Park it is rather common, especially in those areas that have
been grazed, it is seldom seen in the Park proper. It has only been
collected and identified in one section. It occurs at the Upper Res
idence area in the bottom of the small ravine that begins at the park
ing lot and extends southwest toward Union Creek. Here in recent years
there has been considerable grading and constant soil disturbance. At
present this ravine supports many woodland grasses and is shaded by
young trees of Arbutus menziesii and Quercus agrifolla. The plant' is
inconspicuous with only its broad palmately divided leaves showing
through the dense growth of grass and patches of Fragaria califomica
and Galium sparine.

Family GARRYACEAE Silk Tassel Family
Garrva elliotica

Dougl. Silk Tassel Bush or Quinine Bush

Contrary to the distributional pattern of most chaparral shrubs this
heavy stemmed thick leafed shrub is restricted to areas with rocky out
crops and is never found on the thin soiled sandy slopes that support
the other members of this elfin forest. In Big Basin such areas are
usually found near the tops of peaks and ridges and are usually quite
inaccessible to the Park visitor. An exception to this is found where
the Pine Mountain Trail crosses the west face of Lookout Point. Here
a rocky ridge forms a buttress up the slope and where the trail crosses
it there is found a small colony of Garrva. It is closely associated
with Rhus diversiloba. Photinia arbutifolia and Hriodictyon californica
which are also more abundant at this location. The plant has a dull
leaf being somewhat tomentose with an undulate margin and appears quite
different from Phctiq^ which it resembles in size and shape. The long
graceful catkins that give the plant its name are not found during the
summer months.

Family ERICACEAE

Heather Family

la Green leaves absent; plant a parasite or saprophyte.
?. Piy-ola aphylla
lb Green leaves present; plant not a parasite.
2a Bark thin and red peeling off stem in deciduous curls.
3a Plant a tree; leaves 4 to 6 inches long. 1. Arbutus menziesii
3b Plant a shrub; leaves less than 4 inches long.
4a Leaves hastate; berries salmon colored, viscid.
2. Arctostaohylos andersonli
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i-eaf base truncate or acute; berries red, glabrous.
5a Upper leaf surface green glabrous or nearly so.
6a Plant growing from root crown after fire.

5- Arcto3taDhYli,r>« tomentosa

6b Plant killed by fire.

6. Arctostaphyi?* sensitiva

5b Upper leaf surface gray-green, usually
somewhat pubescent.
3. Arctoataohvi^ canescens
^.Tor0^1"6 ^°UrlS! °°l0r

2b

USUa1^

W-

3a Fruit a dry capsule; flowers more than 1 inch in
diameter, corolla trumpet shaped.
~ ; '0 .roiia yellow to salmon or white; plant a large
shrub or small streamside tree.
9- Hiiododendypn occidentals
4b Corolla red to light roses plant a compact shrub
on exposed slopes, form variable.
3. hhododendran callfornicum
3b *ruit a berry; flowers less than 1 inch in diameter,
corolla urn shaped.
4a Plant a trailing vine; leaves fleshy, broad, often
folded on midrib.
6. Gaul-then* shalion
4b i-iant an erect dense shrubs leaves thin and narrow
with midrib inconspicuous.
10.
P ovatum
1. Arbutus menaiesii fursh. Madrone
Inough this is one of the dominant trees of the Mixed Evergreen Forest
Chaparral"
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a height of 100 feet or more,
Arcto3tai>hylos species Manaanita
Though some species of Manzanitas can be accurately identified during
the summer months they are the exception to the rule. The plants are
all shrubs and they occur intermixed throughout the Chaparral areas of
the Park, The shrubs themselves vary from small dwarfed forms on ex
posed thin soiled slopes to large shrubs some more than 20 feet tall
where sufficient moisture is present and adjacent plants force them into
height. There are no pur© stands of Mansard.ta in the Park as they are
always associated with other broad leafed sclerophyll plants. In the
following descriptions an attempt will be made to differentiate the
species that have been collected in the Park though in most cases this
will prove difficult in the field,
2. Arctostaphvlos andersonii Gray
Of all the Manzanitas occurring in the Park this is the most easily
identified. The hastate leaf and the sticky salmon colored berries are
found only on this species. It usually occurs in areas where there is
some protection from extreme exposure or wind. Its closest associates
are Bplodictyon oglfrteiASM and Cesse&ms thyrsiflorus. It is found
in abundance along the China Grade Road west of the North Park entrance
and along the Sunset Trail just east of Berry Creek,
3. Arctostaohyloa oanescens.

Eastw.

Because of the lack of flowering and fruiting material this identification
is only tentative. It appears in contrast to other Manzanitas in the Park
because of its small leaves which are a dull gray-green on both surfaces.
The plants occur on the poorest and thinnest soils in the Park. It has
been collected on the ridge west of the Berry Creek Falls where the Sun
set Trail reaches Bandy Point Road, Here the plants are widely spaced
and rarely over two feet tall.
4. Arctostarhylos sensitive Jepson
4* sensitive and A. tomentosa are scarcely distinguishable on vegetative
characters. Both are dense bushes two to seven feet tall bearing small
green leaves supported on somewhat hispid stems and in the absence of
fruit or flowers they cannot be separated. According to Jepson (1923)
A. sensativa is always killed by fire while A. tomentosa eventually build3
up a broad root crown supporting much smaller woody stems giving evidence
of repeated recovery after fire. It is of interest to note that along
Middle Ridge where there has been recent firebreak construction this is
one of the first shrub species to enter the newly worked soil. Host of
these new shrubs are presumed to be 4. sensltiva for the undisturbed older
shrubs along side the firebreak lack the heavy root crown of A. tomentosa
and it is logical to assume that it is these shrubs adjacent to the break
that have supplied the recently germinated seed. Other plants associated
with this Manzanita along Middle Ridge from Gazos Creek Road north to China
Grade are Castanoosis chrvsophvlla. Lithocarr/as densiflora and Knobcone
Pine•
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5*

saaauugaa, (Furah.) pindL.

The primary difference between this species and &. sensitive is that
it is able to survive fire while the latter is killed# Ample evidence
for this survival is seen along the Pine Mountain Trail. Where the
upper slopes of the mountain were badly burned during the 1948 fire
there are plants where all the stems have been reduced to silver-white
skeletons# Around the base of some of these plants there are new sprouts
rising directly from the old root crown in addition to an abundant cover
of seeding Hanzanltas. W® can assume that the root sprouts are A# tamentosa as this is the most abundant species present in the area. They could
however have com© from A. sensitive seed whose dormancy was broken by the
fir®. In addition to the new growth of Manaanita there are many seedling
plants of Huckleberry, and Knobcone Pine, and many plants of Oastanopsis
chrysophylla and Llthocarcus denslflora that show the recovery from dam
aged roots.
6. Gaultheria shallon Purah. Salal
Salal forms a widespreading but loose textured mat of broad green leaves
over parts of the forest floor in the shaded Redwood area. It is most
common where the soil is deep, flat and not well drained, yet not marshyenough to support actulseturn. or Soirous. The plant itself has weak woody
stems that attain a height of 12 to 14 inches then bend back to the soil.
The leaves vary from broad and flat with a deep green color in the shaded
areas to a reddish leaf sharply folded along the midrib in those areas
receiving full sun. Where it occurs in the shade there are usually no
other small plants associated with it though some Folygala californica
and Viola semrervlrens may be present. In areas where it receives some
sun it is usually associated with many grasses and often S'hloolea raodesta
and Galium aoarine. The deep purple or black fruits, said by some to be
edible, are abundant on those plants in the sun and usually lacking on
those in the shade. Gaultheria shallon is found abundantly along the
East Waddell from the sewer plant area all the way to the east where the
stream, branches to become Sempervirens and Blooms Creek.
7, Pirola aohvlla Smith
The true nature of this plant of the Redwood Forest is in controversy.
Some authorities list it as a parasite (Jepson 1923)» others as a sap
rophyte (Howell 1949). Further investigation is needed to clarify this
character of the plant. In the Big Basin area all the plants are with
out chlorophyll and seem to be saprophytic in nature. What little in
vestigation has been done shows it to always be rooted in deep duff
mostly of Redwood and Tan Oak. The abundance of living and dead roots
in this duff makes any definite tracing difficult. The plant itself oc
curs as a cluster of 6 to 20 leafless red stems varying from 4 to 10
inches tall. These stems bear a terminal raceme of nodding red flowers
that give rise to small capsules as the summer progresses. Though found
in all parts of the Redwood Forest they are most plentiful on the northfacing bank of Maddell Creek where they are associated with Trlentalls.
llola sempervirens. and solystichum muniturn.
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8, Rhododendron californicura Hook, California Rose Bay
there are only two specimens of this plant known to be growing in the
vicinity of the Park, One is found in front of the Big Basin Lodge and
was planted there prior to World War XI by the CCC as a part of the
area landscaping. It has developed into a tall spindly bush with widely
spaced leaves. It does, however, bear the typical rose colored flowers
each spring. The other plant is located just north of the summit of
Fine fountain. It is rooted in a rock crevice approximately 200 feet
above the base of a vertical cliff, It forms a small compact bush with
densely clustered leaves below a very compact inflorescence of rosecolored flowers. The plant is nearly inaccessible and can only be seen
by lying down on a jutting rock point and looking straight down on it.
It is associated with hslianthemum scoparium and dwarfed specimens of
Vaccinium ovaturn.
9, Rhododendron occidentals (T. &Q.) Gray Western .sales
This spectacular streamside shrub is found along all the permanent
streams through both the Redwood Forest and into the Mixed evergreen
Forest. It prefers the areas where the stream flow is slow and often
is found overhanging the still water with seme leaves trailing in it.
The blooming season begins at the end of Kay in sunny locations and
extends normally to the middle of June though some plants in the most
shaded locations are still found in bloom during the middle of July,
The plant is associated with other streamside forms such as Alder and
Wax Myrtle all being very abundant along Opal Creek.
10, Vaccinium oyatum

Pursh. Huckleberry

Huckleberry is the most widespread and variable shrub found in -ig uasin.
In the dense Redwood Forest it becomes tall and lank with leaves up xo J.;;
inches long. In the Mixed Evergreen Forest the shrubs are commonly h to
6 feet tail with dense foliage and individual leaves about 3/^ ox an inch
long. In the Chaparral it is a low spinescent shrub with leavesJ*™**1
to k inch long appearing almost like scales on the plant. In tae ar.
of partial clearing with a thin canopy overhead the shrub is at Its best.
In such areas it forms an almost impenetrable ground cover 6 to 10 feet
tall and completely crowds out any competing plant form except the mature
forest tress'. In areas of artificial clearing this shrub is one of the
first to invade. The plant produces small white flowers in one ear *
Spring that are usually past bloom during the summer months, however by
mid August the fruit develops and proves to be a great attraction to hie
visitors and deer alike. In addition to variation in the shrubs due to
habitat there is definite variation in the shrubs present in any one lo
cation. This individual variation is most evident in the ripening o
fruit. Certain bushes produce consistently certain strains of fruit.
Three types seem to predominate. A bu sh bearing small glaorous cieep
purple berries in clusters of 3 to 6 along the twig, a busn bearing, berries
krKly along the twig but With the individual berries being more than 4
inch .in diameter and finally a bush that bears berries covered with a
dusty blonm giving them a definite blue color. In the Creeping forest
area accurate records were made over a period of three years ana trie
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bushes were found to be consistent though the amount of fruit produced
varied with the season* Of the three types the one bearing the abundance
of small fruits is most common* outnumbering the others* four to one* The
one producing the dusty blue berry becomes more common in the Chaparral
area but in no area does this type outnumber those producing glabrous
fruit.

Family PRIMULACKAE Primrose Family
Trlentalis latifoila

Hook* Woodland Star or Starflower

The dense shad© of the Redwood Forest is necessary for the survival of
this tiny perennial. The plant appears as a tiny whorl of unequal deli
cate green leaves rising above the deep layer of duff on a single thin
stem. When the annual appearing plant is dug up the small tuber that
supports it is found 2 or 3 inches below the surface. During the summer
months flowers are rare and usually occur singly. However, earlier in
the spring each plant may support an umbel of 3 to 5 white or delicate
rose flowers. It occurs isolated generally but occasionally is found
with Qxalis or Disporum but it is by no means common with them. The
largest single patch of Woodland Star is found just west of the Morth
Escape Road where it joins with the Meteor Trail. Here in an area about
50 feet square they occur abundantly with Viola 3empervirens and Polvgala
californica.

Family

COKVOLVULACEAB

Morning Glory Family

la Plants yellow or orange lacking green leaves, a parasite.
1. Cuscuta subinclussa
lb Plants with green leaves.

2. Convolvulus oecidentalis

!• Cuscuta subinclussa D. & H. Dodder
This plant parasite is limited to the Chaparral where it attacks prima
rily Eriodictvon californicum and Pickering.ia montana. In addition to
these hosts it is seen on Rims diversiloba and various species of Manzanita and Ceanothus but it is only found on these where they are adja
cent to its preferred host. Usually the amount of Dodder present is
quite small but the amount does vary with the season. During 1951 plants
along China Grade Road were so infested that portions of the road were
yellow in appearance. The year following the plant was virtually non
existent. It is difficult to predict any one place where it can be seen
as its occurrence is so spotty and irregular. However, China Grade Road
and the water tank area above Sky Meadow will usually have some Dodder
present and in some years have it in abundance.
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yOnvoXyurfr|Uisi occldentalis Gray

Morning Glory

Morning GLoiy is not as common in the Park as it is in the immediate
vicinity, inhere it does occur in the Park it is restricted to road
sides in the Chaparral and Mixed Evergreen Forest areas. It forms a
trailing vine and is usually found growing on Kanzanita and c«^>not.hij«.
Some manuals (Lowell 19^9) report it as a species that will quickly en
ter an area after fire but there is no evidence of its doing so in the
3ig Basin area. As yet it is not found along fire breaks or in many
of the natural clearings that occur in the warmer more exposed areas
of the Park. The largest occurrence at present is in the ravine just
north of the Sky Meadow residence area where it is spreading down hill
from the road along with Centaurea ailitenais.

Family

PQLSMONIACEAB; Giiia Family

la Leaves opposite; flowers white tipped with yellow or red.
1. Lin&nthus androsaceus
lb Leaves alternate; flowers blue.
2a Foliage odor that of a skunk especially pronounced
in sunlight.
3* Navarretia sauarrosa
2b Foliage odor not that of a skunk.

2. Navarretia iaellita

Linanthus androsaceus (Benth.) Greene
Lin^nthqs is found wherever there are exposed grassy slopes regardless
of the nearby plant community. Two such areas exist in the park, one
is the natural clearing that exists at Slippery Rock, the second is the
man-made level area at Sky Meadow. Linanthna. is more caramon in the
Slippery Rock area for it doesn't have the heavy cover of introduced
grasses to compete with there. The thin straight stemmed annuals hold
their bloom until the grasses have withered and in good season form
small white to light yellow aspects on the few patches of deeper soil,
which later in the season form small blue aspects of Irichostema lanceolatum.
2. Navarretia mellita (Greene) Greene
This small blue annual with the spinescent foliage is common on hardpacked soil where water has been standing for some time. It is especial
ly plentiful along dirt roadsides where it occurs with Juncus patens and
young plants of Mimulus aurantiacus. It is most abundant in the hard
packed soil surrounding the sewer plant and extends along the HAhn-haia&ond
road into the recently logged area south of the Park boundary. It is
easily separated from Navarretia sauarrosa by its lack of the character
istic Skunk odor.
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3. Ravarretia squarrosa (Each.) R. & A. Skunkweed
Skunkweed is a most appropriate name for this small annual of loose
sandy soil.
nerever it grows its presence is known as soon as the
light of the sun falls upon it for then it produces the unmistakable
odor of a skunk. It is found throughout the Mixed Evergreen Forest and
the more protected areas of the Chaparral wherever there is loose sandy
soil. It Is most abundant along fire breaks where tractors keep the
soil churned and sandy. Here it is associated with Bracken Fern, Calamagrostic rubescens and young plants of various Chaparral shrubs. It
is only rarely found on the hard-packed roadsides that support Navarretia
mgll^a.

Family HXDROPHYLLACEAE Ptaacelia Family
Eriodictvon califomicum (H. & A.) Greene

Xerba Santa

Of all the Chaparral plants in Big Basin this is perhaps the one with
the widest distribution. It is found in all areas from the dry barren
ridges west of Berry Creek to the thick lush growth that borders the
North Escape Road above the 100 Acre Woods. The plant itself varies
little from the standard pattern of Chaparral shrubs. Its stems are
thick with many branches, the flowers are borne in clusters above the
foliage and with its neighboring plants it maintains a uniform height.
The only exception to the pattern seems to be in the leaf wnich is
rather large and somewhat fleshy in contrast to the smaller drier
leaves of its associates. It readily sprouts from roots after fire or
disturbance of any kind. As a result it is especially common^in burnedover areas or along fire breaks. Though found with all Chaparral plants
it is most closely associated with Himulus aurantiacus. Fickerin^ia
montana and Lotus scooarius. In the Park it can be seen most commonly
along the road connecting Sky Meadow with the Upper Residence Area.
Here along with Ceanothus cuneatus and Lepechlnla calycinia it forms
the bulk of the roadside shrubs.

Family

VERBEMCEAE

Verbena Family

Verbena orostrata E. Br. Common Vervain
This common roadside weed of California is present in the Park in only
one location. It is found along the Road between Sky Meadow and the
Upper Residence Area being especially common where the road crosses over
Sempervirens Creek on a culvert and fill. Superficially the plant re
sembles a Mint but it lacks the characteristic odor and the four-angled
stem. It forms a spreading mat on the ground with only the centermost
leaves and the tips of the flower stems erect, it is found in the de
pression along the roadside where water stands along with iMOSM P&tens
and various grasses.
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Family LABIATAE Mint Family
la Plant an erect shrub, leaf and flower bearing stems
herbaceous; plant h to 10 ft. tall.
2a Flowers occurring in clusters at nodes; calyx inconspicuous
1/8 to % inch long; foliage deep green-appearing black
from a distance.
5- Salvia mellifera
2b Flowers occurring singly at nodes; calyx inflated with
heavy venation, f to l£ inches long; foliage wooly
or heavily pubescent, appearing gray.
1. Leoechinia calvcina
lb Plant herbaceous or slightly suffrutescent, never more than
h feet tall.
2a Foliage green, stems not denseiy tufted from a single
base.
3a Plant a diminutive trailing vine; flowers white
occurring singly on pedicel.
h. Sature.ja douglasii
3b Plant an erect or semi-erect herb; flowers lavender
white or rose occurring in compact heads or
sessile in whorls.
ha Flowers in terminal heads subtended by leafy bracts;
corolla purple or white, rarely pink.
3. Honardelia villosa
hb Flowers sessile in 3 to 6 separate whorls along
erect stem; corolla light pink or white
tinged with rose, never purple.
6. Stacfays ylgjda
2b Foliage gray, sometimes tinged with green or red; leaf
blades glandular pubescent or tomentose.
3a Margin of leaf entire, blade linear; flower blue with
curved exerted stamens extended well beyond
corolla tube.
?. Trichostema lanceolatuin
3b Margin of leaf crenate, blade rounded; flower white
with stamens included in corolla tube.
2. harrubium vuJLgare
!• leoechinia calycina (Benth.) Spl. Pitcher Sage
Pitcher Sage is limited to those areas of the Chaparral adjacent to the
Mixed Evergreen Forest and to those slopes that face east or southeast.
It occurs in several places in the Park but these occurrences are small
in size and in number of individuals. The plants are in groups of 3 to 5
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with never more than 10 present. They are often covered by other shrubs
such as Oeanothus thyrsiflorus and Aplopaopus arborescens that much ex
ceed them in height. Rhere they do occur they are usually associated with
Sriodictvon californieum and their white appearing foliage stand out in
sharp contrast to the deep green foliage of the latter. A;:-small group of
Pitcher Sage plants can be found on the road between Sky Meadow and The
Upper Residence Area just above the houses at Sky Meadow. However recent
grading operations in this location have greatly reduced its numbers, ^ine
largest known group of these plants is found on the North Escape Hoad just
west of its junction with the main road leading out of the Park toward an
Francisco.
'

2* Marrubium vulgare

L. Horehound

This common perennial weed of dry wasteland is not at all common in the
Big Basin area. It has entered the Park only where man has produced the
proper environment. It is found at the Upper Residence Area where the
old GGC barracks have been removed and there is a great deal of open soil
fully exposed to the sun. It occurs along the hard-beaten soil marginal
to the concrete walks that used to join the buildings. The other location
is in the vicinity of Blooms Mill Site. Here it is still abundant on the
filled-in soil above the old mill pond site. In neither occurrence does
it show an affinity for any plant community. Toe sole limiting factors
seam to be full sun and relatively well-drained soil. In both places sec-end growth forest is gradually replacing the cleared soil and where it has
there is no Harrubium vulgare.
3. Mona.rdej.la villosa

Benth. Coyote Mint

Monardella villosa is found in open grassy meadows in both the Mixed Ever
green Forest and the Chaparral though it is certainly more abundant in the
fdrmer. In the Slippery Rock area it is most abundant at the top of the
formation near the old woodshed where the soil is deepest and there is ad
jacent brush cover. Her© it grows abundantly about the bases of the taller
grasses and is intermingled with Rhus diverslloba and Lathyrus sativus. On
the open rocky area itself where the soil is much thinner it gives way to
Trichostenia lanceolatum. It "has also been collected in the grassy meadow
on the harden Doole Trail i mile east of the Ridge Fire Trail. Here it oc
curs with Ast'er radullnus and Oaiochortus sps• in addition to the grasses.
The terminal inflorescence and its occurrence on dry well drained slopes
are usually enough to separate it from Stachyg ri?'ids. the only ouier sim
ilar Mint in the are®.
H. Sature.ja don^lasii (Benth.) Briq. Ferba Buena
Poorly drained soils in the Mixed Evergreen Forest are the normal habitat
for this delightful species though it is occasionally found in the more
open areas among the Redwoods or even in one location adjacent to tne
taller forms of Chaparral. The plant occurs as a low trailing vine with
small opposite leaves widely spaced on slender stems. It is more often
seen because of the pleasant odor» a cross between mint and sage, oi the
crushed foliage than because of the appearance of the plant. It is usu
ally well buried below grasses, sedges and horsetails that are also common
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on this rich sandy loam* The largest single occurrence of the plant Is
In the bottom of the abandoned mill pond at Blooms Kill Site, here along with UfHca holosericla • Frasaria californica and a heavy growth
of horsetails, grasses and sedges it forms a part of the herb cover that
stays green through all the summer months. In addition to this location
smaller occurrences are found along both the Sunset and Berry Creek
Trails wherever there is sunlight on fairly poorly drained soil.
5» Salvia raelllfera Greene Black Sage
This dark shrub which forms such an extensive part of the Coastal Sage
Scrub and gives that plant formation its name is poorly represented in
the Chaparral cover of Big Basin. It does occur marginal to the ocean
on the bluffs behind Viaddeli Creek and politically this is a portion of
Big Basin Stat© Park, however this plant formation does not extend into
that drainage area of Waddeli Creek commonly called Big Basin. In the
Waddell watershed the plant has been found in areas of low Chaparral
cover though even here the plants are just a few in number. The plant
was collected at the summit of the hill just east of Sky Keadow where
the emergency water tanks are. Here it occurs along with Grlodictyon
caiifornicum. Ceanothus cuneatus. Pickerin^ia montana and Kimulus agr
antiacus. Where Dodder was extensive on all these species it had not
attacked Salvia mellifera. Other occurrences of Salvia meilifera nave
been reported from the south west slop© of Fine Mountain which supports
a heavy Chaparral growth overtopped by a scant forest of Knobcone Fine
but no plants have been collected In that area.
6. Stachvs rigIda

Nutt. Hedge Nettle

Grassy meadows, regardless of plant community, provide the proper con
ditions for this stiffly erect herb. Usually It is found in those mead
ows that have sufficient moisture to stay green all summer though at the
old Apple Orchard, on China Grade Road just east of the Park boundary,
the blooming stems are found above dry grass. The largest occurrence in
the Park is on the man-made soil surrounding the sewer plant where there
are many springs and seepages and the entire area is surrounded by dens©
Redwood Forest. Her© it occurs in abundance around the filter tanks along with Khioplea modesta. Cirsium lanceolatum and an abundance of
horsetails and grasses. The largest colony of Stachys rigIda in a nat
ural location is found in the meadow on the Berry Creek Trail about
mile west of Middle Ridge, tie re along with Adiantura ©marginatum. Montia
perfoliata. Satureia douglasii and Iris sps. it is found beneath the
overhanging branches of Holodiscus discolor. The plant occurs as a 12
to 15 inch herb with an erect flower stem bearing several whorls of
light rose flowers, each whorl subtended by a much reduced leaf the same
color as the larger foliage leaves below. The hairs on the leaves and
their somewhat irregular margins give rise to the common name ^Nettle"
though the similarity between this species and Urtica is only superficial.

7. Trichostema lanceolatum Benth. Vinegar Weed
Sparse Chaparral or thin soil over rocks are the only habitats where tiiis
species is found other than hard-beaten roadsides in full sun. The plant
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io.iii.iS several orsct stems from a woody base each supporting opposite
rows of small gray leaves often with a reddish tinge* Trie foliage is
strongly scented and becomes almost unbearable when crushed* At the
tips of the stems are spikes of flowers with reduced blue corollas and
long exerted stamens that form a semi-circle extending well above and
beyond the flower. It is a common weed throughout the dry areas of
California being especially common on the hard soil of abandoned city
lots* In the Basin Area it is only abundant on the open rocky face of
Slippery Rock where it blooms during late August and extends into and
often through September* This occurrence is probably maintained due to
the disturbance of the road which passes along the top of the rocky area
and the woodyard where trucks of slabs are unloaded to provide fuel for
the summer campfires. Occasionally these weeds are seen extending into
the Chaparral between low-growing forms such as Baccharis nilularis or
Pjokerins&a montana. However such occurrences are usually restricted
to roadsides. Further in, species such as Lotus iunceus or Eavarettia
sps. become more common*

Family SCRQPHULARIACEAE Figwort Family
la Leaf-like bracts present in densely compacted inflorescence;
(only 2 or 3 bracts present in Cordylanthus).
2a Bracts of inflorescence colored and corolla-like;
plant perennial*
3a Leaves pinnately divided; lobes sharply serrate.
9* Pedicalaris densiflorus
3b Leaves simple or with 1 or 2 linear divisions;
margins entire.
4a Leaves green and glabrous; stems not crowded on
base.
2. Castille.la affinis
4b Leaves wooly white; stems densely crowded on
suffrutescent base.
3. Castille.la folioiosa
2fo Bracts of inflorescence not colored; plant annual.
3a Root orange; flowers yellow, in groups of 2 or 3
at the tips of widely spreading stems.
4. Cordylanthus pilosus
3b Root brown; flowers purple, in densely tufted in
florescences at tips of single stems.
8. Qrthocarous densiflorus
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ifc Le af-like bracts absent in inflorescence; inflorescence not
densely compact.
2a Leaves sticky or viscid; flowers yellow, in axils of
leaves,
3a Plant an erect shrub of the dry Ghaparral.
6. Mjmujus aurgptiacus
3b Plant a trailing herb along the margins of perennial
streams.
7, Mimulus moschatus
2b Leaves glabrous or pubescent, not sticky; flowers red,
violet or white, not yeilcw, in panicles or spikes.
r ' "!"'V
J
\
3a Leaves alternate; leaf blades pubescent to tomentose;
corolla li to 2 inches long, flower white.
5* Digitalis pu^pure^
-i f • " , :>.W' i
3b Leaves opposite or whorled, upper leaves may b© alternate;
leaf blades glabrous; corollas f to t inch long.
•• 'i- »' ^ V
La Leaves linear lanceolate, margins entire; stems weak,
2 to 3 feet tall, often supported by other
plants.
1. Antirrhinum Hookerlanum
Lb Leaves broad, margin serrate; stems erect, 3 to 6 feet
tail.
10. Scrophularia californlca
1. Antirrhinum Hookerianum

Fenn. Witnered Snapdragon
I
There is a positive correlation between this plant and the presence of
fire in the Ghaparral. The spring following a fire this plant forms a
showy aspect over broad areas. It forms a trailing mass on the charred
stems of Manzanita and Ceanothus using them to support its weak trailing
stems. In the ensuing years as the Ghaparral recovers this plant becomes
less and less common until finally it is a rarity. Its almost complete
disappearance is usually accomplished in four to six years. Its most re
cent occurrence in Big Basin was on the Chaparral slopes of Pine Mountain.
It was collected along the Pine Mountain Trail just below Look Out Point.
This area is now covered with a dense growth of Manzanita, Huckleberry
and Geanothus with only an occasional clump of Castille.ia follolosa re
maining of the dense herb cover that was present after the fire.
. '

1

'

2. Castille.ia affinis H & A

'

1

'

•

'\

Scarlet Cup

This brignt colored perennial is restriced to the margins of the Mixed
Evergreen Forest and the Ghaparral. The plants occur rather far apart
and at no place is there enough to form an aspect. It often occurs where
the Mixed Evergreen Forest becomes thin as on the top of the hill behind
Sky Meadow where it is closely associated with Zv^adenus fremontii and
hubus ursiims beneath a thin cover of Madron© and Tan Oak. The largest
occurrence of the plant In the area is at the Middleton Meadow just east
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of the Upper Residence Area where there is deep soil and an abundance of
dry grasses, here it is associated with Galium aoarine, Satur.ie domaUsM. an
d Fpa^arlft californioa,
3* Castixie.ia folioiosa H & A

Painted Cup

Koek crevices in the Chaparral form the habitat for this sun-lctring
species. The suffrutescent base lies tightly wedged in the narrow fis
sures of the rocks. From this woody base arises a soft herbaceous mat
of white foliage topped by scattered red and orange flowers. At present
these planes are only seen in s few locations in the Park. A small col
ony occurs along the Pine Mountain Trail Just above the California Nut
meg trees. Here it is closely associated with Himulus aurantlacus. Rhus
diversiloba and young Knobcone Fine. The other location is along the
China Grade Road where they are most common on the south facing slope.
Here they are found on the exposed rocks while the deeper soil adjacent
to the rocks supports Baocharis pilularls. Aplooaopus arborescens and
low plants of riiotinia arbutifolia. The plant occurs on open soil in
the seasons directly after the fires that are common in the Chaparral
but after three to four years they are once again restricted to the rocks.
h. Cordvlanthus oilosus Gray,
The bright orange root is the best identifying character for this com
mon roadside annual. Because the light yellow flowers are nearly cov
ered by gray green sticky bracts similar in texture to the leaves the
inflorescence is usually overlooked. The plant can be considered a mem
ber of either the Chaparral or the Mixed Evergreen Forest as it is found
in both with the same frequency. It is restricted to open soil where
water has been standing. 3ueh areas are readily found along roadsides
and firebreaks. The plant seams to prefer a partially shaded area where
it occurs along with Zauschneria califomlca. Verbena prostrate and Fjuitsetum. It is especially common along the north entrance road where It
is abundant beneath Aesculus califomlca and Arbutus menziesli.
5. Digitalis purpurea L. Foxglove
Digitalis is restricted to the canyon of Union Creek in the vicinity of
the Upper Residence Area and the Shop Area. This section is Mixed Ever
green Forest tending toward Redwood Forest. The streams are perennial
and there is generally a current of cool air in the stream bed even on
the hottest days. Though this plant is considered an escape from culti
vation no one connected with the Park can remember a tine when it was
not found wild in this location. These word-of-mouth records go back as
far as 1920. Contrary to the species name "purpurea" only the white
phase is found In this location. Along with the DigitalIs is found Cirslura lanceolatum. Santcula crassicaulis and Staqfoyff rlfilda.
Mimulus aurantia^'is Curt, Bush Monkey Flower
Though present in all parts of the Chaparral this small shrub favors
areas where the soil has been recently disturbed. Along firebreaks and
road cuts this is one of the first plants along with Eriodictyon
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galifornicum to enter the area. The plant itself is a small sticky
shrub varying from 2 to h feet tail. The dark resinous leaves and stem
make a sharp contrast to the orange flowers produced in the axils of
leaves all over the plant. In the Park it is most abundant on the south
facing slope of China Grade where it is encouraged by shallow soil and
numerous landsiiaes. It is closely associated with xiakeringla montana.
hotus scoparius and Jeanothus cuneatus in addition to the ^riodictvon
californicum with which it is always found.
7* jfliroulug mo schatus Dougl. var. sosslllfollus Gray
Slow moving perennial streams with low lying marshy banks form the only
habitat suited for this species. An most of the streams in the area
have high overhanging banks this plant is quits rare. At present it is
only found along the perennial seepages around the abandoned dam at
Blooms Mill bite, nere the slow flowing water ha3 not developed the
high fooss covered banks and as a result there is an abundance of marshy
soil. The plant itself is prostrate with only the petioles of the leaves
and the tips of tne stems above trie water. Because tney are so close to
the water it is difficult to realize that the moisture on the leaf was
produced by the plant and is not a result of the plant having dipped un
der the stream momentarily• The light yellow flowers occur singly in the
leaf axils and are held\arect by thin elongated pedicels. Because of its
aquatic nature the plant^is usually found alone but there are nearby
Garex. Eauisetum and Rorippa Nasturtlum-aquatisum. The streamsides ad
jacent to the plant are usually deeply buried in duff and support scat
tered plants of Galium triflorum and Poiygala californicum.
Ortnocarnus densiflorus

Benth. Owls Clover

This erect steamed annual has no doubt been introduced into the Park by
man. It now occurs in the vicinity of the old woodshed at the upper end
of Slippery Mock where there is heavy traffic on the north entrance road
and it is also found on the deep fill soil surrounding the sewer plant.
In both cases there is fairly deep soil, a low slope and exposure to full
sun. It is found along with other plants common to the valley and foot
hill region of the state such as Avena fatua. irodlum sps. and Plagiobothrvs all of which are usually dry by the summer months.
9* reticularis densiflorus Benth. Indian Warrior
This is one of the few flowering annuals that forms small aspects In the
Mixed Evergreen Forest. In the late spring the plant forms red flowers
that extend 4- to 6 inches above the duff arid other soil litter• ihls
spring blooming plant has been included in the summer llora for in some
years a few blossoms will remain until early June though this late it
never forms the showy aspect that it makes earlier. Though it Is found
in ail parts of the Mixed Evergreen Forest it favors the drier locations.
One of the most abundant occurrences is in the vicinity of Sky Meadow
where it occurs with Zygadenus fremontii. oalochortus umbellatus and
Madia madloides under a canopy of thin Douglas Fir and Madrons.
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10*

Soronfaularia califarnica

Cham.

Be© Plant

•

Tall Chaparral or veil lighted Mixed Evergreen Forest provides a favor
able association for this tail robust perennial* As the plants grow
isolated from one another and neither the dark foliage or deep winecolored flowers are very showy the plant is often overlooked in spite
of its size. The individual plants are usually 3 to 6 feet tall and
are equally broad at the base. The inflorescence is a widespread pan
icle of small flowers that blends perfectly with the shadows of larger
plants. It is usually associated with young plants of Arbutus mensiesll and with Poison Oak. They are most common along the North Escape
Road just west of th© main highway junction. Here they prefer the some
what exposed soil of the road shoulder and are amply shaded by over
hanging shrubs of Ceanothus thyrsiflorus. Fremontla californloa and in
turn stand over lower forms of Brahken Fern and shade laving grasses.

Family CEOBANCHAGSAB
'

Broom-Rape Family
:
'v

•'l.' l X ..£?

la Flowers either sessile or on short pedicels closely packed
on stem, inflorescence resembling a pin® cone? large
rough surfaced tuber.
1. Boschniakia strobilacea
lb Flowers occur singly at tips of 2 to 6 inch peduncles; tuber
absent.
2. Orobanche fascleulata
1. Boschniakia strobilacea

Cray

Though this low growing parasite has been reported in the Chaparral in
some areas of California in the vicinity of Big Basin it is restricted
to the Mixed Evergreen Forest, It is always associated with Arbutus
tnenziesil and often with Arctostaphylos both of which serve it as a
host. The plant itself occurs in clumps of three to ten or more fleshy
erect stems bearing dense clusters of flowers which soon ripen to form
a mass of closely packed capsules, the whole appearing like deep red
pinecones four to six inches tall rising erect from the soil. Just be
low the surface is a large round tuber with a rough exterior that usu
ally surrounds the root being attacked. The largest occurrence of this
plant in the Park is along the trail that extends out Sunset Point be
tween the junctions of Opal Creek and Sempervirens Greek. Here the
thin rocky soil has a sparse cover of duff and is shaded by a forest of
Madron®, Tan Oak and Douglas Fir none of which are over fifty feet tall.
In addition to this thin forest there is a heavy ground cover of Vacciniua ovaturn which, in some places, is almost impenetrable.
2* Orobanche fascionlata

Nutt.

This inconspicuous yellow parasite is restricted to the part of th®
Chaparral with predominantly low growing forms. The plant occurs as a
dense cluster of erect sticky stems each topped by a single yellow flower
somewhat streaked with purple or red. They are found on th© thin sandy
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soil Just under the branch tips of the overhanging shrubs. Not enough
investigation has been done to determine which speeies of Chaparral
shrub serves as its host though it is usually found with Mimulus aurantlacus. Eriodlctyon callfornioum and low growing forms of Arctostanhvlos
sps. It has been collected in the Chaparral slopes that extend south of
China Grade and one specimen was located along the North Escape Road just
west of the junction with the main nighway where in addition to the usual
Chaparral plants there are some taller forms such as Aeaculus californica
and Ceanothus thvrsiflorus.

Family

ttuBlACEAE ladder Family

la leaves in whorls of 5 to 8.
2a Internodes 1 to 2 Inches longi leaf blades ovate, 2 to 3
times as long as broad; plant a perennial in deep
shade.
4. Galium triflorum
. 4/V'
- • 'j
'
..
"...
2b Intemodes 2 to 4 inches iongj leaf blades linear, 6 to
8 times as long as broad j plan t an annual in
filtered sunlight.
1. Galium sparine
lb leaves in whorls of 4.
2a Plant climbing from suffrutescent base often 3 to 8
feet tall.
3- Galium nuttailii
2b Plants prostrate on soil, stems seldom exceeding
1 foot long.
2. Galium californicum
1. Galium aoarine 1. Goose Grass
Galium amrtne is found in the Mixed Evergreen Forest at those places
where the forest borders open grassy meadows. In the Park itself such
places are rare. One example is an artificial clearing,*being rapidly
reclaimed by Mixed Evergreen Forest, on the harden Boole frail about f
mile east of Middle Ridge. Here Galium aparine is quite common, occur
ring as a trailing mat over fallen trees and climbing among grasses.
Another area where it has been sean is at the base of slippery Rock
where the road to the Upper Residence Area crosses Sempervirens Creek.
In recent years this area has been used as an archery range and much of
the native vegetation has been destroyed. To the east of the Park it
self but at the same elevation is an abandoned apple orchard surrounded
by Mixed Evergreen Forest and tall Chaparral and in this section the
plants form dense mats that hang like drapes over tne dead and dying
apple branches.
2. Galium callfomioum ii# & A.
This inconspicuous plant is one of the most widespread in the Park. It
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is found in all plant communities from the drier portions of the Redwood
Forest to the more shaded slopes of the Chaparral. It usually occurs as
a single stem lying flat on the duff that covers the soil and at no place
are the plants elose enough together to give a green aspect. Though com
mon on all trails they are most noticeable along the Pine Mountain Trail
for the bank is high and the surface of the ground is readily seen. It is
often associated with Viola sarmentosa and Polygala californica in the
densely shaded areas and with Fragaria californica or Aster radulinus in
the more exposed places.
3. Galium nuttallii Gray
In the Mixed Evergreen Forest or in the more shaded Chaparral this plant
is found as a mass of vegetative stems well off the ground usually sup
ported in the dead lower branches of Ceanothus or ArctostaphxL&g« It is
usually possible to trace the origin of the plant by following the light
brown woody stem back to a single woody root in the soil. The plants are
most common in those sections having both a canopy of trees and a cover
of rather tall shrubs. Such an area exists around the Girl Scout Camp at
Sky Meadow and the Upper Residence Area. The overhead canopy is primarily
Douglas Fir and Quercus aarifolia with a heavy understory of Ceanothus
thyrsiflorus and Vaceinlum ovaturn with Arctostaphylos in the more exposed
areas. In addition to Galium nuttallii these plants also support climbing
stems of Lonicera hisoidula and Rubus ursinus.
4. Galium, triflorum

Michx. Sweet Bedstraw

Level deep soil along the sides of slow moving streams in the Redwood
Forest or deeply shaded Mixed Evergreen Forest provides the proper con
ditions for this widespread prostrate perennial. Unlike the other species
of Galium in the Park this plant requires no exposure to light and is com
monly found lying on the moss covered stones in the coolest places in the
stream beds. The plant forms open patches or mats as the vegetative stems
spread in a loose rosette pattern from the central taproot. It is most
common along Sempervirens Creek and Blooms Creek in the vicinity of the
old Mill Site where more level soil is available. Here it is associated
with the mosses and sedges common along all perennial streams. On the
drier soil it is often associated with Vancouveria olanioetala and Trientalis latifolla. At one time it was abundant on the deep level soil bor
dering Opal Creek but the development of picnic sites and campgrounds
have eliminated it from this area.

Family

CAFRIFOiJLACEAK

Honeysuckle Family

la Plant a climbing vine; fruit red; terminal leaves perfoliate.
1* Lonicera nisoidula
lb Plant a spreading shrub; fruit white, if present; no leaves
perfoliate.
2. Symphoricarpos rivularis
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1. Conicera hispidula

Dougl. var. californica Jepson Honeysuckle

this widespreading climbing vine is scattered through the Mixed Ever
green Forest and the Chaparral where the soil retains moisture and there
is considerable exposure to sun. Such areas are not common in the big
Basin Park though where artificial clearings are present adjacent to the
Park such areas are abundant. In the Park a few such areas exist along
the road to Sandy Point Ranger Station where readouts are recent, and a
few artificial clearings are present along the Berry Falls Trail where
encroaching logging operations felled some trees on State property.
Naturally such clearings exist for some time after firs. Where the
plant does occur It is usually associated with shrubs of Ceanothus tfoypslflorus or shrub-like forms of Lithocarpus densiflor& • upon which it
climbs.
2. ovmohoricarpos rivularis Buksdorf. Snowberry
There is only one recorded location for this low spreading shrub of the
Mixed Evergreen Forest. It is found on the shaded slopes along Sempervirens Creek in the vicinity of Sempervirens Reservoir, where it grows
on steep soil bearing a deep mantle of duff and humus and very few if
any herbs. The ground is fully shaded but well drained. With it are
found a few shrubs of Holodiscus discolor and Corvlus californica. The
dense canopy of Douglas Fir and Tan Oak eliminates any herbs other than
an occasional Dmilacina or Disporum. The shrub itself is rarely more
than two or three feet tall and "has long thin branches that arch back to
the soil. Though fruits are described as white none have eyer been seen
on the shrubs growing in this area. The trees making up this portion ox
the forest show fire scars indicating that there are times when more sun
is available and fruit production more likely.

Family

CAMPANUL&CEAE

Bell Flower Family

Campanula oreanthoidea Durand. California Hare-Bell
Light green Hint-like leaves scattered along a stiffly erect stem bear
ing a terminal inflorescence of sky-blue nodding bell shaped flowers
makes the identification of this Mixed Evergreen Forest herb very easy.
The plants are usually found where there is an abundance of tall grass
and soil that stays moist until late in July or August. Scattered plants
are found in any meadow—like area such as those around Sky Meadow, Slip
pery Rock or the sewer plant. A very large colony occurs at the head of
the Meteor Trail where it joins the Middle Ridge Fire Trail. Here they
occur in abundance with Qxalls oregana. Trientalis lg/fcifol^a and Violfe
sempervirens.
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Family

CO&BQSITAB Sunflower Family

la Herbage sticky or glandular.
2a Plant a shrub 3 to 15 feet tall.

3a Leaves ovate; flowers white in scattered inflorescences
along branch tips.
6. Baccharis pilularis
3b Leaves linear, longer than 2 inches; flowers yellow in
flat topped inflorescences.
h. Aplooaopus arborescens
2b Plant an herb, annual, biennial, perennial.
ish edllky Ju i •',
3a Stems tough with much fibrous tissue; young foliage
white and wooly.
3. Gnaphalium californicum
3b Steins lacking heavy fibrous tissue; foliage never white.
ha Leaf margin serrate, at least at tips ray flowers
blue if present.
5« Aster radulinus
hb Leaf margin entire; ray flowers white or yellow if present.
5a Ray flowers extending less than 1/8 inch beyond
disc and inconspicuous, or absent. Plant
of dry grassy slopes in full sun.
Hadja dlssitiflora
5b Kay flowers extending i to 3/h inches beyond
disc, showy yellow.
6a Plant of open grassy slopes or roadsides,
an annual.
11. KadiSt ele^an?
6b Plant of wooded or shaded areas, a perennial
from the root.
12. hadla madloides
lb Herbage not sticky though sometimes pubescent.
2a Bracts of inflorescence spiny; leaf margins with sharp
spines or prickles (except in Centaurea); plant a
thistle.
3a Flowers yellow; leaf margin not spiny.
21. Centaurea melitensls
3b Flowers purple or white; leaf margins spiny.
ha Flower heads crowded on short stem; individual
flower heads J to 1 inch in diameter; plant
1 to 3 fe®t tall.
18. Cirslum arvense
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hb Flower heads occurring singly or widely spaced on
long stems; individual flower heads 1 to Zj
inches in diameter; plant 3 to 6 feet tall.
5a Plant of open slopes exposed to full sun;
foliage densely wooly and white.
19. Oirsiam califomlcum
5b Plant of shaded strearasides; foliage dull
green when mature.
20. Cirsium lanceolatum
2b Bracts of inflorescence not spiny; leaf margins not spiny;
plants not thistles.
i
v
»
3a Stems with milky juice.
ha Flowers white; inflorescence of several heads forming
a panicle; leaf margin entire.
3. Eieracium albiflorum
hb Flowers yellow; inflorescence with single head on
stem (more than one stem may be present);
leaf margin serrate or toothed.
5a Herbage covered with short stiff hairs; plant
1 to 2 feet tail, usually on dry loose
soil.
1. Hvpochoeris ^dica^a
5b Herbage glabrous; plant rarely over 12 inches
tall, usually on heavy poorly drained
soil.
2. Taraxacum Iff,evigaturn
3b Stems lacking milky juice.
ha Leaf entire or shallowly lobed.
5a Herbage white wooly on ventral surface only;
plant of the forest.
?. Adenocau'lon bjcplor
5b Herbage white wooly on all surfaces; plant
of the Chaparral.
9* Gnaohaliuiri micrqceppalum
hb Leaf deeply lobed to compound.
5a Leaves palm&teiy lobed; plant aquatic.
16. Petasites pftlraa^
5b Leaves pinnately divided to compound;
plants terrestrial.
6a Foliage strongly scented; ray flowers white.
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7a Blower heads occurring solitary on peduncles;
ray flowers 10 or more. 14. Anthemis cotula
?b Flower heads clustered forming flat-topped
inflorescencej ray flowers 5*
F5. Achillea millefolium
var. lanulosc
6b Foliage not strongly scented; ray flowers
yellow.
7a Plant a low growing ground mat with leaves
and flowers rising 6 to 12 inches
above the soil; mature foliage white.
^3* Eriophvllum confertiflorum
7b Plant an erect bush 2 to 5
tall;
mature foliage green. 17. Senseio douglasli
1. H.ypocho.rt3, radlcata

I.

This plant is present in angr grassland area within the Park that has
fairly deep stable soil. The plant occurs as a heavy cluster of 3 to
5 inch long hairy green leaves on top of a heavy perennial root. This
supports five or often more erect stems bearing single yellow inflores
cences. Hie plants are especially common in the natural meadow at the
Sky Meadow Girl Scout Camp. They are also found on the filled in soil
around the Ranger's residences where they receive the excess water from
lawn watering and the normal seepage along the lower eastern edge of
the filled area. Here, where they are not disturbed by the heavy tram
pling they receive at the girls carap, they are associated with Clrsium
lanceolatum and in the filtered shade of the Quercus agrifolia they are
found with Seneclo douadasii and Brodl&ea laxa.
2. Taraxacum laevigatum (Wild.) B.C. Common Dandelion
This weed is undoubtedly an escape from the lawns around the Ranger resi
dences at Sky Meadow. Where surplus water from gardens fills ditches and
finally runs off the north east corner of the meadow it forms a band of
heavy wet soil that is suited for this common weed. It is included in
this flora for it is now becoming established along the east slope of
Union Greek at quite a distance from Sky Meadow. This is especially true
in areas where recent landslides have exposed a great deal of mineral soil
that remains wet with natural seepages as late as the middle of July. In
addition to this somewhat natural occurrence it is present on all road
sides that have had standing water and are exposed to fail sun along with
Juncus patens. Anthemis cotula and Gastridium ventricosunu
3- Hieracium albiflorum Hook

Hairy Gats Ear

Dry shaded slopes in either Mixed Evergreen Forest or, in some eases,
dens© Redwood Forest, provide the proper habitat for this heavy rooted
perennial. Though distributed through all forested areas it is especially
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common along roadsides and trails where some mineral soil is exposed
through the deep duff. It usually becomes hidden along dirt roads as
the leaves that are covered with short stiff hairs catch and hold the
dust blown onto tnera by passing automobiles. The plant is very common
along ail parts of the uazos Creek Road where it is associated with
other roadside herbs such as J uncus oatens and Louiseturn spa. It has
also been collected in parts of the Mixed Evergreen Forest marginal to
the Chaparral along toe Ridge Fire Trail where it grows with fofoenaria
els^ans and loiyaala californicum under tne overhanging branches of
Jeanothus thyrsifiorus where trie soil has not been disturbed and with
Campanula oreanthoides and Rhus diversiloba where the soil has been cut
by the blade of the bulldozer that cleared the fire break.
Aplopapons arborescens (Gray) Hail Golden Fleece
The brilliant green foliage and bright yellow inflorescence make this
plant a sharp contrast to the usual gray-green and white of the other
Chaparral species. The form of the plant is different also in that it
rises brocaa-iik© from a single shaggy brown stem and widens into a flat
topped bush with the upper surface covered by the equally flat topped
yellow inflorescences. This is in sharp contrast to the rounded forms
of Arctostaphylos and Ce&nothus with which it is usually associated.
Though found in all Chaparral areas it is most abundant along the China
Grade Eoad especially on the areas with thin sandy soil over decomposing
sandstone. Here with Pickeringia montana. Photinia arbutifoiia and
Baccharls piiuiaris. in addition to Arctostaohyiog and Qganothug already
mentioned, they form one of the dominant plants of the Chaparral.
5» Aster radulinus Gray Wild Aster
Deep green leaves with marked network of veins and a serrate tip are
the best identifying characteristics of this Chaparral and Woodland
perennial. Two forms occur in the Park depending on location. In the
more open parts of the Mixed Evergreen Forest the plant grows from one
to two feet tall and bears a loose panicle of yellow disc flowers with
few if any ray flowers. In such locations it is found along with Rubus
ursinus. Rosa soitnaraea ana Madia madioiaes. In Chaparral regions
where it is exposed to more sun the plants are general)./.lower but blue
ray flowers are always present. The typical woodland form can be seen
at the junction of the Meteor Trail and the Kidg© Fire Trail. The Chap
arral form is limited more naving been collected only at one station.
It is found on the Pine Mountain Trail at the lower margin of the 19^8
fire. Here it occurs on ground heavily covered with down trees, burned
bushes and a dens© tangle of young Chaparral shrubs. The few plants
that do grow here are nearly buried in Bracken Fern, young Ceanothus
thyrsifiorus and hithocaruus densiflora.
6. Baccharls oilularls

B.C. Coyote Bush

This sticky leafed shrub is restricted to that part of the Chaparral
where the shrubs are usually less than four feet tall. It is a dense
rounded shrub with deep green foliage and small heads of white or light
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yellow disc flowers scattered along the tips of the branches. A few of
these plants are in the Chaparral formation covering the south facing
slope of China Grade where they are associated with ihotlnla arbutifolia.
Adenostoma fascjculatum and Pickerlngia montana. However, in this area
the plants are so scattered that they cannot be considered a major por
tion of the ground cover. They are more common on the far western boun
dary of the Park on the ridge that separates the West Fork of Berry Creek
from those streams flowing westward to tne ocean, the area known as Chalks
Ridge. Here the steep sandy soil is nearly barren and Baccnaris pfl.lu.laris
along with Mimulus aurantiacus and Kriodictvon californicum is one of the
few plants surviving in this area of strong wind and much exposure to fog.
?• Adenocaulon bicolor Hook

Trail Plant

Few Compositae survive in the deeply shaded Redwood Forest but this is
on© outstanding exception. This perennial is found in the deeply shaded
canyons along with Qxalta oregana. Trillium ovaturn and Whipple* modesta.
Usually it favors the better drained soil as do the species of Disporura
or Smtlacina which rise abruptly from the dry duff. The common name
Trail Plant has two sources; one, it is common along the slightly packed
soil of the trails and two; when the foliage is kicked or stepped on it
often folds the leaves over revealing the white wooly undersurface in
contrast to the deep green dorsal side of the leaf and serves as a trail
marker. The plant is abundant in a drier location along the trail that
passes through the 100 Acre Woods on the west side of Opal Creek. Here
it is found on the higher portions of the stream bank between four and
eight feet above the water closely associated with Rhododendron occi
dental© and Rosa rvmnocaroa. Along Union Creek where the trail crosses
the stream below Sky Meadow the ground is much more moist and there is
much less accumulation of duff. Here it grows beside Clintonia andrewsiana and Struthooteris soleant.
8. Gnaohaiium californica

Gray

California Everlasting

Thin soil underlain by decaying coarse sandstone in the hottest regions
of the Chaparral is the only habitat where this robust herb has been
collected/ Such an area is found along the China Grade Road extending
west from, the North Entrance Road. Though the plants are scattered
throughout the whole plant community they are most conation right along
the roadside where the normal cover of shrubs has been removed and occa
sional roadwork prevents their returning. It is most closely associated
with Gnaohaiium mlcroceohalum and members of the two species are freely
intermingled in the area. The only difference in the plants, that is
apparent, is in the foliage. In Gnaohaiium californicum the mature foliage
loses part of its whit© wooly covering and becomes sticky and glandular
while in Gnaohaiium microcephaluai the white wooly covering is persistent,
even after the death of the plant. Other plants common in the area are
Lotus scooarius. Mimulus aurantlacus and Eriodlctyon californicum. the
latter of which is usually heavily infested with Cuscuta subinclusa.
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Nutt.

White Everlasting;

This whaparral herb is similar in all respects to Griaohallum callforas reo&rd3 location, siae and associated species. The only noiceable difference is in the appearance of the foliage which remains
white and wooly throughout the life of the plant while that of Gnaottcalxfornicum loses this white wooly covering and becomes a dull
green and quite sticky.
10* Madia dissitiflorq (Kutt.)

T. & G. Gumweed

There are few places in the Big Basin region that are favorable to this
common weed of the grassy hillsides of California. The one natural
clearing suited for it is Slippery Rock where the thin soil and full
south-east exposure permit it to grow along the crevices between the
areas of exposed rock. Here, along with Trichostema lanceolatum. it
lasts well into the months of July and August. It is found also in man
made clearings such as those at the sewer plant and at the crossing of
the horth Entrance Road and China Grade where it is found with other
common roadside weeds such as Bavarretia souarrosa and lotus americanus.
A lew plants have been observed along the artificial clearings made by
fire breaks but in such places it does not seem to have the vigor shown
by the native ,'iimulus aurantiacus and Iteridium aquillnum var. pubescans.
11. madia elegans Don. Common Madia
The upper and lower ends of Slippery Rock where the soil is deep and the
area somewhat shaded by Mixed Evergreen Forest provides the most favor
able conditions for this plant to be found in the Park. There is another
small group of these showy annuals regularly occurring on the small
grassy meadow formed by a landslip along Berry Falls Trail about one mile
west of Middle Ridge. In artificial clearings such as those along roads,
fire breaks and buildings the plant is abundant. In the early part of
the Summer the bright yellow flowers extend well above the dried grasses
about their base but by mid July and August the heads have disintegrated
and the plant is no longer noticeable.
12. Madia madioides (Eutt.) Greene Woodland Madia
This is one of the few showy perennial herbs to be found in the shade
of the Mixed Evergreen Forest. The foliage part of the plant consists
of linear inconspicuous leaves most of which are basal and hidden in
the dried grasses with which it is usually associated. From this rise
several nearly naked stems bearing a widespread inflorescence of three
to six, sometimes more, bright yellow heads each about one inch in diam
eter. They do not occur thickly enough to form an aspect but their
bright appearance in contrast to the dull color of the dead grasses and
duff covering the forest floor make them quite noticeable. The plants
are well distributed in all parts of the Mixed Evergreen Forest, espe
cially those parts lacking ^ithocarous densiflora. This is the condi
tion to be found in the vicinity of the Upper Residence Area where the
plants are abundant under ^ueycus a^rifoiia and Arbutus menaiesil.
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Here, along with several species of Calochortus. EanicuJLa craasicaulis
and ^riophyilum confertiflorua. they form one of the major plants of the
understory.
i3-

Sriophyllum confertiflorum Gray

The Mixed Evergreen Forest is the only plant community that supports
this low growing white leafed perennial and even here it is only rarely
present. The woody stem of the plant lies prostrate on the soil with
just the foliage stems with white leaves and yellow flowers extending
three to eight Inches above the duff. This gives a single plant the
appearance of a small colony of plants grouped together. At present the
plants are most abundant between Sky Meadow and the Upper Residence Area
where they appear through the deep duff below ^uercus a^rifolia. i^ithocarous densiflora. i seudotsuga taylfo.-va and Arbutus menaiesii. Though
no other plant form is closely associated with this species there are
generally plants of Jfragarift californica. ixmicera faispidula and G&l&M
nuttallii in the same area.
lh-. Anthemis cotula

L. Mayweed

Marly summer finds tills annual in full bloom along roadsides in the
vicinity of Big Basin, especially those places tnat have been subject
to standing water. However, upon entering the Park the plant becomes
quite rare. It is found along the North Entrance Road just inside the
Fark boundary *where the road passes through an area of Chaparral. Here
it is associated with other sun-loving annuals such as Navarre!ia souarrosa and Lotus iunceus. Wherever the roadside becomes shaded by over
hanging Geanothus or Knobcone Pine it gives way to Cordvlanthus filifolius. A few more plants are found where the North Entrance Road
crosses the upper portion of Slippery Rock where trie s oil is fully ex
posed to sun most of the day. The largest occurrence of the plant within
the Park is in the abandoned concrete foundations of the old GGC build
ings which have been removed at the Upper Residence Area.
15. Achillea millefolium L. var. lanulosa

Piper Yarrow

In the Big Basin region this plant is restricted to those areas well
populated by man and fully exposed to sun. These areas can occur in
any plant community that has had the native vegetation removed. The
plant can b© found around the Upper Residence Area where the concrete
foundations of the old CCC camp buildings remain surrounded by typical
Mixed Evergreen Forest. It is also found along the well drained road
sides of the North Entrance Road where it passes through a region of
Chaparral and it is most common on the moist sunny slopes around the
sewer plant where dense Redwood Forest has been removed to make room
for the buildings and settling tanks. In such areas it is associated
with other roadside herbs such as ftavarretia squarrosa. Lotus .iunceus
and several small grasses that have dried and shattered by the summer
months. There is one occurrence of the plant along the Berry Falls
Trail about 2 miles west of the Park center. Here encroaching logging
operations felled several trees adjacent to the trail and the plant is
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O&necip dpuglasii D,C. Greek Senecio

inis widespread shrub usually associated with dry stream beds in the
-i.uted evergreen forest and thick Chaparral areas of the State has been
collected at only one area in the Big Basin Region. Just north of the
Residence Area at Sky Meadow there is a email draw that only has water
during trie wet seasons and tnen only intermittently. In this draw tne
plant is found growing in close association with members of both Mixed
evergreen forest and Chaparral. The area is intermediate between the two
plant formations. Ghap&rral is represented by shrubs that grow on the
steep banks of the draw such as hppepfrlnigi calycina. Mjmulus aurantiacus
and -yiodictyon c&iifprriicura. Mixed evergreen Forest species are taller
forms such as ^uercu£ ^rifolia and Arbutus menziesii and lower growiiw
points such as lonicera fajspidula, and Galium nuttallii that climb among
toe brancnes of tne Chaparral shrubs. The Menecio oouglasii is found in
tue deepest parts of the draw and grows above the dry grasses and occa
sional plants of hrjophyllgm confertiflorum and Madia madioidea.
18•

Cira&wi arvense Scop. Canada Thistle

The only recorded location in the Park for this plant, common on the
margins of cultivated fields, is in the small meadow formed on Blooms
^reek where flat moist soil remains in what was once the bottom of the
mill pond. The plant is a low-growing widespread thistle with close
clusters of small purple heads. In addition to this Thistle there Is a
heavy ground cover of BqHjs?tum jelm^teia, Urtica holcsericea. Satureia
douK^g,i\ a
nd other herbs normally found on deep moist sandy loam.
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19» Girsium californicum Gray

California Thistle

South facing grass covered slopes exposed to full sun provide the habi
tat favored by this tall Thistle which is so striking in appearance be
cause of its glistening white foliage and purple to crimson flowers. The
individual-plants are usually evenly spaced on the slopes and at no place
in the Park do they form a dense colony. A few plants are found on the
Open slopes where artificial clearing has been done around the sewer
plant but in this area Girsium Ianceolatum is more common. They are most
abundant at Sky Meadow where they are found on the open grassy soil around
the residences and they are more densely clustered along the small inter
mittent stream .just north of the Residence Area, iiere they are closely
associated with Convolvulus occidentalis. Galium sparine and larger plants
like '*uercus a-;rifoila and Oeanothus cuneatus which are abundant in the
steep draw.
20. Girsium ianceolatum (L.) Scop. Bull Thistle
/•airly level stretches of deep moist sandy soil along perennial streams
with some sunlight filtering through the canopy favors this plant, regard
less of the plant community. It resembles Girsium californicum in its
form except tliat t he foliage is greener and the flowers are always purple,
never a bright red. One of the most favorable locations is in the deep
soil bordering Opal Greek in the 100 Acre Woods where the somewhat open
banks of the creek are surrounded by dense Redwood Forest. Her© the plants
occur at intervals of 3 to 5 feet along both banks of the stream. They are
closely associated with Rubus oarviflora. Aralla californlca and a dense
1551t of Cquisetum telmateia. It is of interest to note that this is the
same area that supports the few remaining Lllium pardalinum to be found
near the Park headquarters. The plant also occurs in the Mixed Evergreen
Forest as seen where the road to the Upper Residence Area crosses Union
Creek. Here these thistles are common in the ravine along with otachvs
rigida and Digitalis purpurea. Just south of the Park boundary, in the
area recently logged, Girsium Ianceolatum is common in the full sun where
it grows beside perennial seepages common on the south facing slope. Most
of the trees have been removed giving the area the appearance of open Chap
arral. In such locations Navarretia squamosa. Lotus iunceus and an abun
dance of <3uncus species and Equiaetum is present.
21• Gentaurea melitensis L. Star Thistls
This troublesome weed, common throughout the State, has invaded the Park
in two places, in both of which it has been introduced by man. At present
it is most common in the dry grass meadow surrounding the Ranger residences
at Sky Meadow. The area is in full sun and the grasses present are those
found in any vacant city lot. The other area is around the abandoned con
crete foundations of the CCC barracks at the Upper Residence Area. Here
too, by summer, the area is covered with many dry and shattered grasses
that exist in the full sun exposure in spite of the surrounding Mixed Ever
green Forest. At Slippery Rock, the one natural clearing in the Park that
resembles the Upper Residence Area and Sky Meadow in that it is surrounded
by forest, there are no records of the occurrence of Genturea melitensis
though other common weeds such as Anthemis cotula. Achillea millefolium and
Broaus ri^idus are present in abundance.
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Chaparral Oak, 60
Chaparral Fea, 73
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Cirsium californicum, 108
Cirsium lanceolatum, 108
Cistaceae, 78
Clintonia andrewsiana, 52
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Coltsfoot, 107
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Convolvulaceae, 86

Convolvulus Occidentalis, 87
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Ericaceae, 81
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Everlasting, 105
Fagaceae, 58
fairy Bells, 52
Fairy Lantern, 51
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Fern Family, 37
Festuca rubra, 46
Figwort Family, 92
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Flannel Bush, 78
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Fragaria californica, 68
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Garryaceae, 81
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Gilia Family, 87
Globe Lily, 51
Gnaphalium califomicum, 104
Gnaphalium microeephalurA, 105
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Gold Back Fern, 39
Golden Fleece, 103
Gooseberry, 66
Goosegrass, 97
Graraineae, 43
Grass Family, 43
Grass Nut, 51
Grossularia senilis, 66
Ground Iris, 55
Ground Rose, 69
Guraweed, 105
Hair Grass, 44
Hairy Cats Ear, 102
Hazel Family, 58
Leather Family, 81
Hedge Nettle, 91
Helianthemuiu sooparium, 78
Heuchera mlcrantiia, 66
Hieracium albiflorum, 102
Hierochloe macrophylla, 46
Hippocastanaceae, 75
Holeus lanatus, 46
Holodiscus discolor, 68
Honeysuckle Family, 98
Horehound, 90
Horse-Chestnut Family, 75
Horsetail Family, 36
Huckleberry, 85
Hydrophyllacea e, 38
Hypocheris radicata, 102
Indian Faint Brush, 94
Indian Warrior, 95
Inside-out Flower• 63
Iridaceae, 55
Iris Californica, 55
Iris douglasiana, 55
Iris longipetala
Iris macrosiphon
Juncaceae, 48
Juncus bufonius, 49
Juncus effusus, 49
Juncus patens, 49
Knob-cone Fine, 41

Labiateae, 89
Lady Fern, 33
Larkspur, 63
Lathyrus vestitus, 71
Lauraceae, 64
Laurel, 64
Leguminosae, 70
Leopard Lily, 53
Laplchina calycina, 89
Liliaceae, 50
Lilium pardilinum, 53
Linanthus androsaceus, 87
Lithocarpus densiflora, 59
Live Oak, 59
Lonicera hispidula, 99
Lotus americanus, 72
Lotus junceus, 72
Lotus snicranthus, 72
Lotus scopariusi 73
Luzula eampestris, 49
Madder Family, 97
Madia dissififlora, 105
Madia elegans, 105
Madia madioides, 105
Madrone, 82
Mahonia nervosa, 63
Maidenhair Fern, 33
Manzanita, 83
Maple Family, 75
Karrubium vulgar*» 90
Maul Oak, 60
Mayweed, 106
Mexican Balsam**, 80
Milkwort, 74
Mimulus auranticus, 94
Mimulus moschatus, 95
Miners Lettuce, 62
Mint Family, 89
Modesty, 67
Monardella villosa, 90
Montia partfiflora, 62
Montia perfoliate, 62
Homing Glory Family, 86
Mountain Iris, 55
Mustard Family, 64
Kyricaceae, 57
Kyrica californica, 57
Harrowleaf Cattail, 42
Navarretia mellita, 37
Navarretia squamosa, 88
Nettle Family, 61
Kit Grass, 46
Nutmeg, 40
Oak Family, 59

Onagraceae, 79
Orchidaceae, $6
Oregon Grape, 63
Orobanchaceae, 96
Orobanche fascicuiata, 96
Orthocarpus densiflorus, 95
Owls Clover, 95
Qxalidaceae, 73
Qxalis oregana, 73
Painted Cup, 94
Panicled Bulrush, 43
Papaveraceae, 64
Parsley Family, 30
Pea Family, ?0
Pedicularis densiflorus, 95
Petasites Palmata, 107
Phaoelia Family, 88
Photinia arbutifolia, 69
Pickeringia montana, 73
Finaceae, 41
Finus attenuata, 41
Piperia elegans, 56
Pirola aphylla, 84
Pitcher Sage, 89
Pityrogramma triangularis, 39
Poa annua, 47
Poison Oak, 74
Polemoniaceae, 37
Polygalaceae, 74
Polygala californica, 74
Folygonaceae, 62
Polypodiace&e, 3?
Folystichum californlcum, 39
Polystichum duaieyi, 39
Polystichum nruniturn, 39
Poppy Family, 64
Portulacaceae, 62
Primulaceae, 86
Pseudotsuga taxifolia, 41
Fteridium aquilinum pubescens,
Purslane Family, 62
Quercus agrifolia, 59
Quercus chrysolepis, 60
Quercus dumosa, 60
Quercus wislizeni, 60
Quinine Bush, 81
Kanunculaceae, 63
Redwood, 42
Redwood Sorrel, 73
Redwood violet, 79
Rein-Orchis, 56
Rhamnaceae, 76
Rhamnus californica, 77
Rhododendron californicum, 85

ithododendron occidental©, 85
Rhus diversiloba, 74
Rock Rose Family, 78
Horippa nasturtium-aquatieum, 64
Rosacea®, 67
Rosa gyinnocarpa, 69
Rosa spitharaea, 69
Rose Bay, 85
Rubiaceae, 97
Rubus parviflorus, 70
Rubus ursinus, 70
Rush Family, 48
Rush Rose, 78
rlye Grass, 45
Salal, 84
Salixaceae, 56
Saiix speciosus, 56
Salvia mellifera, 91
Sanicula crassicaulis, 80
Banta Cruz Gooseberry, 66
Satureja douglasii, 90
Saxifrageceae, 65
Scarlet Gup, 93
Scirpus microcarpus, 48
Scoliopus bigelovii, 53
Scotch Broom, 71
Scouring Rush, 36
Scrophulariacea®, 92
Scrophularia californlea, 96
Scrub Oak, 60
Sedge Family, 47
Senecio douglasii, 107
Sequoia sempervirens, 42
Short Scaled Sedge, 47
Silk Tassel Shrub, 81
Sisyrinchium helium, 55
Skunkweed, 88
Slim Solomon, 53
Smilacina ampiexieaulls, 53
Smiiaeina sessilifolia, 53
Snapdragon, 93
Snowberry, 99
Solomon ->eal, 53
Spanish Glover, 72
Spotted Coral Root, 56
Stachys rlgids, 91
starflower, 86
Star lily, 5^
Star Thistle, 108
Star Tulip, 52
Sierculiaeea©, 78
Sticky Blue Blossom, 76
Sticky Honkey Flower, 94
Stinging kettle, 61

Stinking few, 40
Strawberry, 68
Struthopteris spicant, 40
Sugar Scoops, 66
Sumac family, 75
Summers Barling, 79
Sunflower Family, 100
Sweet Bedstraw, 98
Sword Fern, 39
Symphoriocarpus rivularis, 99
Tan Bark Oak, 59
Tan Oak, 59
Taraxacum laevigatum, 102
Taxaceae, 40
Taxodiaceae, 42
Thimble- Berry, 70
Thistle, 107
Tlarella unifoliata, 66
Tick Brush, 77
Tiger Lily, 53
Toad Rush, 49
Torreya californiea, 40
Toyon, 69
Trail Plant, 104
frichostema lanceolatum, 91
Trientalis latifolia, 86
Trillium chloropet&lum, 5^
Trillium ovaturn, 5^
Turks Rug, 62
Typhaceae, 42
Typha angustifolia, 42
Typha latifolia, 42
Umbeliiferse, 80
Umbellularia califomica, 64
Urticaceae, 61
Urtica holosericia, 61
Vaccinium ovaturn, 85
Vancouveria planipetala, 63
Vanilla Grass, 46
Velvet Grass, 46
Verbeneaceae, 88
Verbena prostrata, 88
Vetch, 73
Vicia gigantea, 73
Vinegar Weed, 91
Violaceae, 78
Viola oeeliata, ?3
Viola sempervirens, 79
Wake Robin, 5^
Water Cress, 64
Wax Myrtle, 57
Western Azalea, 85
Western Burning Bush, 75
Western Hearts Fase, 78
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Whipplea modesta, 67
Wild Ginger, 61
Willow Family, 56
Withered Snapdragon, 93
Woodland Star, 86
Wood Fern, 38
Wood Rose, 69
Wood Rush, 49
Wood Strawberry, 68
Woodwsrdia charaissoi, 40
Yarrow, 106
Yerba Buena, 90
Yerba Santa, 88
lew Family, 40
Sauschnsrta California, 80
Zygadenus fremontii, 54

